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ABSTRACT

Pseudo-Y (P-Y) chromosome drive in Drosophila melanogaster can be

induced by coupling the Y chromosome and the autosomal meiotic drive

mutant Segregation distorter,' SO, by reciprocal, radiation-induced

translocation. Sex ratio distortion caused by this drive complex is

observed in population cage trials using varying drive strengths and

relative fitness differences between drive and target males.

Relationship between translocation breakpoint, drive suppression and

mean number of progeny is included in the analysis. Distance of

translocation breakpoint from Sd shows no significant relationship

with degree of drive suppression. The mean number of progeny, which

provides a measure of the relative fitness of different translocation

lines, is positively correlated with drive strength.

Two hundred and five T(Y;2)SD lines were recovered from the

translocation screen. Six of these were selected for population cage

trials, and placed in several genetic backgrounds. These included

SO-sensitive, SO-insensitive, and high and low relative fitness target

backgrounds in order to test several sets of theoretical conditions

regarding P-Y drive extinction and neutralization processes.

Neutralization of sex chromosome drive and the resulting sex ratio

distortion was attempted. In addition to the direct addition of XXY;SO
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aneuploid females, the continuous production of aneuploids in the

population was attempted by utilizing the sex-chromosome specific,

non- disjunction inducing mutant mei-269. Neither method was

successful. Reasons for this are discussed as well as implications

for future studies utilizing irradiated stocks and chromosomal

rearrangements, both as treatments and as markers.

Estimates of relative viability using various life history

data--egg hatchability, eclosion, larval survival and mass

egg-to-adult measurements--as well as non-disjunction data for mei-269

and segregation data for sex-chromosome aneuploid males and females

are included. These were used in conjunction with computer

simulations modelling P-Y drive. The iterative, discrete generation

computer simulation of Lyttle was refined and extended. Results of

cage trials are given and discussed in the context of the simulation

model. P-Y drive population equilibria generated by the simulation

appear to lie on a continuum sensitive to relative fitness differences

between genotypes as well as drive strength, and to a lesser extent,

on the initial frequency of genotypes. The severely red~~ed fitness of

target males [Dp(2;Y)SD+J due to hyperploidy, compounded by the

effects of the Y chromosome tip-markers, was found to have significant

populational consequences.

Neutralization of P-Y drive-induced sex ratio distortion, when it

did occur in simulated populations could be interpreted as a

hierarchical process. Selection operated to optimize population

fitness by selecting within sex (between males); however, the most
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dramatic selection was that which served to stabilize the sex ratio.

The sex ratio reached equilibrium values in advance of genotype

equilibrium. At the time that sex ratio was stabilized, apparent or

actual changes in drive strength were effectively arrested--probably

as a result of relaxed selection pressure.
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LIST of ABBREVIATIONS, TERMS, and SYMBOLS

Aneuploidy is the duplication of genetic material which includes an

extra centromere-- specifically, an extra sex chromosome

resulting in an XXV female or XYY male.

H or Hyp is the abbreviation for hyperploid (male).

Hyperploidy connotes the duplication of part of a chromosome not

including the centromere.

c

f

m

1

is the frequency of alternate segregation in a T(Y;2)SD

male, defined as 0.5 (normal Mendelian segregation) in

non- translocated lines.

is the fertility of a T(Y;2)SD male relative to a target

population male and includes mating behavior, virility

and all factors which affect the male's ability to

fertilize a female and produce a viable zygote.

is the frequency of segregation of XX from Y in an XXV

female.

is the frequency of segregation of YY from X in an XYY

male.

P3 is the frequency of XY;SD males.

Rl is the frequency of XXY;SO females.

R3 is the frequency of euploid XX;SO+ females.

FA is the fitness of XY;SD males relative to hyperploid
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XY;SD+ males.

FY is the fitness of XYY males relative to hyperploid XY;SD+

males.

FF is the fitness of XXY;SD females relative to euploid

XX;SD+ females.

FFF is the fitness of XXY;SD+ females relative to euploid

XX;SD+ females.

v is the viability of a T(Y;2)SD male relative to a

standard hyperploid male.

W is the Darwinian fitness of a T(Y;2)SD male, also

abbreviated FA, and defined as the relative ability to

contribute progeny to succeeding generations. In the case

of P-Y drive, it is a male's ability to produce progeny

or grandprogeny genotypically (and phenotypically, in

this case) like himself.

z is the probability of SD+ sperm dysfunction due to SD in

a SD/SD+ male.

k is the observed proportion of SD bearing progeny among

all progeny of an SD/SD+ male.

K is the mean k value of a stock or line.

P-Y or pseudo Y, represents the T(Y;2)SD meiotic drive

complex which mimics true V-chromosome drive.

~ is the site of Sd action and maps to the 2R centric

heterochromatin. Rsp is an insensitive form of the

responder site.
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Rsp+

Sand sens

Sd

Sd+

SO

SO+

T(Y;2)SO

is a sensitive form of ~.

are the abbreviations for Rsp+cnbw, sensitive.
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is the normal, non-distorting form of Sd.

or Segregation-distorter is the meiotic drive complex

minimally composed of Sd and ~ sites. SO also refers

to a chromosome carrying active Sd and Rsp sites.

stands for a chromosome carrying the non-distorting form

of Sd and the sensi ti ve form of ~.

is a translocation complex including the Y and SO

chromosomes.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

A. Meiotic Drive

Meiotic drive is defined as the nonrandom, excess recovery of

a driven allele among the gametes of heterozygous individuals

(Sandler and Novitski, 1957). Hartl (1972), Hiraizumi, Sandler and

Crow (1960) and Prout, Bundgaard and Bryant (1973) have provided

theoretical demonstrations for conditions under which meiotic drive

alleles will become fixed.

In the case of sex- linked drive, population extinction may

result owing to the deficiency of one of the sexes (Hamilton 1976).

Among the best known cases of sex-linked drive in natural

populations are those of the African butterfly genera Danaus and

Acraea, the mosquito, Aedes aegypti, and Drosophila pseudoobscura

(see Lyttle 1981a for review).

The severe populational consequences of sex-linked drive makes

it difficult to detect in natural populations and therefore also

difficult to study. V-chromosome drive--potentially the most severe

and therefore the most elusive of type sex-linked drive-- has been

demonstrated in laboratory populations by Lyttle (1977) who linked

the second chromosome meiotic drive system, Segregation-distorter
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(SO) of Drosophila melanogaster to the V-chromosome. Linkage was

accomplished by irradiation of SO males to produce a series of

T(Y;2)SO lines mimicking true V-chromosomal drive. Since the SO

chromosome which was used exhibited strong drive (i.e., 100%

recovery in sperm), the males of these lines had complete V-drive

resulting from:

(a) an excess of alternate segregation of the Y and SO

chromosomes from their X and 50+ homologues at the first

meiotic division (with the subsequent SO-induced dysfunction

of the X;SO+ bearing sperm), and

(b) aneuploidy of the X,SO-bearing gametes from adjacent

segregations with their subsequent elimination due to zygotic

lethality.

Lyttle demonstrated that population extinction resulted from

the rapid fixation of pseudo-Y drive lines in target populations,

and that this process did, in deed, follow the dynamics predicted

by haploid selection theory. Furthermore, the process was powerful

enough to overcome the counter- effects of immigration. By

partitioning the T(Y;2)SD fitness advantage, Lyttle found that of

the three fitness components, viability, fertility and frequency of

alternate segregation, fertility and the frequency of alternate

segregation were primarily responsible for the success of pseudo-Y

drive. However, it was demonstrated that the prior existence of

insensitive responder alleles segregating in the target population

could be sufficient to prevent fixation of the Y;SO complex in the

2



population.

One of the populations did not exhibit the expected sex ratio

distortion favoring males. It was demonstrated (Lyttle 1981a) that

the presence of sex-chromosome aneuploid females (XXY), produced at

approximately a 4% level by secondary non-disjunction in SO bearing

males, were able to effectively neutralize the effects of the

pseudo-Y drive not only by supplying females to the population, but

by also augmenting the fitness of the SO males in the process.

These females could contribute daughters to the population in two

ways:

(1) they could produce XX gametes which could be fertilized

by Y;SO sperm, producing daughters like themselves; and

(2) they could produce XY (hyperploid) gametes which could

rescue the hypoploid X;SO gametes produced by the SO males

which formerly were destined to be zygotic lethals when only

XX females were available.

In this population, the sex ratio was stabilized at approximately

60% male, and the population reached an equilibrium, maintaining

both the aneuploids and the V-SO drive complex.

On the basis of a posteriori analysis of the population

dynamics of this cage, a computer simulation program was developed

which allowed predictions concerning the fate of p-Y drive

challenged populations, with and without the introduction of

sex-chromosome (XXY) aneuploid females. Some of the major

predictions are as follows:
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the sex-chromosome

In some situations

predictions by

several target

and without the

(1) Sex chromosome aneuploids should rapidly attain an

equilibrium frequency.

(2) Population sex ratio should be stabilized at

approximately 60% male.

(3) Sex ratio should be roughly independent of meiotic drive

strength.

(4) When the SO and target chromosomes have comparable

fitnesses, there is a threshhold effect at some intermediate

value of z (i.e., z greater than zero, less than 1).

(5) Aneuploidy will be lost under circumstances favoring the

accumulation of drive suppressors (i.e., weak drive, slow

population extinction).

(6) Aneuploidy will be lost if the frequency of Y;SO males is

low.

(7) Aneuploidy will be selectively favored under

circumstances unfavorable to the accumulation of drive

suppressors: strong drive, rapid population extinction, and

if the frequency of Y;SO males is high.

The model predicts that strong p-Y drive and

aneuploid females are, in a sense, coadapted.

where neither could survive alone, if both are present they will

both be selectively maintained.

This study was aimed at testing some of these

constructing cage populations composed of

backgrounds and pseudo-Y drive lines, both with
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introduction of sex-chromosome aneuploid females. One-time

injection of XXV females as well as the initiation of selected

cages with the sex-chromosome specific meiotic mutant, mei-269 were

tested. mei-269 reportedly causes an elevated rate of primary

non-disjunction in males (Baker and Carpenter 1972) and was used to

simulate the continuous production of sex chromosome aneuploids in

the population. By monitoring the relative frequencies of genotypes

in each population through regular censuses and intermittent

sampling of certain populations, it was possible to make

qualitative evaluations regarding the fate of p-Y drive, aneuploids

and the population in general.

B. Pseudo V-Chromosomal Drive (P-Y Drive)

A synthetic V-chromosomal drive system (hereafter referred to

as P-Y Drive) which simulates true Y drive can be constructed by

inducing reciprocal translocations between the Y chromosome and a

second chromosome carrying the meiotic mutant complex SO. The

production of T(Y;2}SO sons is dependent on the frequency of

alternate segregation from matings with XX females (see figure 1).

The relative diploid fitness of Y;SD males to standard males is

given by the fonnula

W= 2 Fc/2-z

where F is the fitness of SO males relative to SD+ males, and can
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be broken down into fertility (f) and viability (v) components. c

is the frequency of alternate segregation (by definition, 0.5 in

untranslocated lines), and z is the strength of drive (see figure

2). If Wis greater than 1, SO and the P-Y complex will increase in

frequency. The immediate result will be an increase in sex ratio

(proportion of males), with the possible eventuality that the

population will become extinct if drive is strong and remains

unopposed.

C. Segregation Distorter, SO

Segregation distorter is a meiotic drive system located on the

second chromosome in Drosophila melanogaster (Sandler, Hiraizumi

and Sandler 1959). Heterozygous SO males produce a great excess of

SO bearing offspring due to the dysfunction of sperm bearing the

SD+ homologue (Hartl, Hiraizumi and Crow 1967; Tokuyasu, Peacock

and Hardy 1972a,b). SO involves at least two major loci: Sd, the

allele whose presence is required for distortion to occur, and Rsp

--responder--the locus which is the apparent site of Sd action.

Chromosomes carrying a sensitive responder allele (~+) are

subject to segregation distortion, whereas those bearing an

insensitive allele (~) segregate normally from an SO chromosome

(Hartl 1973,1974). There is some evidence to suggest that both the

Sd and Rsp loci may be sites of multiple allelic series
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representing varying strengths of drive and sensitivity to drive

(Hiraizumi, Martin and Eckstrand 1980; Brittnacher and Ganetzsky

1983). Brittnacher and Ganetzsky suggest that insensitivity of E!£
to distortion is relative and that Sd can effect its own ~ site.

The presumed wild-type alleles of ~ and ~ are designated Sd+ and

~+ , and the symbol SO refers to a chromosome that is genetically

Sd !!.§.£..

Sd and~ are located on either side of the second chromosome

centromere. Sd is on the left arm of the chromosome; ~ is on the

right arm (Sandler and Hiraizumi 1960; Hartl 1974, Ganetzky 1977).

Sd has been mapped to the salivary chromosome map region 3702-6,

which is approximately 2-54.1 on the recombination map between hk

and ~ (Brittnacher and Ganetzsky 1983), while ~ is embedded in

the left proximal heterochromatin. A deleted~ site results in an

insensitive~ (Ganetzsky 1977). ~ behaves as an dominant

suppressor of drive; Sd+ behaves as a recessive suppressor of drive

(Hauschteck-Jungen and Hartl 1978).

Modifiers and enhancers of SO are distributed throughout the

genome (Sandler 1962; Kataoka 1967; Hartl 1970; Miklos 1972b;

Trippa and Loverre 1975). Two enhancers with major effects have

been located on SD chromosomes closely linked to the Sd and Rsp

loci (Miklos 1972b; Ganetzky 1977; Hiraizumi, Martin and Eckstrand

1980) •

Although the molecular mechanism for SO is not known, work by

Brittnacher and Ganetzsky indicates that Sd behaves as a neomorph,
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Sd+ behaving as an amorph insofar as Sd function is concerned. They

found that two doses of SO were more deleterious than one dose,

that the deletion of the Sd locus removes the abilty to distort,

and that SO can distort itself in the absence of other suitable

(sensitive) responder sites. This helps to account for the fact

that SO homozygotes are sometimes sterile. Apart from the fact

that many SD chromosomes are associated with recessive lethals,

SOi /SOj (SO "homozygotes") when they do survive generally suffer

from substantially reduced fertility.

Sandler, Hiraizumi and Sandler (1959) reported suppression of

drive in Sd males heterozygous for Cy, a second chromosome

inversion, and suggested that structural rearrangement interferes

with SD activity and that the proper pairing between SO and its

homologue was necessary for SO activity. Novitski and Ehrlich

(1966, 1970), Novitski and Peacock (1970), and Enns (1970) reported

the consistent finding that structural rearrangments and SO

suppression appeared to be a random event, and did not make
.

interpretations with regard to proper pairing. Yamazaki and

Thompson (1973) later limited this pairing requirement to the

immediate region of SO itself, since structural rearrangments at a

distance from SO did not affect SO strength. Trippa, Oe Marco and

Loverre (1974) reported an extensive study regarding the

interaction between SO strength and structural rearrangements.

This study effectively demonstrated that pairing is not a

requirement of SO activity, and that SD operation and drive
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strength is more likely a result of inherent differences between SO

chromosomes and SO+ homologues. These conclusions are consistent

with the current interpretation of SO which ascribes a biochemical

rather than a structural basis for SO and is also consistent with

the fact that breaks at (Yamazaki and Thompson 1973) and deletions

of (Brittnacher and Ganetzsky 1983) SO can suppress or destroy

drive activity while those at non-SO sites are not of such a

predictable nature.

Strength of drive is measured by z, defined as the probability

of dysfunction of SO+ bearing sperm in SO/SD+ males. The degree of

distortion is measured by k, defined as the proportion of SO sperm

among all functional sperm produced by an SO/SD+ male, and is

measured, in practice, by the proportion of SO progeny among all

progeny produced by an SD/SD+ male. K is the mean k of a stock or

line and is directly transformed from z using the equation

z=(2k-1)/k. Values of z can range from a to 1.0 (z=O, no

distortion; z=l, complete distortion). K ranges from .5 to 1.0.

The apparent critical time of action of SO is early in

spermiogenesis. Tokuyasu, Peacock and Hardy (1976) noticed that

the first anomalies seen in sperm development in SO-bearing males

coincided closely in time with the transition from lysine-rich to

arginine-rich histones--a normal event in Drosophila spermiogenesis

(Das, Kaufmann and Gay 1964a,b). These electron microscopic

analyses along with the localization of the histone structural

genes by~ situ hybridization (Pardue, et al. 1972) to the base of
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2L--the region which also contains the SO complex--raised the

possibility that the mechanism of distortion may involve the

histone transition (Kettaneh and Hartl 1976; Hauschteck-Jungen and

Hartl 1978, 1982).

Cytologically, a wide range of phenotypic expression is seen

with regards to sperm dysfunction in SD/SD+ males. The earliest

developmental stage that appears to be abnormal is during sperm

head elongation, and may be related to faulty microtubule

formation. In some cases sperm heads may appear perfectly normal

but manifest defective chromatin condensation, abnormal tail

elongation, lack of individualization or defects in entrapment or

coiling (Tokuyasu, Peacock and Hardy 1977; Hauschteck-Jungen and

Hartl 1978, 1982).

D. Sex Determination in Drosophila melanogaster

Sex determination in Drosophila melanogaster is a function of

the X chromosome to autosome ratio. When this ratio is 1:1 the

phenotype is female, when it is 1:2 or less a phenotypic male will

develop. Ratios between .5 (male) and 1 (female) are intersexes

with varying degrees of development favoring one sex or the other,

and possess varying degrees of sexual capability depending on

degree of affectedness. Since sex is cell autonomous in Drosophilia

melanogaster , it is possible to have gynandromorphs and true
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hermaphrodites.

Although XO males have the appearance of normal males, they

are completely sterile owing to the lack of fertility factors known

to be located on both arms of the Y chromosome. The Y is ·otherwise

largely heterochromatic with the notable exception of a nucleolar

organizer region near the centromere. This region has some

homology to the X chromosome and is critical to the proper pairing

of the sex chromosomes during male meiosis.

Hyperploidy for Xchromosomes is unquestioningly detrimental.

Triplo-X superfemales are very rare and of substantially reduced

viability and fertility. A single supernumerary Y chromosome, in

contrast, is well tolerated by the genome, XYY males reported to be

viable and fertile. However, addition of more than one

supernumerary Y either to males or to females is deleterious,

resulting in sterility in males and reduced fertility in females

(Cooper 1956, Brousseau 1960).
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Oregon-R

Chapter 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Stocks

Stocks were maintained and experiments conducted using

standard molasses-agar-brewers yeast- cornmeal food, unless

otherwise noted. Tegosept was used as a mold retardant. Flies

which needed to be aged or stored for any period of time (more than

one or two days) were kept on standard dextrose-agar-brewers

yeast-cornmeal food in order to minimize the problem of bacterial

contamination.

1. Standard Drosophila melanogaster Stocks

Rsp+cnbw is a stock carrying the second chromosome eye

color mutants cinnabar (cn; 2-57.5) and brown

(bw; 2-104.5) and has a sensitive responder (

Rsp+ ) to Sd. It is used as a standard tester

chromosome for SD stocks and is considered to be

a low fitness line in this study. It is

abbreviated as y+sens.

is a standard wild type stock ( cn+bw+ ) with an

insensitive responder (Rsp to Sd. It is

12



considered to be a high fitness line in this

study and is abbreviated as are or O.

Canton-S is a standard wild type stock( cn+bw+ with a

Rspcnbw

mei-269

sensitive responder ( Rsp+ ) to Sd. It is

considered to be a high fitness line in this

study and is abbreviated as cant or C.

is a mutant stock carrying ~ and bw ,but which

has an insensitive responder and was derived

from the cnbw stock described above. The mutant

is homozygous viable. Obtained from B. Ganetzsky,

it is also known as Rsplns-16 and is abbreviated

as Ins or I. For a description see Ganetzsky

(1977).

,ymei-269/C(1)Dx/y+Y;spapol ,is an EMS-induced

meiotic mutant stock obtained from Bruce Baker

and Adelaide Carpenter. Originally reported to

cause elevated rates of primary non-disjunction

in males on the order of 9.5%, its effects were

believed to be limited to the non-disjunction of

sex chromosomes. The locus maps in the

euchromatin of the X-chromosome between the

mutants wyand car and close to car, and has a

mode of action similar to the sc4sc8 deletion

(Baker et. al. 1972). Though X-linked, mei-269 is

not a recessive lethal, when tested in matings
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mei tester

BsYy+

SM6A, CyO

FMA3

with FMA3 females.

y;pr;C(4)RM,ci ~ (no free 4), is a tester stock

for the mei-269 mutant and was also provided by

Bruce Baker and Adelaide Carpenter. In test

crosses, the disjunction exceptions appear as ~

(XO) males and ~+ (XXY) females.

is a sex-linked recessive epidermal mutant. The

phenotype inc1udes light body color and other

cuticular structures are pale in color. This

allele was derived from a standard y;pr ord/CyO

stock for all target stocks. The mei-269 stock

had its own yellow allele.

Y chromosome with tip markers on both V-long (~)

and V-short (y+).

are standard second chromosome balancer stocks,

used in this study to generate hyperploid lines

for sensitive target backgrounds. Both balancers

have the dominant marker Cy, and Rsp.

is an attached-X second chromosome balancer stock

with dominant markers Cy (CyO) and apXa (notched

wing mutant).

2. SO Stocks: Used to generate T(Y;2)SO transloction lines. and

maintained as balanced stocks over ~.
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OA-3

R-3

is an SO stock which was derived from SO(NH)-2.

SO(NH)-2 was originally isolated from a natural

population in Odate, Japan by Hiraizumi and

Nakazima (1965). SO(NH)-2 carries a small

pericentric inversion, probably In(2LR)39-40;

42A, and two overlapping paracentric inversions

in 2R: In(2R)NS=In(2R)52A2-Bl;56F9-13 and In(2R)

55E-60E. The full designation of the DA-3 stock

is BsYy+;In(2LR)O-3,SO(NH)-2/cnbw. The

irradiation of SD(NH)-2 produced the rearranged

chromosome DA-3:

20-260/53C-52A/56F-60E/55E-56E/51F-42A/39E-42A/

39E-26D/530-550/60F. OA-3 is a strongly

distorting Sd with k = .998 in this study

(s.e.=O.0057). It was recovered in 1978.

was derived from SO(ROMA), and is an SO strain

which was collected in the vicinity of Rome. A

medium distorting SO, k=.834 (s.e.=O.0292), with

a single, large pericentric inversion containing

Sd and a corresponding insensitive responder with

breakpoints 40B-F and 570, R-3 carries the

dominant eye color mutation, Punch (~) and the

recessive mutation It. The full designation of

R-3 is In(2LR)R-3,Sd II Pu/cnbw.
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3. Synthesized Stocks

a. In order to visualize the y+ genetic marker carried on

the Y, it was necessary to introgress I (yellow) in all

backgrounds. This allele was introgressed into the

Rsp+cnbw , Canton-S and Oregon-R backgrounds (see figure

4) •

b. It was necessary to introgress the '1.. mei-269

chromosome into the y;Rsp+cnbw stock. After the

ymei-269;Rsp+cnbw stock was established, mei-269

heterozygous females could be generated for population

cages by simply crossing y;mei-269/Rsp+cnbw males to

y;Rsp+cnbw females.

c. Since high drive produces very few SO+ flies in

sensitive target backgrounds, it was necessary to generate

hyperploid stocks by temporarily placing the SO chromosome

over an insensitive responder, the SM6A balancer

chromosome, to increase the proportion of the SO+ gamete

class.

A detailed description of individual mutants can be found in

Li ndsley and Grell (1968).
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B. Protocol

1. Estimation of K values

The K value of a line was determined by mating 3 males with

5 cnbw females in shell vials. Adults were discarded after 7

days. For these tests, and in all other crosses where

segregation ratios are measured, progeny counts were made up to

18 days (after initiating the mating) to avoid contamination

from the next generation, since the minimum egg to adult

development time on molasses food is 9 days. Whenever possible,

ten replicates of 3 males were made. A replicate was not

counted if less than 15 progeny were produced. This helps to

avoid bias due to small sample size. When possible, additional·

replicates were made until a minimum of 300 progeny were

scored. These scores were then used to determine a mean K for

each T(Y;2)SD line.

In cases where it was necessary (or desirable) to determine

k values for individual males, single males were placed with 1

or 2 females on molasses food in disposable 13 x 100 mm. culture

tubes, and the above protocol was observed. K values were

calculated for T(Y;2)SD lines by doubling the SD male class to

compensate for the X;SD class which die as zygotes.
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2. Determination of XYY males

Males were progeny tested by being individually mated to

tester females on molasses in disposable culture tubes. Parents

were discarded after 1 week.

3. Estimation of mei-269 Non-disjunction Rates

In order to ascertain the rate of non-disjunction caused by

mei-269, males from the stock were mated to tester females (see

above). Two types of crosses were scored:

(1) three males were mated to 6 females on molasses in

shell vials and were subcultured every third day for two

weeks.

(2) Twenty males and fifty females were mass-mated in

molasses bottles, subcultured every third day for two

weeks.
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4. Estimation of 1 (Segregation of X from YY) in XYY Aneuploid

Males and m (Segregation of XX from Y) in XXV Aneuploid Females

The frequency of secondary non-disjunction of the sex

chromosomes (i.e., X from YY) for aneuploid males, 1, was

estimated by progeny-testing individual Dp(2;Y) bw+,y;cnbw males

to ~+,cnbw females. Euploid and aneuploid males are

distinguished by the presence or absence of aneuploid (XXY)

females among their progeny. XXV females, produced by aneuploid

XYY males, will be phenotypically ~, owing to the Dp(2;Y) bw+.

The relative proportion of XXV to XX female progeny provides one

estimate of the segregation in XYY males. An additional measure

of 1 was obtained from F2 progeny from matings of known XYY Fl

males, y/Ybw+/Ybw+;cnbw, to cnbw females. Pair matings were set

up on molasses food in disposable culture tubes. Adults were

discarded after 7 days.

An estimate of the frequency (m) of secondary

non-disjunction of sex chromosomes in XXV females was similarly

obtained by mating 25 pairs of XXV, y/y/Ybw+;cnbw, females and

Dp(2;Y) ~+/Ybw+;cnbw males, rearing the Fl progeny in molasses

bottles and scoring. The exceptional progeny are phenotypically

y;cn females and l+;~ males.
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5. Salivary Gland Chromosome Preparations

The following standard procedure was followed whenever

rearrangement breakpoints were determined:

(1) Third instar male larvae were dissected in Ringer's

solution (7% NaCl).

(2) Salivary glands were then fixed in 45% HAC (acetic

acid) for 30 seconds, and

(3) stained for 20 minutes in 2% lacto-aceto orcein, and

then squashed.

[Note: Glands were slightly understained to improve band

resolution.]

6. Egg Hatchability

Twenty-five pairs of males and females were mated and

transferred to bottles without food. These bottles were

inverted on molasses food which had been poured into 35mm

disposable petri dishes, and to which powdered charcoal had been

added to increase contrast for ease of egg scoring. Plates were

coated with a thin layer of brewers yeast dissolved in equal

parts ethanol and acetic acid to encourage egg laying. Eggs were

collected at least 2 times a day (depending on the relative

production of eggs) and were counted and divided into batches of
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50-100 per petri dish to prevent over-crowding.

After 2 days eggs were scored for fertilization,

hatchability, and embryonic deaths. Fertilized eggs and

embryonic deaths are identifiable on the basis of egg morphology

and external appearance (Fullilove and Jacobson 1978;

Sonnenblick 1960). Food from the petri dishes were (a)

transferred to bottles, or (b) sealed and the larvae grown for

eclosion measurements. Bottle cultures were scored after 18 days

from egg count, and the sealed petri dishes were frozen after 18

days, then scored.

7. Larval Studies

Larvae in instar stages 1-3 were counted, placed into shell

vials of molasses and allowed to eclose. This was done to

determine whether transferring samples (in egg hatchability

study) from petri dishes to bottles had a significant effect on

overall eclosion rates, and to check for possible sex bias in

larval mortality. Flies were scored 9 days after first adult was

observed.
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8. Mass Culture

Twenty-five pairs of flies were mass mated and placed on

molasses bottles. Adults were transferred at 3 day intervals.

The ratio of the various male and female genotypes from these

studies provided another estimate of the relative viability of

the genotypes within each stock as well as additional

segregation data.

9. Induction of Translocations

Mature sperm from appropriate week-old males were subjected

to 4000 or 4500 rads in order to induce Y;SO translocations.

These males were mass mated to Rsp+cnbw females and their sons

were individually backcrossed Rsp+cnbw females. Those lines

showing linkage between sex and the SO chromosome (i.e., which

produced SO sons and no SO daughters) were selected as T(Y;2)SO

lines (see figure 3).
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tip of

10. Selection of T(Y;2)SD Lines for Population Cages

Criteria for line selection were as follows:

(1) Appropriate Drive Strength. For high drive treatments,

k values above .95 were required. For low to medium drive

treatments, k values in the range of .85 to .90 were

selected. These values were chosen to test both sides of

the hypothetical neutralization threshold.

(2) Recombinationally Closed Second Chromosome. This is

important because although there is no recombination in

Drosophila melanogaster males, XXV females would allow

recombinational breakdown of the carefully selected and

constructed SO and marker complexes. If recombinational

breakdown occurred, it would make assaying the populations

difficult or impossible. More importantly, if the SO complex

were broken up, the Rsp+ populations treatments would be

effectively destroyed. The OA-3 and R-3 chromosomes were

selected for this study because they involved at least one

inversion which spanned the region of the SO complex, and

their rearrangments expected to suppress recombination along

nearly the entire length of chromosome two. This criterion

should, therefore, have been met by nearly every

translocation that was recovered.

(3) Hyperploid Males Viabile and Fertile.

hyperploid males, carrying a duplication of the
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chromosome 2 on the Y, had to be viable and fertile.

(4) Marked second and Ychromosomes. This criterion was

somewhat more flexible. Since the irradiated Y chromosome

already carried genetic markers (BsYy+), all derived lines

should have been adequately marked. A single exceptional

line which involved an insertional translocation produced

hyperploid males which were indistinguishable from T(Y;2)SD

males in the cn+bw+ background, and, therefore, was not used

in those cases (see table 1).

Three high drive lines (k>.90), Hl=A5, H2=C20, and H3=C57, and

three low drive (k<.90), Ll=A3, L2=A8, and L3=C8, were selected

for the population cages (see table 5 for complete list of

recovered translocation lines).

11. Estimation of c and v

By using the data from the egg hatch, eclosion, larval and

grow-out studies, it was possible to obtain independent

estimates of relative fitness components and segregation in the

T(Y;2) SD and hyperploid lines. The frequency of alternate

segregation (parameter c in figure 1) was estimated by using

the proportion of hyperploid males to XX females produced among

the progeny of a T(Y;2),SdRsp/Sd+Rsp+ male after correcting for

hyperploid viability effects (tables 11 and 13). The correction
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factor was obtained from matched hyperploid stock crosses in

which the segregation parameter, c, is not expected to

significantly deviate from the theoretical value 0.5. In this

case there should be independent assortment of the sex

chromosomes with identical second chromosomes. T(Y;2)SO male

estimates were not used since there are possible confounding

effects caused by the translocation as well as ~ and y+

background differences which cannot be partitioned (see table

10 for matrix of genetic background differences between the

three principal genotypes: T(Y;2)SO males, Op(2;Y) males, and

XX;SO+ females).

Viability estimates of euploid SO males relative to

hyperploid males within lines and backgrounds could be obtained

by using the relative viability of the SO males to XX females

in the SO crosses in insensitive backgrounds (table 12).

Measurements were standardized to untranslocated, homozygous

SO+, euploid females which appear in virtually every cross.

The ratio of hyperploid male survival (eclosion) relative to XX

females in hyperploid crosses provided a standardized viability

of hyperploid males. The ratio of these two male viabilities

relative to XX females provides an estimate of the viabilities

of the two male genotypes to each other. By comparing the

females to the males within crosses, the respective segregation

rates cancel. Once having obtained this estimate, however, it

is possible to obtain a second estimate of c by using the ratio
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of the two male frequencies in the SO crosses, and correcting by

the ratio of the relative male viabilities.

12. Population Cage Initiation, Maintenance, and Termination

Males and females were premated in appropriate frequencies

one week prior to introduction to the cages in an effort to

reduce stochastic fluctuations. Cages were initiated with a

total of 100 pairs.

Each cage was maintained using 14 shell vials, equivalent

to 84 ml. of molasses food. Food was changed at a rate of 3

vials per week, each vial remaining in the cage for 28 days.

The carrying capacity of each cage was approximately 1000 adult

flies, based on control cage observations.

The first census was taken at 21 days after mating, and

subsequently at intervals of approximately 28 days. Cages were

terminated if one of the following criteria was met:

(1) No SO males were recovered in two consecutive

population censuses. The population was considered to have

lost the P-Y drive complex.

(2) No flies (including larvae) remained in the cage. The

pop~lation was therefore extinct.
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13. Sampling from Population Cages

Cage samples were taken for a number of reasons at varying

intervals. For example, a check for drive strength was made in

instances where the dynamics of the cage indicated that there

might be a significant change in k value. Also, in cages where

XYY males were suspected of being produced--cages where XXV

females were observed over 2 or more censuses-- males were

recovered and their progeny were examined for aneuploidy by

test crosses.

Samples were taken from cages in one of several ways:

(1) Discard vials were saved;

(2) an extra food vial was inserted into the cage for

several days to collect eggs and larvae; or

(3) proportional numbers of males were removed from

certain cages at the time of population census.

Methods (1) and (2) were preferred, the last method being used

when the other two proved to be impractical.

14. Computer Simulations

The discrete generation population simulation program of

Lyttle (1981a) was used and subsequently modified (see APPENDIX

A). The iterative program allows the following population
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parameters to be specified in the initial conditions:

(1) c, the frequency of alternate segregation;

(2 ) z, the strength of drive;

(3) m, the frequency of segregation of XX from Y in XXV

females;

(4 ) 1, the frequency of segregation of YY from X in XYY

males;

(5) P3, frequency of XY;SD males (I-P3=frequency of

hyperploid males);

(6 ) Rl, frequency of XXY;SO females;

(7) R3, frequency of XX;SO+ females;

(8 ) FA, relative fitness of SO male to SO+ male;

(9 ) FY, relative fitness of XYY-hyperploid, aneuploid

males to XV-euploid males;

(10) FF, relative fitness of XXY;SD female to XX;SO+

female; and

(11) FFF, relative fitness of XXY;SO+ female to XX;SO+

femal e.

In this discrete generation model, zygotes are formed

assuming the random union of gametes, and selection may be

applied (i.e. fitness differences assigned) at the zygotic as

well as the pre-gametic (adult) stages. Equilibrium was defined

for thesse simulations as no detectable change in genotype

frequency or sex ratio to a precision of 1 in 10,000 for 20

consecutive generations, with a default limitation on the
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number of generations = 10,000.

C. Statistical Methods

The following statistical methods were employed:

1. Standard Chi Square and Contingency Chi Square Analysis. This

method can be found in any standard statistics book, for

example, chapter 11 of Statistical Analysis in Biology by

Kenneth Mather, published by Methuen &Co Ltd, London, fourth

edition, 1966.

2. Program LS, a multiple regression analysis program for least

square analysis of data for analysis of variance and/or

regression models. Technical report #5, "Computer Programs for

Statistical Analysis of Biomedical Data, by M. P. Mi, S. M.

Onizuka and J. C. Wong of the Data and Computation Unit of the

Cancer Center of Hawaii.

3. Bivariate Correlation Analysis: Pearson Correlation. This is

an SPSS procedure and is described in SPSS second edition by

N.H. Nie, C. H. Hull, J. G. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner, and D. H.

Bent, published by McGraw- Hill Book Company, New York, 1970.

pp.276-298.
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Chapter 3: THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. General Theory: P-Y Drive and Neutralization by Aneuploidy

In P-Y drive theory, the fitness advantage of T(Y;2)SD males

to untranslocated (normal Y) males is estimated by

W=2fcv/2-z

as given previously. This may be generalized to the statement that

whenever W(the fitness of the SO male relative to a target male)

> 1, the SO complex will increase in frequency. This is also true

in the case of neutralization of P-Y drive by sex-chromosome

aneuploids.

In contrast to the situation where only XX euploid females

are available and the population is driven to extinction owing to

a deficiency of females, the addition of sex-chromosome aneuploid

females can rescue the population. The aneuploid females provide

a source of females for the population and also improve the

relative fitness of the SO males owing to their ability to rescue

hypoploid X;SD sperm. Thus the XXV females not only are capable

of saving the population from extinction in the case of extreme

sex-ratio distortion, but they are capable of saving SD in

situations where the combined effects of weak drive and low
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fitness would normally lead to its loss from the population.

Although the XXV females have the important capability of becoming

a self-regenerating source of females to the population, their

successful establishment and maintenance is completely dependent

on both the frequency and strength of drive of SO males.

The neutralization of P-Y drive by the addition of aneuploid

females is predicated on the mutually beneficial interaction of

the aneuploids and the SO males. Thus the model predicts that,

within limits of relative frequency and effective drive strength,

aneuploidy and the Y;SD drive complex operate to reciprocally

increase each other1s fitness. In this frame of reference,

neutralization of P-Y drive by sex-chromosome aneuploids

paradoxically increases the fitness of the driving SO males while

reducing sex-ratio distortion. When drive is complete (z = 1.0),

the frequency of SO in the population is maximized at 0.5. In

contrast, fixation of the T(Y;2)SO complex without aneuploids

brings concomitant population extinction. In the case of

neutralization by aneuploids, the frequency of SO will still have

a maximum value of 0.5, but at that point the population will

consist only of aneuploid XXY;SO females and drive complex males.

This will establish a sex-ratio equilibrium which avoids

extinction. Thus, in situations where either the drive complex or

aneuploidy by itself would be expected to be lost, both are

maintained as a result of this mutually induced increase in

relative fitness.
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Populations were initiated in combinations of (1) high or low

initial frequencies of SD males, (2) high or low relative fitness

of target populations, (3) high or low drive strength, and (4) with

or without the addition of aneuploid females or mei-269 (see table

3 for a summary of population treatments and predictions).

The following specific predictions can therefore be made

regarding populations constituted varyingly of SD [T(Y;2)SD] males,

target hyperploid males, XX target females and XXV aneuploid

females.

1. High Drive without Addition of Aneuploid Females

In the absence of sex-chromosome aneup1oids, when drive is

strong and the target population is composed of sensitive

responders, the relative fitness of the target population

determines the rate of fixation (causing extinction of the

population), or loss of the SD complex according to the dictates

of the dynamics of P-Y drive; that is, the increase in SD

frequency depends on whether W>2fcv/(2-z), as described above.

[Note that when drive is strong, the contribution of Y;SD males

to the hyperploid male pool will be negligible and hyperploid

males will essentially be self- perpetuating. For the purposes

of this study, hyperploid males "seeded" at the initiation of
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the populations are substituted for the normal (normal Y) males

in the P-Y drive extinction experiment of Lyttle (see figure

5). To the extent that T(Y;2)SO males do actually contribute to

the hyperploid male pool, their effect will be only to retard

the rate of SO fixation (when W>1 ) or to speed up the rate of

SO loss (when W<l ).]

a. When W>I, SO will be fixed. There will be increasing

sex- ratio distortion accompanied by reduction in the

population size and eventual population extinction. This will

often happen when drive is strong (z approaching 1). In this

case, population extinction should be fairly rapid. This case

was tested using drive challenged ysens target populations.

Lyttle (1977) estimated the relative fitness aqvantage of

T(Y;2)SO males to Rsp+cnbw males to be on the order of

approximately 3.0. With such a fitness advantage, the

populations went extinct in 7-10 generations. Since the

fitness differential between the SO males and the y;cnRsp+cn

males is expected to be at least of this magnitude, the

prediction is that SO will cause the extinction of these

populations in a relatively short period of time (approximately

10 generations).

b. When W<l, SO is expected to be lost. In this case, the

target population males have a fitness advantage over the SO

males, and the drive complex is expected to be lost from the

population even if z approaches 1. This case is modeled by
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populations where K>.95 and the target genotype is ycant. Since

Lyttle found that fertility and frequency of alternate

segregation were the major contributors to the fitness advantage

which the SO males enjoyed against cnbw -males, the use of

y;cn+Rsp+bw+ males as the target population should reduce that

advantage and be more competitive with the SO males. The

expectation in these cases is that SO will be lost in these

populations fairly rapidly.

2. High Drive with Addition of Aneuploid Females

With the addition of sex-chromosome aneuploid females

different results are expected in the cage populations described

in 1. Where the population would normally be driven to

extinction, the neutralization hypothesis predicts that sex

chromosome aneuploids will become established to stabilize both

the sex-ratio and SO frequency.

One of the important conditions for the establishment of

aneuploids in a drive-challenged population is a sufficiently

high frequency of the drive males to ensure XXV by SO male

matings. Concomitant with that is strong drive, since high SO

male frequency is maintained to an extent by the strength of

drive. If hyperploid males are encountered too frequently by

XXV females~ the relative fitness of the aneuploid females is
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reduced accordingly. On the basis of computer simulations,

Lyttle predicted the existence of a threshold value of drive.

For his genotypes the threshold fell in the vicinity of z=.92,

above which the Y;SD-aneuploid system would become established

and below which would lead to their loss. Below the threshold,

the population fate is determined by the predictions of basic

P-Y drive theory.

c. When W>l, the frequency of SO males is high, and

aneuploids are added, the population is expected to be saved

and come to equilibrium.

d. When W>l, the frequency of SO males is low and

aneuploids added, the population is expected to be unable to

maintain them and should go extinct according to P-Y drive

theory.

e. When W<l, but with high initial frequency of SO males,

the population is expected to be saved and come to equilibrium

as a result of the advantage conferred by aneuploid females to

Y;SO males. Both aneuploidy and SO should be maintained.

f. When W<l but the frequency of SO males is low, the

population is expected to be unable to maintain aneuploids and

is expected to lose SO.
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3. Low Drive Cages

Low T(Y;2)SO drive (k<.90) can be effected in two ways:

(1) weak SO lines in Rsp+ target background; or (2) a strong

SO line (k>.90) in a Rsp target background (yins or yore).

a. In the low fitness target populations, it was expected

that SO would be maintained at a level reflecting the drive

strength. Since females and hyperploids should be produced on

a regular basis by the SO males, the population would not be

expected to become extinct, nor SO be lost, new SO males added

at a rate proportional to drive strength. The high relative

fitness of the SO males to the target males ensures that they

survive.

b. In the high fitness target populations, it was

expected that SO would be lost since the strength of drive is

insufficient to prevent the more fit hyperploid males from

ultimately dominating in the population.

For cases where drive was moderate or weak (k<.90),

aneuploids were not expected to become established regardless

of the frequency of SO males. This should be true for all

cases of aneuploid presence in the population, regardless of

source. Both naturally low drives (drive in which k is low in a

sens background) as well as effectively low drive (drive in

which k is high in a sens background, but SO rendered

non-distorting in an insensitive background) were utilized in
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cage comparisons.

4. The Meiotic Mutant Populations

The meiotic mutant mei-269 was introduced into some of

the low target fitness population cages in the form of

heterozygous females (ymei-269/y;cnbw ). Since mei-269 is

supposed to cause non-disjunction of X and Y chromosomes in

males, this should be a good primary source of XXV females. In

theory, if the frequency of SO males is sufficiently high.

aneuploid females thus produced will have a selective

advantage. In some cases, this extra source of XXV females

might be sufficient to help establish aneuploidy in populations

where the simple, single addition of XXV females is

insufficient.

It should also be mentioned that it is possible for

populations to produce primary sex chromosome aneuploids by

spontaneous non- disjunction. The success of these sporadic

aneuploids is expected to depend on the conditions in the cage

at the time of their appearance, in accordance with the

relationships discussed above.
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B. The Computer Simulation of Populations

The program of Lyttle (1981a) was modified and simulates a

population for which initial parameter values, as described in the

Materials and Methods section, can be assigned (see Appendix A for

computer program listing). In addition to fitness and segregation

frequency estimates derived from the egg hatch, larval, eclosion

and mass culture data, a range of values including estimates for 1

and m from Lyttle (1981a), Bridges (1916), and- Grell- (1958)'- were

also used.

The simulation program is also useful to generate predictions

regarding boundary conditions for SO saved and SO lost,

populations saved or lost, sex ratio as a function of z, and

estimates of time to equilibrium as a function of SO male fitness.
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Chapter 4: RESULTS

A. Recovery of T(Y;2)SO Translocation Lines

A total of 14,651 sons of irradiated males were tested for

T(Y;2)SO translocations. These were identifiable as unisex (male)

SO lines, easily scored against a cnbw background. The R-3

chromosome was irradiated in two different backgrounds: with and

without the BsYy+ marked chromosome. Both types of R-3 males

received two levels of radiation, 4000 and 4500 rads. The OA-3

chromosome received only the higher dose of 4500 rads, and only

BsYy+ males were used. A total of 205 T(Y;2)SO translocation lines

were recovered.

Table 4 summarizes the recovery of T(Y;2)SO translocation

lines by SO chromosome, type of Y chromosome (marked or unmarked)

and by irradiation group (4000 rads or 4500 rads). It is

interesting to note that the recovery rate of T(Y;2)SO

translocations in the R-3 males with the V-chromosome tip markers

was approximately twice as high in both dose treatments: .0144 for

R-3 with BsYy+ as compared with .0064 without tip marked Yat 4000

rads; .0330 for R-3 with BsYy+ compared with .0146 without tip

marked Y at 4500 rads. The higher dose rate of 4500 rads resulted
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in a recovery rate approximately double that of the lower, 4000

rad, dose. This is compatible with other reported recovery rates

for T(Y;2) events with X and gamma rays (Lindsley, Sandler, et.

al., 1972). The DA-3 chromosome gave a recovery rate at 4500 rads

of only .0151 as compared with the R-3 chromosome in the marked-Y

background at the same level of radiation (recovery rate= .0330).

Table 5 presents the data for all translocation lines

recovered from the irradiations including K values, breakpoint and

information regarding progeny production. Breakpoint analysis was

performed by Terrence Lyttle. The mean K values for the recovered

lines varied from values of .259 to .992. Breakpoints span the

length of the chromosome. Table 6 summarizes K determinations by

irradia~ion group as well as by the stocks from which the

irradiated lines were derived (R-3 and DA-3). K value for the

untranslocated R-3 stock (without the marked Y) was .834

(s.e.=0.029) in this study. The untranslocated DA-3 chromosome

(with BsYy+ ) gave a mean K of .998 (s.e. = 0.006).

Table 7 summarizes the results of testing for correlation

between K value and breakpoint location, mean progeny per male and

breakpoint location, and mean progeny per male and K value

(Pearson1s r and probability). The information is presented by

chromosome (R-3 or DA-3), with or without marked Y. The only

consistently significant relationship was between mean progeny

number and K value which was highly significant (p«.OOl) for BsYy+

groups A (R-3, at 4000 rads), A and D combined (R-3Y, at both 4000
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rads and 4500 rads); A, B, C, and E combined (all R-3 groups); C

(DA-3); and A, C and D combined (all marked Y groups). Groups Band

E (R-3, unmarked Y chromosomes) were not statistically significant

with regard to mean progeny and K value in contrast to all of the

other groups, but did show a similar positive correlation.

Statistically significant correlations were found for K value

and mean progeny per male with breakpoint location. Results were

not consistent however, and because of the involvement of extensive

chromosomal rearrangements (breakpoint location refers to an

unrearranged salivary chromosome map location), the information

necessarily is preliminary and interpretation must await further

examination and testing.

On the basis of k determination, hyperploid fertility,

viability, and breakpoint position, six lines were selected for use

in the cage trials: three high lines (HI-H3) AS, C20 and CS7,

respectively; and three low and three low distorting lines (LI-L3)

A3, A8, and C8, respectively. The three high lines were all DA-3

derived, while the three low lines were translocated R-3

chromosomes. All six carried the BsYy+ marked V-chromosome. The

phenotypes are given in table 1 with a summary of other pertinent

information about these lines.

The Y;SD complex of the three high lines was placed into the

four treatment backgrounds: ysens, yins, ycant, and yore. The

three weaker distorting SOlS were put into the ysens and ycant

backgrounds only.
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The six selected lines (developed in the y+sens background)

were initiated as cage populations. The results of some of these

cages are also included in this report.

B. Effects of Genetic Background of Male and Female on K Value

Table 8 gives the K determinations for the high lines in

different genetic backgrounds with Ktests made with females of

varying backgrounds. Notice especially the reduced K values when

the SD chromosome in males is placed opposite an insensitive

homologue (far right two columns: yins and yore) which were used

in the cage populations to simulate effectively low drive.

There is also some variation in both K and mean number of

progeny per male depending to some extent on the background of the

male, and even more so on the female genetic background. This

maternal or female effect has been observed in other studies

(Zimmering and Fowler 1968, Peacock and Erickson 1965, and Denell

et , al. 1971).

C. Population Cage °Trials

The results of the population cages are presented graphically in

figures 7 - 64. With the exception of figures 11 and 12, each set
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of consecutive four figures (e.g. 7-10, 13-16, etc.) represents

four profiles of the same group of populations in the following

order: (1) Sex Ratio, expressed as percent males; (2) Percent SO

among Males; (3) Frequency of SO in the Population; and (4) the

Population Size. Each figure is divided into an upper, middle, and

lower section. The following convention was used: for high line

figures, HI, H2 and H3 are upper, middle, and lower, respectively;

for low line figures, Ll, L2, and L3 are upper, middle and lower,

respectively.

The results were internally consistent in that replication was

quite good, however the results were not necessarily consistent

with the predictions of the model (see Theory and Experimental

Design).

In particular, while some of the populations reached unisexual

extinction as expected, others did not. Some of the cages which

were expected to lose SO and/or aneuploids did, however others did

not.

Many of the cages showed dramatic changes in sex ratio and

gene frequency in the earlier generations (as expected). However,

most of these cages appeared to be slowly approaching some type of

equilibrium. The low to medium drive cages, in like fashion, did

not give clear cut, predicted results as can be seen from the

figures. In all, 116 cages were observed. A description of the

cages follows.
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1. Populations with High Drive Lines

Figures 7 - 28 show the cages representing cases where P-Y

drive is strong. Cages with high and low SO initial frequencies

as well as those with and without aneuploid females ar.e included

since there were no differences among any of the treatments as

reflected in the close correspondence of the population graphs.

a. "Low Fitness" Target Sensitive Responder: y;Rsp+cnbw

These cages uniformly show high sex ratio

approximately 90%, 95% and 99%, respectively) as seen in

figure 7. The percentage of males which are heterozygous for

SO (in figure 8) is high-- approximately 99% in all cases,

and the frequency of SO in the cages approaches .5, which is

the upper limit for an obligatory heterozygote (figure 9).

Figure 10 graphs population size over time, and

demonstrates one of the differences between the three high

lines which is not as apparent in the earlier graphs. The

uppermost graph represents the high line cages (HI) in which

the hyperploid males were able to maintain themselves at a

low level. To some extent the effect of this low but steady

level of hyperploid males is also reflected in the somewhat

reduced sex ratio (figure 7) and the not so apparent

reduction in percentage SO males (figure 8) when compared to

the two other high lines.
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The effect of these hyperploid males is also evident in

an examination of the frequency of SO (figure 9). Line H2, is

interesting because the hyperploid males seem to show

increased fitness over time, allowing population size to

increase with the availability of their euploid daughters

(figure 10).

Line H3 shows the classical P-Y drive extinction

process. The population size steadily declines as the SO

frequency increases to .5 and the sex ratio reaches 1.0.

Note that these cages, which became extinct as predicted,

have taken somewhat longer than the populations of Lyttle

(1979). Reasons for this attenuation will be discussed

1ater.

The computer simulated populations which most closely

approximate the observed cage dynamics are shown on figures

11-12. This computer simulation has initial parameter values

as follows: c=.5,z=.992,m=.086,1=.2,P3=.5,R1=O.FA=3,FY=.67,FF

and FFF=O. R3 is not given since the initial frequency of

R3=1-R1 for these simulations.

b. II Low Fitness" Target, Sensiti ve Responder: y+;Rsp+cnbw

Figures 13 -16 are graphs of the pilot cages. The y+

cages behaved in a fashion similar to the ysens populations

described above. HI was characterized by high sex ratio,

high percentage of SO males, high frequency of SO and
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set of

relatively depressed population size. In fact, this

population became extinct, but it took approximately 20

generations to do so. This is probably due to the presence

of hyperploids which though few and weak, managed to retard

the extinction process to a measureable extent.

It was interesting to compare this cage to the

of the experimental cages depicted in the first

graphs--the ysens target populations, where the T(Y;2)SD

complex did measureably better in competition. Possible

reasons for this will be discussed later.

H2 was the SD line which exhibited considerable

oscillation in the ysens background, and the drive strength

as measured by sex ratio, appeared to be changing. In the y+

pilot cage, a trend of this nature was even more evident, and

the cage shows strong characteristics of a population

accumulating drive suppressors. This cage was sampled

periodically for the presence of cnbw chromosomes carrying

~ (and thus insensitive) or for the presence of polygenic

drive suppressors. The pattern which was revealed would

appear to support the accumulation of suppressors of small

effect. The K values of samples of this cage were as follows:

K = .918 (gen. 11), K = .863 (gen. 14), K = .989 (gen 16),

K = .572 (gen. 32). When the F1 sons of the sampled males

were tested for k values, they uniformly gave high (k=l.O)

values, indicating that either a recessive autosomal or an
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X-linked suppressor(s) was probably involved. An insensitive

responder, however, would have had a much more dramatic

effect on the k value of the tested males. Also, the

population dynamics of the cage were not what would be

expected if Rsp alleles were present.

Figure 14, percentage of SO males among males, reflects

the low hyperploid fitness in that the male population was

almost exclusively SD. Figures 8 and 14, showing the

composition of males in the populations, were qualitatively

indistinguishable. There was no apparent difference between

the ~ and y+ backgrounds as far as relative frequencies

within the male subpopulation was concerned.

Line H3 behaved more or less predictably like an extreme

drive P-Y population. The cage became extinct just after it

was initiated, probably owing to the extremely poor fitness

of hyperploid y+/BsY;Rsp+cnbw males.

H1 and H3 most resembled simulated populations. H2 will

be discussed later.

c. "High Fitness" Target, Sensitive Responder: r Canton-S

Figures 17 - 20 are graphs of the cages in which high

drive SO males are competing with Rsp+cn+bw+ males. Figures

17, 18, 19 and 20 should be compared to figures 7, 8, 9, and

10 and figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 respectively. It is

apparent that the dynamics of the cages are very different.
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The predictions of the P-Y model are not so specific

regarding cages involving chromosomes with fitness

differences which might not be as dramatic as those examined

up to now.

Once again the three high lines are expressing different

characteristics as evidenced by the cage dynamics. HI is not

as competitive as in the "low fitness" target cages. This is

predicted from the model: When W, the relative fitness of SO

males, is less than 1 , SO will decrease and eventually be

eliminated from the population. This, in fact, occurred.

The X+/YBs+;cn+bw+ hyperploid males apparently enjoyed an

enhanced fitness advantage compared to their counterparts in

the X background. Thi s was most apparent in fi gure 18, and

showed that the proportion of SO males dropped very rapidly

from the outset. Moreover, the sex ratio drops well below

50% male, again demonstrating the superior viability of

females compared to the hyperploid males. Generalizations

regarding population size were somewhat more difficult to

make. However it appeared that in the majority of cages the

population size was increasing as the cage was losing SO, in

spite of the fact that the number of males was fairly low.

This was not implausible since a single male can inseminate a

number of females, and the number of females controls, in

large part, the population size.

H2 again shows a more moderate pattern. However, while
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some of the trends seen earlier are reversed, others are

repeated. For example, the sex ratio slowly but steadily

increases from the 50% level at which it was initiated. The

percentages of males which were SO, however were very much

like the "low fitness" target cages in that SO males came to

predominate almost immediately and remained at that frequency

until the population become extinct. This result was at

first surprising, however in the context of relative fitness

advantage, it was quite logical .It was apparent that the SO

males must, in spite of competing with largely phenotypically

wild type males that indisputably have higher fitnesses than

their ~ counterparts in the previously discussed populations,

had a fitness edge compared to the target males. This

advantage is not as great, however as the advantage that H3

has over its hyperploid competitors, as could be seen from

the bottom graphs on these figures. This augmentation in the

fitness difference between the males was probably due to the

combination of genetic markers which each carries. Although

the rate of extinction was reduced, especially at the outset

of the trial (possibly owing in part to stochastic

fluctuations) these cages behaved very much like the "l ow

fitness" target cages presented previously. The behavior of

the H3 in all of these instances appeared to be largely

controlled by the depressed hyperploid fitness. This included

the extremely depressed population size (figure 20).
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d. Insensiti ve Responder: "Low Fitness" Target, y;Rspcnbw

Figures 21 - 28 are populations in which the high drive

SO males had to compete in a population of insensitive

responders. These treatments were intended to mimic low drive

populations which would fall below the hypothetical drive

threshold. The first four figures (figures 21 - 24) are the

"low fitness" target cases. In all of these cases, any

segregational advantages which the drive males might have

enjoyed under conditions in which they were competing with

sensitive responders, were lost, and drive was effectively

neutralized. In fact, SO was at an observable disadvantage.

The one general feature across all of the lines was the fact

that the drive target chromosomes appeared to be close to or

in equilibrium.

Figure 22 perhaps gave the best picture of the relative

fitness of the SO and the hyperploid males. Even though the

sex ratio, frequency of SO and population size appeared to be

stabilized at an intermediate level, the proportion of males

which were SO in H2 and H3 was still nearly 100%. The

hyperploids in HI composes approximately 20-25% of the male

population.

e. Insensitive Responder: "High Fitness" Target: y Oregon-R

Figures 25 - 28 represent the "high fitness" target

analogs to figures 21 - 24, and the Rsp analogs to figures 17
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- 20 ( y Canton-S). First of all, comparison to the "low

fitness", insensitive responder cases demonstrated that the

fitness differential between the SO and the target males

could make a significant difference in the cage dynamics.

This could be seen for all three lines. The sex ratio was

extremely low, particularly in the case of high line 2

(middle plot). The other two lines showed a sex ratio

depression on the order of 1/3 to 1/2 of that in the "low

fitness" target populations.

Examination of the proportion of males which were

T(Y;2)SO (figure 26) demonstrated this fitness difference

most clearly. H1 lost SO after about 10-12 generations. Again

in H2 and H3, because the hyperploid male viability was very

much reduced relative to the SO male, the SO male persisted

at relatively high frequencies--25-30% even to approximately

generation 36. The key word, however was relatively, because

figure 27 showed the frequency of SO in the cage to be

maintained at a very low 1eve1--approximate1y 5% in H2 and

slightly higher, or about 10% for H3. It is difficult to say

how long the population could have continued in this fashion.

Unless the hyperploid fitness improved, the population could

remain as it appeared here indefinitely. The last figure,

population size, shows that the populations were generally of

a healthy size, if not of a theoretically optimum sex ratio.

Notice that high line 3 (bottom plot) exceeded a census of
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1000 at generation 12. (Population size will be addressed in

the discussion).

f. Low Fitness" Target, Sensitive· Responder: y

Mei-269;Rsp+cnbw

Figures 29 - 32 graphically represent the dynamics of

the cages initiated with females that were heterozygous for

the mei-269 X-chromosome. When all of the aspects of the

population characteristics were evaluated in toto, these

cages behaved differently. This was somewhat unexpected. H2

and H3 display characteristic percentages of males that were

SO. The males were almost exclusively SO and the hyperploid

males were (still) not competitive. The sex ratio and

frequency of SO in the cages were not really comparable to

the other y;Rsp+cnbw populations. Ostensibly, the only

difference in the constitution of these cages was the

addition of the meiotic mutant. One of the striking features

(figure 29) in HI was the apparent drop in the sex ratio,

which was paralleled by a similar drop in SO frequency. Two

of the H3 replicate populations seemed to be following a

similar pattern. Conversely, H2 appeared to have reached

some type of equilibrium.

The population size of the meiotic mutant cages over

time (particularly H1) seemed to be negatively correlated
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with sex ratio. These results are further elaborated in the

discussion.

The solid lines in figures 41 - 44 represent meiotic

mutant cages which were initially the same as those in

figures 29 - 32, however the profiles of the populations were

very different. The arrows indicate the probable time of

appearance of drive suppressors or insensitive responders.

Notice the pronounced drop in sex r.atio, percent SO males and

total SO frequency in the population. The profile with a

sharp drop in these indicators was suggestive of responder

insensitivity, or the presence of a major supressor of large

effect, while the more gradual decline in profiles suggested

the accumulation of modifiers of smaller, cumulative effect.

An insensitive responder or major suppressor in a high

drive-challenged population would be expected to rise rapidly

in frequency and displace the drive (SO) chromosome as

illustrated by, for example, figures 21 - 24.

2. Population Cage Trials: Low Drive Lines

The low drive lines were intended to fall below the

hypothetical threshold where the aneuploids would not be able to

save SO from being lost, nor be maintained themselves. Three

naturally low drive lines were used in addition to the simulated

"low drive" populations (high drive in insensitive background).
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a. "Low Fitness" Target, Sensitive Responder: y;Rsp+cnbw

Figures 33 - 36 are graphs of the progress of the "low

fitness" low drive lines in populations of sensitive

responders, and are directly comparable to the high drive

lines in the same background (figures 7 - 10) as well as the

same lines in the high fitness background (figures 37 - 40).

All three of the low lines behaved in a predictable fashion,

with the exception of the unexpectedly low frequency of

hyperploid males, measured as one minus the frequency of SO

males in figure 34. since there were no aneuploid males in

the population). In all three lines, the hyperploids were

apparently quite low in terms of their viability relative to

SO males.

However, with regard to the sex ratio and the general

long term trends, the graphs, figures 33 and 35 particularly,

characterize low to medium strength distorters in a sensitive

target population. These results were consistent with

observations of Lyttle (1977). In fact, the L3 results

suggested the possible accumulation of drive modifiers (in

this case, suppressors), as evidenced by the steady, gradual

decline in SO frequency. This was expected when suppressors

act to decrease z in the formula W = 2fcv/(1-z), thus

decreasing SO fitness.

A large fluctuation in population size was observed

(figure 36). This was probably due to the low and variable
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viability of hyperploid males.

b. IILow Ff tness" Target, Sensitive Responder Rsp"':cnb\'1 Figures

45 - 48 give the progress of Ll - L3 in the y+;cnbw

background.

Comparing these figures to the 4 previous ones (in the

corresponding y background), it can be seen that the behavior

of Ll was relatively consistent whether there was y or its

wild type allele in the background. L3, in contrast. behaved

similarly to the y background population until approximately

generation 10. The results of this cage is also discussed

1ater ,

c. IIHigh Fitness ll Target, Sensitive Responder: y Canton-S

These populations (see figure 37 - 40) resemble the 1110\'1

fitness ll target populations so closely, that they require

little comment. The observation that can be made in comparing

the two sets of figures (figures 37 - 40 with figures 33

36, respectively) is that there was unfortunately very little

real difference in hyperploid male fitness between the

so-called 1I1ow ll and IIhigh ll fitness backgrounds.
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3. Cage Populations: Lost Marker Comparisons

In addition to cases where possible drive modifiers

either spontaneou~ly appeared or were introduced

inadvertantly into the populations (e.g. figures 41 - 44),

there were also a substantial number of cases where one of

the Y chromosome markers (Bs and y+) were lost (see figures

45 - 64). When the hyperploid male was able to lose one or

more of the hyperploid pieces of DNA, whether it was one of

the V-tip markers or the hyperploid chromosome 2 tip from the

translocation, the relative fitness of the hyperploid male

increased dramatically. In all cases after such events, the

hyperploid males were able to rapidly displace the SO males

in the population. Population size also tended to display a

substantial increase. This was true when the markers were

lost in the insensitive cages as well as in the sensitive

cages, but the relative gains were generally less noticeable.

Every marker was lost at least once; however, there was

a definite tendency to lose Ytip markers rather than the

translocated second chromosome tip (when it could be

ascertained).

Since neither the tips of the DA-3 chromosome (HI - H3),

nor the 2L tip of R-3 (LI - L3) carried identifiable markers,

the first indication that one of these unmarked. translocated

pieces may have been lost was that the relative frequency of
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the genotypes in a cage shifts dramatically. Since the loss

of either of the V tip markers caused such a significant

difference in the profiles of the populations in which it

occurred, it was reasonable to expect that the loss of these

in the hyperp10ids might confer a similar advantage.

D. Estimation of Non-disjunction Rate in Mei-269

The mei-269 stock was tested on three occasions for rates of

non-disjunction against the tester stock. Tester stock females,

aneuploid exceptions of

y;pr;C(4)RM,ci !£L. (no

mei269/C(1)Dx/y+V;spapo1

free 4),

males. The

were mated to

interest were ~ males (XO), and y+ females (attached-X/V). The

results are given below:

l.

2.

3.

Totals

Total
Progeny
Count

2903

9974

3861

16738

Non
Disjunctants

23

234

55

312

Nan-
Di sjunction

Rate

.008

.023

.014

.0186

Using Baker and Carpenter1s (1972) criterion for abnormal sex

chromosome non-disjunction (>1%), mei-269 only marginally qualifies
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if the pooled average is used. In the 1972 report, Baker and

Carpenter reported a non-disjunction rate of 9.5% for mei-269 (.5 

2.5 sex chromosome exceptions per 1000 recovered sperm--see Baker

and Hall 1976).

Baker and Carpenter reported a drop in the non-disjunction

rate after 9 months in stock, however, and were unable to restore

the previous high rate by autosomal displacement. They suggested

that either the mutant had been lost by recombination, had

accumulated X-linked modifiers which suppress the mutant, or

possibly that this type of mutant reverts with a high frequency.

E. Results of Cage Samples: Tests for XYY Males

The only cage which showed a consistent, though low level of

XXV females was the Ll y+sens cage (figures 45 - 48). Of the 28

males sampled from the cage, only two males produced one XXY;SD

female each. The overall non-disjunction rate for the 28 males was

.0047, which was well below the 1% level considered "normal." The

total progeny count was 427.
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F. Results of Cage Samples: Testing for Presence of Mei-269 in

Meiotic Mutant Cages

Because several of the meiotic mutant cages behaved neither as

strictly sensitive target backgrounds, nor as populations

generating aneuploids, males were sampled from a number of these

cages and tested for non-disjunction among their progeny (see table

9), and for cnbw chromosome responder sensitivity. Progeny testing

for the meiotic mutant was used even though it was not efficient or

conclusive as a result of the relatively low non-disjunction rate

in the mei-269 stock.

Non-disjunction was assessed by scoring for F2 progeny of

matings between suspected mei-269 males and attached-X (no free Y)

females. Sons of these matings are expected to be sterile XO males

unless primary non-disjunction occurs in the male.

When they were available, X chromosomes from SO males were

tested along with X chromosomes from hyperploid males. The overall

rate of non-disjunction measured from the cage samples was .0066.

No non-disjunctants were recovered among the 123 progeny of the

mei-269 males from the stock. Both rates are well below the 1%

functional definition of a non-disjunction producing meiotic

mutant.

In addition to making a rough assessment of the presence of

mei-269 in certain population cages. the presence of XO males among

the F1 progeny indicated that the X chromosomes from the cage males
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were not harboring a recessive lethal. There was, in fact no

evidence that the mei-269 chromosome or the X from the target line,

was carrying a recessive lethal as nearly 100% of the males tested

produced at least one XO male.

G. Results of Cage Samples: K Determination for Unusual Meiotic

Mutant Cages

One additional test was performed on males sampled from cages

with reduced drive, several of which were initiated with mei-269.

An assessment of the sensitivity of the cnbw chromosome was

performed by placing it over a strongly driving SO. For this

purpose, FMA3/0;Cy/Xa females were used to generate attached-X;SD

females using T(Y;2)SD,C-20 (the H2 line in the cage studies) as

the SO source. These were mated to males sampled from the cage and

their F1, T(Y;2)SD/cnRsp(?)bw sons were individually mated to

ascertain whether the chromosome behaved as a sensitive or

insensitive responder.

Classification of the populations was made according to the

following guidelines. Bimodality among the tested males for drive

strength suggested that an insensitive responder or an X suppressor

was segregating in the population. Consistently low K values in

cage males followed by high K values in their Fl sons (SO/sensitive

responder) suggested that the insensitive responder was at or near
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fixation in the population. A spectrum of drive strengths within a

population suggested that one or more drive suppressors of low or

moderate strength was accumulating in the population. Although the

presence of modifiers on the third or fourth chromosomes could not

be excluded, they were reportedly rare (Hartl 1970, Hiraizuml et.

al. 1960). The data of Lyttle (1979), however, indicates that

although the de novo evolution of major modifiers and suppressors

in a population without pre-existing ones is low, the ability of

such populations to generate polygenic suppressor variation is

probably very common and would give results similar to those

populations in this study which show a gradual decline in the sex

ratio and frequency of SO. If present, polygenic modifiers should

give a continuous distribution, while major (dominant) modifiers

and suppressors, which might be expected to be found more

frequently on the second and X chromosomes, should give segregation

patterns indicative of this.

In fact, both types of drive modification seemed to be

present. Of the 9 populations which gave positive results for drive

suppression, 6 were HI populations, and 5 of the 6 appeared to

give a range of K values suggesting modifier accumulation rather

than a strong X-linked suppressor or insensitive responder. The

sixth HI line, two H2 lines and one HI line gave extreme values,

high and low suggesting responder insensitivity, or again strong X

suppressors, rather than modifier accumulation.
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H. Estimates of Segregation and Relative Viability

The estimates of c are given in tables 11 and 13. The

estimates of the frequency of alternate segregation t C t for all of

the lines within background which could be measured gave values

within the range which R. Gethmann communicated to Lyttle (1981a)

of 0.252-0.749 for centromeric breaks. The range for estimates of c

based on hyperploids alone ranged from 0.395 - 0.679 (see table

11). The estimates from the SO and hyperploids, corrected by

relative viabilities estimated independently ranged from 0.292

0.650 (table 13). Although the translocation breaks in this study

are not centromeric t it is interesting to note that the estimates

were equally wide ranging. Calculation of the mean estimate of c

within drive lines, within the two estimates t and comparison of

these two mean estimates suggested that the relative values of c,

rather than the absolute values t between drive lines was more

important. The variance in these estimates was an indication of the

sensitivity of the estimate to perturbations in viability,

endogenous or exogenous to the genotypes being used for the

estimate.

Table 12 gives the viability estimates for SO males relative

to hyperploid males. The estimates of the relative viability of the

SO to hyperploid males substantiated t in part, some of the

observations made from the population cages: the SO males were

superior. Some of the interesting pieces of information arising
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from these viability studies were the sex ratio and male to female

ratios in the SO, hyperploid and control stock lines (table 14).

Table 14 can be summarized as follows. The control lines

(euploid male and female lines from which the target hyperploid

lines were generated) had a nearly 1:1 male to female ratio, with

the exception of the y;Rsp+cnbw line, which had a definite excess

of males, and the y Canton-S line, which had a very slight

deficiency of males. Chi square tests of the sex ratio confirm a

highly significant, male biased sex ratio in the y;Rsp+cnbw line (2

of 4 measurements, but the two that were not statistically

significant suffered from small sample size). In a ~ Canton-S

background, the sex ratio was not significantly different from 1:1

in 3 of the 4 tests, and only marginally so in the fourth. The y

Oregon-R stock did not show significant deviation from a 1:1 ratio

in any of the tests. The y;Rspcnbw (RspIns-16) stock was not

significantly different from 1:1 in 3 of the 4 tests, and was

significant at the 1% level in the grow-out measurement. The

significant biases will be addressed in the discussion.

Measurements of the y+;Rsp+cnbw stock were also made. In two of the

three measurements, the results showed a statistically significant

bias in favor of the males at the .001 level. The third

measurement also showed a bias, but again suffered from small

sample size.

In contrast to the control lines which showed either a bias

toward the males or no sex bias at all, without exception the
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hyperploid lines all showed highly significant sex bias in favor of

the females. This bias was a direct measure of the hyperploid

viability depression, and was, perhaps the single most important

factor in the outcome and interpretation of the cage results. The

apparent debilitating effect of the translocated duplication to the

Y chromosome was probably a large consideration in the failure of

the aneuploid females to be able to become established in the

cages.

Table 15 was a summary of the egg hatchability data. This

information was collected on the control stocks and the T(Y;2)SD

translocation lines and was broken down by total eggs laid, eggs

fertilized, late embryonic deaths (led), early embryonic deaths

(fertilized, not hatched and very early embryonic development), and

eggs hatched. The percentage of eggs fertilized was uniformly high,

however the proportion of eggs hatched was not. Perhaps the most

interesting feature of this data was the hierarchy of egg

hatchability among the three high lines within background. There

seemed to be a consistent pattern wherein Hl>H2>H3, which generally

described the performance of these three lines in the population

cages. HI was the line which performed best, H2 was intermediate,

and H3 did poorly.

One of the surprising features of the egg hatchability data

was the low hatchability of the control lines, especially for the

Canton-S and Oregon-R strains. The y background may have been a

consideration in their performance, however.
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Although the simulations indicated that for a majority of

cases the segregation parameters were of minor importance to the

outcome of the populations compared to fitness and drive strength,

estimates of 1 and m were made based on the segregation in XXV and

XYY sex chromosome aneuploids, respectively, from the y;Rsp+cnbw

stock. The estimate of m was calculated as the frequency of

phenotypically y;cn (genotypically y/y/Ybw+;cnbw) females and y+;~

(genotypically ~+/Ybw+;cnbw) males in matings between y;cn

(genotypically y/y/Ybw+;cnbw) females to ~+;~ (genotypically

~+/Ybw+;cnbw) males (see figure 5). The observed frequency of XX

from Y segregants among the 6725 progeny of XXV females was 31 (17

females, 14 males). Correcting for expected zygotic lethals of the

reciprocal classes for these segregants gives an overall estimate

of m =.92%. The estimate is considerably lower than the 2.2%

reported by Lyttle (1981b) and 4.3% by Bridges (1916). Bridges

reported that although the mean XX from Y segregation was 4.3%,

that the mode was 2.3%, which is very close. to that estimated by

Lyttle. In order to cover this potential range of values, m ranged

from 0.01 to 0.1 in the simulations.

The estimate of m in this study may have been affected by the

small chromosome 2 tip duplication that was translocated to to the

Y chromosome. It is possible that the duplication influenced the

segregation of the sex chromosomes in XXV; bw+ females. If the sex

chromosomes were segregating independently in XXV females, the

expected recovery rate of XY from X: XX from Y types of
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segregation is 2:1. Grell (1958) demonstrated preferential

segregation of XY from Y in aneuploid males, Y chromosomes

preferring to disjoin from one another at a rate of 3.75:1. This

was compatible with findings by Bridges (1916) which also indicated

preferential segregation in sex chromosome aneuploid males. There

may be a similar preference for X from XY disjunctions in XXV

females. The current data suggested this. One further

consideration was that each of these genotypic classes probably had

differing viabilities owing to the presence or absence of the bw+

duplication, the presence or absence of the ~+ allele, and also

with regard to aneuploidy (both XXV and XYY).

An estimate of the segregation parameter 1 for XYY males was

obtained by progeny testing males from the y;Rsp+cnbw stock,

carrying the bw+ duplication on the Ychromosome to homozygous y+ ,

euploid females (see figure 5) and selecting males with progenies

segregating XXV females (phenotypically cinnabar). The estimate of

1 based on the relative proportions of XX (858) and XXV (1119)

females was .434. The estimate of 1 calculated from the 240 sons

of verified XYY males was much higher, .696 (XYY=167, XY=73). Data

was used only from males who produced several XXV daughters to

ensure that they were XYY aneuploids. Comparison of this data with

estimates of Grell (1958) and Lyttle (1981b), which estimated the

range of 1 to be in the vicinity of .15 to 0.25 indicated that

something unusual was happening in these stocks. To what extent

the observed frequencies were influenced by the 2R duplicated tip,
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by the background and by the aneuploidy were questions that await

further investigation.

I. Results of Computer Simulations

Although a number of cage populations appeared to be heading

toward some type of equilibrium (without aneuploids), it can be

said that in general the cages did not provide support for the

neutralization of P-Y drive by aneuploidy. Aneuploids, despite

repeated introductions into many of the cages were unable to become

established.

The computer simulations were employed as a means for

exploring the facts which might have been responsible for or

contributing to the cage observations. By estimating as many model

parameters as possible by the various methods outlined in the

materials and methods section, populations were simulated to

approximate some of the cages. In addition, simulations were used

to examine some of the dynamics of the interactions of the

parameters, especially those controlling equilibrium values and

rate of approach to equilibrium.

The computer simulations represent largely deterministic

events as contrasted with the cage and most natural populations

which are stochastic in nature. The size of the population in the

simulation was set at 10,000 which is unrealistically large for
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most species. Moreover, the precision of discrimination of fitness

differences was assumed to be .001, as was strength of drive (z)

and differential values for segregation parameters (1, m and c).

The simulations provide values for idealized populations, which at

best can give general predictions for real populations. The

relative magnitudes of parameter values, and their contribution to

the general trends predicted in the simulations, and not the

absolute values, should be emphasized. The closer a natural

population approaches a boundary condition, the greater the

probability that stochastic events will determine the population1s

fate.

In terms of describing the sex ratio observed in the cages,

the simulations gave reasonable approximations to what was

observed. However it was clear that the simulation model does not

sufficiently describe what must be important fitness differentials

between certain genotypes, at least as they apply to the

populations in this study. The fitnesses of the aneuploid females

and the hyperploid [Dp(2;Y)] males was of particular interest.

The reduced fitness of the Dp(2;Y) male would help to account

for the apparent discrepancy which Lyttle notes in his P-Y

drive-aneuploid population. This discrepancy regarded a

partitioning of the XY from the XYY males similar to that shown

here in figure 5, and involved an unexplained apparent excess of XY

males. If hyperploids (likewise, aneuploids) cannot compete because

of severely reduced viability, such as observed in many of the
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populations in this study, there would be an apparent excess of

euploid XV males.

When no fitness differences, with the exception of .67 for the

aneuploid males, was incorporated in the simulation, there indeed

appeared to be a threshold at z approximately .937 where SO and the

aneuploids interact to control the fate of the cage and

neutralization of the sex-ratio distortion becomes the dominant

theme (figure 71). However, by exploring some of the boundaries

for the establishment of a non-trivial equilibrium with the

maintenance of aneuploids, versus the conditions where SO was lost

or the population driven to extinction, it appeared that the

relationship of SO frequency to the introduction (and frequency of)

aneuploids was critical (see figures 65 - 70 and table 17 for

examples of boundary conditions and inflection points). Moreover,

the precision of the parameter values which gave contrasting

population fates, even though they are contrived and strictly

deterministic fabrications, indicated that near the boundaries, the

population was probably fairly sensitive to perturbation which

could send it in either direction.

Figure 65 is a graph showing the boundaries for three levels

of XXV females as a function of SO frequency and drive strength

(values given on table 17). These simulated populations were

generated for initial conditions: c=.500, 1=.200, m=.086, FA=I.0,

FY=O.67, FF=l.O, and FFF=1.0. The assumuptions which these values

represent were that XY;SD males and both types of aneuploid females
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(XXY;SO and XXY;SO+) had equal fitnesses to XY;SO+ males and XX;SO+

females; XYY males had a relative fitness of .67 (assuming random

segregation of sex chromosomes, and triplo-X females genetic

lethals); and that segregation (c) was normal. The three pairs of

lines, from left to right, represent initial aneuploid female

levels of 5%, 1% and 0%, respectively. Populations in which SO was

"saved" by the presence of aneuploids are indicated by the solid

lines, and those in which SO was lost by broken lines. Each paired

set of lines represents a difference of .001 in z or P3 (SO male

initial frequency). The plotted data is given in table 17.

It is clear that when drive is moderately strong that the

population can maintain a small, but sufficient quantity of

aneuploids. In fact, drive need not be strong to produce

aneuploids as the L1 cages have demonstrated, but drive must be

strong enough to maintain them. An important aspect is that, even

though a population produces aneuploids by primary non-disjunction,

there is a range of drive strengths which promotes the

establishment of aneuploids--a range defined by the relative

frequency of SO and the drive strength, and to an extent by the

frequency of aneuploid females. According to simulations,

exploration of the upper end of this zone indicates that only very

low fitness of aneuploid females or sufficiently reduced fitness of

SO males (or both) was sufficient to prevent the establishment of

the aneuploids and affect the neutralization process (table 18,

figure 72). In theory, then, the neutralization process is very
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strongly favored once minimum criteria of drive strength and

relative fitnesses--particu1ar1y of the SO males and the aneuploid

fema1es--is met. The most likely explanation for the observed

behavior of the cage populations is the severely reduced aneuploid

fitness, as judged by the inability to recover aneup10ids

regardless of the many attempts to generate them.

In exploring the boundaries defined by "no fitness differences

(FA=FF=FFF;FY=.67)," z=.937 appeared to be the lower limit for

drive strength beyond which the introduction of more aneuploids

could not "rescue" SO from being lost from the population. Such low

values of z apparently do not give drive strengths sufficient to

establish the necessary fitness relationships which must exist for

the establishment of aneuploidy and the subsequent return of the

sex ratio to near 1:1.

In exploring the upper limits, where aneup10ids "save" the

population from extinction, z=.999 was used for the simulations.

Only when an extremely low value for FF (XXY;SO females) was used

in connection with a very low frequency of SO males (.001) was the

population driven to extinction.

For those cases where FA (SO male relative fitness) is greater

than 1.0, the neutralization threshold is reached by

correspondingly lower values of z. These examples are not as

interesting,however as SO would not be expected to be lost in such

situations anyway. Whenever the SO male fitness can be augmented

by the aneuploid females, the aneuploids should be maintained.
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According to the simulation studies, sex ratio is determined

by FA (SO male relative fitness) and z (strength of drive). The

fitness of the aneuploid females had an effect on the rate of

approach to equilibrium, however. FF had a greater effect than FFF

(see figure 73, table 18 for values).

By watching the rates of approach to equilibrium of the

various genotypes and of the sex ratio, a generalization can be

drawn. When neutralization occurs, the sex ratio is rapidly

returned towards a more normal 1:1 value. However the genotype

ratios within sex oftentimes take considerably longer to come to

equilibrium, in some cases in excess of hundreds of generations.

This can be seen in the simulation graphs (figures 66 - 70), in

which sex ratio equilibrium is attained, but genotype frequencies

are still undergoing considerable change. This phenomenon is most

pronounced in boundary cases and is expected to to be less apparent

in intermediate cases.
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Chapter 5: DISCUSSION

A. SO and Translocation Breakpoint Interaction

The random breakpoint distribution and suppression of k value

in SO lines in this study reconfirms previous findings regarding SO

and autosomal translocation interactions. Novitski and Ehrlich

(1970) reported suppression of SO by Y;autosome translocations with

no apparent relationship between the degree of modification of k

value and the position of the breakpoint. Their investigation

utilized the SO-72 chromosome (k approximately 1.0) and reported

modified k values in the range of .533 to .881. They also reported

similar modification of k value in Y;3

translocations--translocations not involving the SO chromosome or

its homologue.

Yamazaki and Thompson also examined chromosomal rearrangements

and interactions with SO. Their findings basically supported

Novitski and Ehrlich's results. Chromosomal rearrangements appear

to suppress drive, but there is no apparent systematic

relationship. The current data is of particular interest because

not only is the range of k value modification extremely wide (.259

to .992) --both of these extreme values resulted from modification
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of the same SO chromosome (OA-3)-- but also, breaks near Sd

actually result in higher drive (table 7). The suppression of k for

all of the lines given in table 5 was stable. This is in contrast

to the transient stability described by Yamazaki and Thompson

(1973) who attributed this transiency to the substitution of

radiation damaged chromosomes by unirradiated chromosomes over

several generations.

In general, the recovery rate of Y;2 translocations as given

in table 4 was not as high as expected. While it is possible that

some T(Y;2)SO translocations may have been missed because they were

very distal breaks and did not involve markers (i.e. ones in which

the hyperploid males survive but look like males with normal

untranslocated chromosomes), based on the joint probability of

coincident hits at these small targets, it is not expected that

there would be a disproportionate incidence of these compared to

the other T(Y;2) lines detected by the screen. Based on

observations drawn from a number of sources, Lyttle (1975)

estimated that a reasonable rate of recovery for T(Y;2)

translocations at a dose of 4000 rads is on the order of 2.8-3.5%;

however, Lindsley, Sandler, et.al. (1972) report a frequency of

.020 for T(Y;2) translocations when a BsYy+ chromosome was involved

at this dosage level. In any case, the recovery rates were still

significantly lower at 4000 rads for the R-3 chromosome (p<.05 with

BsYy+, and p«.OOl without BsYy+), and even at 4500 rads for DA-3

(with BsYy+, p<.05), when compared to the data of Sandler,
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Lindsley, et. al. (1972). In the current study, there is a

statistically significant relationship between the marked Y

chromosome and the recovery rate as well as a significant

difference between the two chromosomes. At 4000 rads, the

difference in recovery for the R-3 chromosome with and without the

marked Ywas statistically significant (p<.Ol, chi square = 7.373

with 1 d.f.). At 4500 rads, the difference between the three

groups (R-3, with BsYy+; R-3, without BsYy+; and DA-3, with BsYy+)

and the within R-3 (with and without the marked Y) were significant

at the 0.05 level (chi square values of 6.227 and 5.643 with 2 and

1 d.f., respectively). At 4500 rads, the difference in recovery

rate between R-3 (no marked Y) and DA-3 (BsYy+) was not significant

(chi square= .033, 1.d.f); however when both DA-3 and R-3 were with

BsYy+, they were significantly different (p<.05, chi square= 5.848

with 1 d.f.). Not surprisingly, at both dosage levels, the recovery

rate for T(Y;2)SD translocations (available for R-3 only) doubled

when accompanied by the BsYy+ chromosome. This is not an

unreasonable result since BsYy+ is a bigger target for chromosomal

breakage. Differences between T(Y;2) recovery rates at the two

radiation doses for R-3 with and without the marked Y were

significant at p<.Ol (chi square= 6.294 and 7.136 , with and

without BsYy+, respectively).

Since the DA-3 chromosome received the single level of 4500

rads and was available only with the marked Y chromosome, it is

difficult to make any conclusive statements regarding interaction
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between presence of the marked Y and the rate of recovery of the

OA-3 chromosome. The rates between the two chromosomes can be

compared, however. The average recovery rate for DA-3 of .0159 is

comparable to R-3 (with marked Y) at 4000 rads (.0144), and to the

R-3 chromosome (with unmarked Y) at 4500 rads (.0162). The OA-3

chromosome has a recovery rate very similar to that of the R-3

chromosome (with unmarked Y) when they both received 4500 rads. If

the presence of the marked BsYy+ chromosome has the consistent

effect of elevating the recovery rate of radiation induced T(Y;2}SO

translocations, then one can conclude that the DA-3 SO chromosome

has a IIbasal ll recovery rate lower than that of the R-3 chromosome.

Both SO chromosomes were selected because of their structural

rearrangements, which involve nearly the whole length of the second

chromosome. Structural rearrangements, particularly inversions,

cause localized suppression of recombination which is important for

for maintaining the integrity of the SO and SO+ chromosomes. The

R-3 chromosome, derived originally from SO(ROMA}, has the

characteristic medium strength and somewhat variable distorting

ability which seems to be a consistent feature of SO(ROMA} derived

lines. Intuitively, it would seem that weaker SO's might be

expected to produce more progeny per male than strong SOlS, since

fewer sperm are rendered dysfunctional, however the mean number of

progeny per male from the recovered lines was positively, not

negatively, correlated with drive strength. This result is

consistent with the hypothesis that weaker SOlS, although not
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capable of effecting complete sperm dysfunction, allow defective

sperm to produce abnormal and therefore less fit SO+ progeny.

Regression analysis was performed on T(Y;2)SO lines A+O pooled and

line C. These two groups represent R-3 with BsYy+ and OA-3 with

BsYy+, both of which had highly significant correlations (p<.OOl

for r -.556 and .409, respectively). Tests for homogeneity of

regression coefficients and equality of intercepts were significant

at p<.05 and p<.OOl, respectively. This indicates that while the

mean number of progeny is significantly related to strength of

drive (higher drive produces more progeny, on average), that the

quantitative relationship between drive, and progeny number is

different for the two SO chromosomes--the relationship is more

pronounced with the R-3 chromosome. It appears that the R-3

chromosome not only permits higher recovery of T(Y;2)

translocations, but also that with increasing drive strength SO

male fitness increases more rapidly. Both of these observations may

be attributable to the fact that the R-3 chromosome initially had

only the single, large pericentric inversion compared to the OA-3

chromosome, which is literally a lot of pieces haphazardly strung

together. If degree of rearrangement has an adverse effect on

recovery rate and fitness--which is consistent with arguments

concerning the evolutionary importance of chromosomal and genomic

integrity--the SO chromsomes with BsYy+ data are consistent and

reasonable. One puzzling result, however is that although the R-3

lines without the marked Yare still somewhat positive (for B+E,
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It appears

the BsYy+

r=.127), the relationship is no longer significant.

that the phenomenon is dependent on the presence on

chromosome.

There is another way of looking at the difference in recovery

at the two dose rates within the R-3 line for marked and unmarked Y

chromosomes. This invokes arguments regarding DNA which is

non-coding and non-transcribed and which might serve as expendable

padding or evolutionarily, experimental raw material. In this

regard because portions of it are expendable, a marked Ychromosome

may somehow increase the probability of tolerable V-involved

translocations in general. This is a reasonable suggestion in that

if the probability of tolerating a translocation is some function

of the amount and location of genetic material which an organism

can "spare" to chromosomal breakage, then duplicated material would

be advantageous.

B. Population Cage Trials

The unanticipated results in a number of the cages prompted a

more extensive look into the fitness differences of the various

translocation lines in the several backgrounds. As the cages

progressed, it became more and more apparent that fitness

differences were playing an important role in the development of

the cage populations.
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One of the unrecorded assumptions of this study was that

fitness differences would not be very far ranging from those of the

original cage in which the aneuploids spontaneously appeared and

which prompted this present investigation: because of that sporadic

appearance of aneuploids and their subsequent establishment, it was

presumed to be a commonly occurring phenomenon. The results of this

study indicate that this presumption is clearly wrong.

From the outset, this study has reinforced the concept that

things are not always as we think they should be: the recovery of

T(Y;2)SO translocations was not just low, but of the 205

translocations recovered, not one possessed all of the qualities

which were desirable for the purposes of this study. Additionally,

once the best of such lines were selected (k values in the correct

vicinity, hyperploids at least partially viable and fertile, with

unambiguous tip markers), establishing hyperploid and aneuploids

for introduction to the cages was extremely difficult. Many of

these lines were very unhealthy.

The original DA-3 and R-3 SO stocks from which these

translocation lines were derived themselves represented at least

second generation irradiated and rearranged SO chromosomes. In

addition to the desired translocation breaks which were induced,

the genome must necessarily be damaged at countless other

locations, much of the damage irreversible. If a line is unable to

eliminate damage by recombination and independent assortment, such

as in the case of the recombinationally closed T(Y;2)SO lines used
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in this study, they probably retain more damage than the previously

unrearranged chromosome lines. On top of these pre-existing

multiple rearrangements were added--in the case of R-3--(1). a

doubly marked Y chromosome, representing two duplications, and (2).

a y and (3). a cnbw background. The ~ background is known to have

deleterious effects on stocks in terms of reduced vigor and

competitive ability (Bastock 1956). The effects of cnbw are not

fully known, however these mutants are· also observed to have

reduced competitive ability and low egg hatchability (Hartl and

Hira;zumi 1976). Although these recessive mutations are covered in

the euploid SO males and in some of the hyperploid males, they are

expressed in all euploid females and several of the hyperploid male

stocks.

The model as set forth was supposed to be relatively

independent of fitnesses, however the outcome of the cages does not

support this contention. The inability of the aneuploid females to

save the populations from extinction in the upper boundary cases,

and the inability to IIrescue SOli in the lower boundary cases is

apparently a function of the inferior fitnesses of the aneuploid

females and hyperploid males and the superior fitness of the SO

males. In none of the cages, whether aneuploid females were

injected or were produced spontaneously, were the aneuploids able

to become established. In the few cages where they were observed

over consecutive censuses,. sampling from the cage did not reveal

the presence of aneuploid XYY males, which should be segregating in
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the progeny of XXV females. Eventually, even in these cages, the

XXV females dwindled and disappeared entirely. It is interesting

to note that the cages in which the XXV females had a sustained

presence were the low to medium drive cages. This was unexpected

since the model predicts that low drive is insufficient to maintain

aneuploids. Moreover, even in those populations which were

anticipated to reach extinction or where SO was expected to be

lost, the predictions were not fulfilled.

It is apparent from the results of these population trials

that there are limits to the reduction in aneuploid fitnesses which

can be tolerated while still allowing for their establishment to

balance the sex-ratio distortion. It appears that in the lines

which were selected for the study, that none produced aneuploids

fit enough to satisfy this requirement.

Although the current study could not fairly test the

hypothesis of neutralization of sex-ratio distortion by sex

chromosome aneuploids, it did provide ample demonstration of the

importance of the relative fitnesses among genotypes: P-V drive, as

propounded by Lyttle, places minor if any emphasis on female

fitness. He would argue that no matter how reduced in viability or

fertility, an XXV female must ultimately be more fit than its

euploid XX counterpart owing to its unique ability to produce

daughters in a high V-drive genetic environment. For cases where

drive is strong and the target population is completely sensitive

to drive, this is largely true, even when the fitness difference
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between the drive males and the target males is great (population

extinction).

When the strength of drive is reduced and in cases where the

relative fitness of the hyperploid males is low, the females become

an important consideration in determining equilibrium sex ratio:

if the SO male fitness relative to the females is low, then the

ratio may fall below 0.5 (as was seen in a number of the

insensitive responder cages). Here aneuploidy is not favored in any

case. This is particularly true when the target population fitness

is high (see figures 25 - 28, H2, middle; and lost marker examples

figures 33-64). To the extent that the hyperploids have improved

relative fitness, the sex ratio approaches 50%. In addition to the

reduced fitness of the hyperploid males, the apparent accumulation

of drive modifiers was also amply demonstrated in many of the

populations. This was characterized by the slow, steady decline in

drive. It is important to note that all of the modifiers which

were observed in these populations effectively arrested the action

of SO, but did not eliminate the latent potential of the drive

complex, as evidenced by the K determinations made on the Fl sons

of cage sampled males with reduced K values. Again, this is

consistent with the results of Lyttle (1977).

The meiotic mutant cages were disappointing in that they did

not produce aneuploids in large quantities as it was hoped that

they might. They did, however, present some intriguing questions.

For example, the sudden drop in drive apparent in several cages
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(figures 41 - 44) indicated responder insensitivity or perhaps

drive modifier accumulation. Males from some of these populations

are currently being tested for responder insensitivity.

While the introduction of a foreign insensitive responder by

contamination is always possible, it is unlikely that this

occurred. A number of reasons exist to explain why this is

improbable. The simultaneous occurrence of this phenomenon in 5

out of 6 age-matched cages tends to suggest that the effect may be

inherent in the evolution of the population itself. It seem

extremely improbable that all five cages should be simultaneously

affected (and no others out of the 70 that were currently in

existence at that time). Secondly and more convincingly, it is

highly unlikely that a contaminant would possess all of the proper

combination of markers to be able to effectively masquerade in

these T(Y;2)SO cages, and still less likely to be able to

infiltrate all three SO lines, since they carry different

combinations of markers. Finally, additional populations of these

treatments were initiated, and many of the newer populations appear

to be developing similar profiles as the anomalous group; however

they are not all exhibiting this tendency, nor are they doing so at

the same rate. It seems as though this effect is somehow tied up

with the mei-269 chromosome, itself. As was mentioned previously,

there unfortunately were no precautions taken to control for third

or fourth chromosomes when the mei-269 mutant was placed in the

y;Rsp+cnbw stock. However third and fourth chromosome modifiers of
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SO are reportedly rare and sex-linked and second chromosome

suppressors are common (Hartl 1970; Hiraizumi, Sandler and Crow,

1960). Furthermore, significant drive suppression has been shown to

occur in a relatively short period of time (Hiraizumi, Sandler and

Crow 1960; Lyttle 1977, 1981). Because of the tendency for modifier

accumulation on the X and second chromosomes, and because the

second chromosome was controlled for in the synthesis, the likely

candidate for the possible introduction of drive suppressors is the

ymei-269 chromosome itself. The history of the performance of this

meiotic mutant also makes the chromosome suspect, as Baker and

Carpenter (1972) were unable to restore the non-disjunctional

properties of the mutant despite autosomal replacement.

It is obvious that modifiers and suppressors tend to

accumulate where they will have the most beneficial result on the

fitness of the individual whose phenotype they effect; this is

consistent with Fisher's fundamental theorem. Enhancers of

beneficial genes tend to be closely linked, and suppressors to

deleterious genes tend to become associated with those entities

that have been negatively perturbed. The logical place for a sex

chromosome meiotic mutant to develop a suppressor, then is nearby

on the X itself. Inherent in this argument is the well-acknowleged

fact that SO, though not strictly a sex-chromosome meiotic mutant,

is associated with a bias in the recovery of males among the SO

progeny of heterozygous (untranslocated) SO males, and a bias in

favor of females among the SD+ progeny (Hiraizumi and Nakazima
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1967). Perhaps this is one explanation for the apparent preference

for X-linked SO drive suppressors. It is tempting to speculate that

meiotic mutants are related physiologically, that perhaps a

functional basis might provide an explanation for why the mei-269

chromosome seems to be able to inactivate drive at a much higher

frequency than the "normal" y chromosome that is in the rest of the

populations. The differential rate of suppression might then be

explained as further modification of a pre-existing adaptation to a

related condition: that a hypothetical suppressor to mei-269 as a

non-disjunction mutant might have some homology with SO

suppression, and that further genomic adaptation proceeds to

accomodate this new genetic milieu according to normal evolutionary

processes. Too, if there were some basic underlying functional

connection between the processes which mei-269 and Sd disrupt, then

perhaps mei-269 might even be operating to inactivate SO itself.

A third alternative is that mei-269 or some entity on the

introduced X chromosome is capable of inducing recombination or

chromosome breakage in these populations. If such a mechanism could

be invoked, it is possible that the hyperploid chromosome 2 tip

could be lost at a higher than normal frequency, increasing the

fitness of the hyperploid males. The loss of the translocated

chromsome 2 tip would be virtually undetectable in OA-3 lines,

except perhaps as a fitness increase. There were no second

chromosome tip markers since bw+ is embedded in the interior of the

translocated chromosome. Therefore, it is possible that the loss
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of this duplicated material renders the target male as euploid as

the SO male and thus more competitive. Of course, it is not

necessary that there be an exogenous cause for the loss of the

duplicated chromosome 2 tip, but it would normally be expected that

this would be a relative infrequent event, since there was no

evidence for a similar occurrence in any of the other populations.

This inferential evidence, in addition to the multiple observations

of decline in sex ratio and so male frequency in meiotic mutant

cages compared to the rest of the populations suggests that

something about mei-269 is quite unusual.

There ii still one other consideration that should be made,

concerning the low production of aneup10ids in the meiotic mutant

cage. It may be that there was a decrease in non-disjunction rate

prior to the beginning of the study. On the other hand, the

meiotic mutant may in fact not have been there at all: perhaps the

mutant was eliminated from the population very early on. This

question can only, at best, be answered with inferential evidence.

Therefore the assay of the presence of the non-disjunction causing

mutant is the production of non-disjunctants. As in the case of SO,

a low level of affectedness does not indicate that the mutant has

been lost. Since Baker and Carpenter reported that the

non-disjunction rate of mei-269 had dropped to near control levels

within 9 months of their original study, it is not surprising that

the rates which were measured in this study were low. Regardless of

whether mei-269 was introduced into the populations represented in
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figures A27-A30, something unusual was occurring, something

specific to these populations. Furthermore, the cages which were

sampled for K values gave the following results:

Cage n K st.dev.

A39 - cage sample 2 .624 .152
A39 - F1 sons 13 .994 .015
A39 - F1 sons 10 .982 .019

A40 - cage sample 9 .878 .102
A40 - F1 sons 27 .996 .013

Cage individual male's k value
--------------------------------------

A39 .732
A39 .517

A40 .968
A40 .957
A40 .955
A40 .913
A40 .895
A40 .840
A40 .824
A40 .806
A40 .650

The restoration of high K among the F1 sons of males sampled from

cages A39 and A40 indicates that SD was still strong- distorting,

but that drive modifiers were segregating in the populations. The

distribution of k values among the sample males appear to be

spread out through the range rather than clustered as might be

expected for an insensitive responder. The responders used in this

study can be aptly described as being. "all" or "nothing ll in their

sensitivity. Again this tends to support modifier accumulation

rather than responder insensitivity; however, if one allows that

responders may come in more finely graded sensitivities, as has
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been suggested by Hiraizumi, Martin and Eckstrand (1980) and Lyttle

(1979), then accumulated modifiers of small effect which are

X-linked and moderate to weakly insensitive responders cannot be

distinguished by a single k determination.

C. The Computer Simulations

The computer simulations were not especially enlightening when

parameter values approximating the cage populations were utilized.

This was primarily because the XXV females and the hyperploid males

had very low relative fitnesses. Had the aneuploid females been

more viable (and fertile), the simulations indicate that the

neutralization process would have been assured. It should be added

that although the simulations could approximate the behavior of the

population cages, that the fit was not particularly good.

In order to readdress the neutralization of distortion by

aneuploidy, simulations were utilized to reinvestigate the cases in

which aneuploidy was expected to save SO, where fitness differences

are at a minimum and in which a drive threshold was observed.

This, at least, was a place to start looking at the dynamics and

the limits of this phenomenon.

Figure 65 is a summary figure of the contrasting populations

in which SO is either saved by the presence of XXV females, or is

lost from the population. These data points were generated by
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using the simulation program and are the best approximations to

limiting values which could be produced within the limitations of

the mechanics of the program. Increasing the precision of the

parameter values is not expected to improve these estimates

substantially, however. And, since these populations are in many

regards idealized because of the many assumptions regarding the

large population size, random mating, and fixed determinisitic

parameters, direct application to evaluating real populations is of

limited value. The fact that there is very little difference

between the conditions in which SO is saved and lost at the

boundaries, suggests that it might be interesting to investigate

the dynamic relationships (relative frequencies and rates of change

of key genotypes) which control the population fate in the vicinity

of divergence between the paired lost and saved populations

(figures 66 - 68). The estimation of "final" equilibrium value is

subject to error depending on the stringency of the criterion for

defining the equilibrium point (number of generations genotype

frequencies held at delta=O). Preliminary information indicates

that equilibrium values for sex ratio are dependent on z as well as

relative fitness values.

The population simulations of the current study have shown

that the sex ratio equilibrium value is independent of the initial

frequencies of the SO males and the XXV aneuploid females. It

would be interesting to explore the dependence of time to

equilibrium on the various parameters as well as the saturation
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levels of the controlling factors (e.g. the value of SO male

fitness beyond which the results remain unchanged). From

preliminary analysis, it is clear that the sex ratio is function

drive strength and the relative fitness values. Conclusions

regarding their relative contributions as well as elucidation of

the interaction between components must await further

investigation.

Figure 65, the summary of populations in which SO was saved or

lost in the presence of aneuploids is likely only one of an

infinite series of sets of populations with differing sets of'

relative fitnesses and population parameters. Approximately 50,000

simulated populations were generated. Many of these populations

gave uninteresting results (trivial equilibria) but in ,others, it

appears that the segregation parameters c, 1 and m are important

mainly near the boundaries where smaller changes in parameters have

correspondingly larger effects. These areas need to be explored

more fully in those boundary cases where segregation might mean the

difference between retention or loss of a critical genotype.

O. Fitness Component and Alternate Segregation Estimates

The data from the egg hatch, eclosion, larval and egg-to-adult

studies were extremely interesting and provided considerable

quantitative substantiation for the observations made in the
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population cages. The inability of the hyperploid males to

compete was made abundantly clear throughout. Moreover, the

relative ability of the T(Y;2)SD males was also quantifiable when

compared to the females, and explained the sex ratio bias observed

in many of the cage populations.

The estimates of the viability components and the frequency of

alternate segregation between lines are variable. However

consistency in relative magnitudes between lines within backgrounds

provided a qualitative basis for evaluating the cage populations.

In general, the relative magnitudes measured in the estimates, and

the cage performance of the high (and to a lesser extent, the low)

lines were consistent. The HI hyperploids in the sensitive high

fitness (Canton-S) background did displace the SO males. The HI SO

males did eliminate the hyperploid males in the low fitness

background, roughly in accord with their relative fitness.

The various bodies of data also provide information about the

sex ratios. It was surprising to note that the control stock

Op(2;Y)bw+ males had established such a definite bias in recovery

(table 14). This is in spite of the fact that females tend to have

a developmental advantage and might be slightly over-represented

with respect to males from eggs laid closer to the time that adults

were discarded. Males in these cases may often not eclose before

the allotted 18 day period has passed if they are retarded in

development as compared with females. It is noteworthy that it is

only the two lines with the bw+ duplication (y;Rsp+cnbw and
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y+;Rspcnbw) which show this tendency. This finding is similar to

observations made with regard to the Bs translocation (Zimmering

et.al. 1970; Novitski and Peacock 1970) and the x+ translocation

(Miklos 1972c), in which the translocations were recovered

preferrentially. Another place where a bias in connection with the

Bs translocation occurred in this study was in the progeny

distribution from the K determinations of the untranslocated R-3

and OA-3 chromosome lines (table 16). While there was a bias in

favor of the females among both SO+ groups, and among the R-3 (no

marked Y) SO phenotypes, the OA-3 SO phenotypes exhibited a bias in

favor of the males (BsYy+).

The bias in favor of the females in the hyperploid lines is

very easy to understand, however the significant excess of females

in the grow-out data for y Canton and y;Rspcnbw are less easily

explained (table 14). Sex ratio information was collected from the

laboratory "Gene Pool"--an unselected ,mixed population cage of

flies. When this population was censused (complete population) and

a sex ratio calculated, it was surprising to find that there was a

strong bias in favor of females. The census was repeated

approximately 2 generations later, and the finding was the same

(data given below). The sex ratio was 34.7% male and 37.7% male,

respectively.
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Gene Pool Population Census

males females total sex ratio (M/F)

61

#2

239

294

450

486

689

780

.347

.377

Note that the population was fairly healthy as judged by the total

census. The carrying capacity of the cages is approximately 1000+

(per the regimen practiced in this study, although very few

populations ever approached this number). This female sex bias was

surprising because it was believed that females would suffer a

negative bias due to their tendency to spend more time in the food

laying eggs, and therefore being more prone to becoming entrapped

and dying there (Lyttle 1981a). An alternative explanation for the

excess females both in the gene pool and in the grow-out study is

that females may be at an advantage in resource limiting

environments. Although the culture bottles and the cages may not

be at their absolute carrying capacity, there may be some effects

of population density which may tend to differentially affect the

sexes. Females are known to have a developmental advantage, and

perhaps this is sufficient to cause the observed sex bias.

The depressed viability of the hyperploid males also accounts

for the oscillation in population size that was observed in many of

the cages. Although the hyperploid males have a much reduced

viability, the few that do survive are capable of producing
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extraordinary numbers of daughters even though they produce very

few viable sons. The result of this boom in the female population

is a quantitive increase in the absolute number of progeny of the

SO males. This can represent a substantial increase in the

probability of hyperploid males produced by SO males, and can

reinitiate the cycle.

E. Hyperploidy and r~arked Stocks

The use of visible genetic markers has been of inestimable

value in the discovery and elucidation of genetic mechanisms, and

is an extremely convenient and labor saving device for dealing with·

large numbers of genotypes which must be sorted and scored. The

current study indicates that the use of markers such as the Ss, bw+

and ~+ duplications and translocations must be exercised

judiciously in studies where fitness and/or segregation are

important so that the results will not be unduly affected by their

presence. This reiterates a caution by Lyttle (1981b) in which it

was suggested that marked Y chromosomes may introduce considerable

bias in segregation studies in Drosophila.

For some yet unexplained reason, small duplications such as

the Bs translocation in this and other (Novitski and Sandler 1957;

Novitski and Peacock 1970) studies, and the bw+ duplication in this

study, seem to be causing a distortion in recovery rates. It is as
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though these duplications are effecting a type of drive. This is

particularly interesting in the case of the bw+ duplication since

this stock was originally selected as a virgin collecting device.

After the translocation was induced, the hyperploid males initially

showed increased developmental time compared to their sisters.

Thus the first flies hatching weren invariably virgin females.

After a period of time, the males gradually adjusted

homeostatically to the effects of the hyperploidy. The early sex

ratio bias which previously had strongly favored females was

changed to favor males. This is seen in the data presented in

table 14 (y;Rsp+cnbw controls).

It is understandable that such genetic homeostasis might

eventually obtain with hyperploid males, but the bias in the

recovery of males is not as easy to explain. The fact that the

males carry the duplication for the bw+ allele might be

contributing to their relative fitness advantage over the

homozygous cnbw females. This is a possibility which is supported

by the observations of Hartl and Hiraizumi (1976) that cnbw egg

hatchability is on the order of 50% irrespective of the males to

which they were mated.

Sandler and Novitski (1957) suggested that chromosomal meiotic

drive generally requires structural alteration of a chromosome and

cite the observation that the frequency of this type of drive can

undergo disproportionate increases after acute exposure to

irradiation. This suggests that structural rearrangements in and of
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themselves might be responsible for drive-like effects. The

observation that duplications appear to disturb segregation in

favor of their recovery (at least in the case of ~ and bw+) tends

to support this viewpoint. It has been suggested that the

disturbance in crosses involving the ~ marked Y might be due to

the X material associated with the translocation. This is clearly

not the case with bw+. Moreover, ~ is a dominant, extreme form of

Bar and as such might be expected to have a relatively deleterious

effect which would have to be compensated for in cases of excess

recovery.

Besides the potential drive-like effects which hyperploidy

might cause, the addition of the duplications represented by the

marked Y chromosome caused an additional viability burden for the

hyperploid males. In all lines there were populations in which a

male lost one or more of the hyperploid markers, and experienced an

immediate fitness increase. This was observed as the displacement

of the marked hyperploids with the lost-marker hyperploids, as the

chromosome swept through the hyperploid population. This

phenomenon--the loss of a V-tip marker--was not as readily

observable among the SO males. This may be because the gain in

relative fitness for the SO males may not be as significant as that

for the hyperploid males. It is interesting, however, that in the

one case where a marker was lost in an SO male line, that the Bs

marker was lost, and not the y+ marker. If adjustment to

hyperploidy were a simple matter of cost/benefit (thermodynamic
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cost versus genomic benefit), then the ejection of excess genetic

material would be expected to be roughly proportional to the

thermodynamic cost to the organism: larger pieces of DNA being

more "expensive" in terms of energy-expenditure. However, this was

not supported by the differences in loss of the hyperploid' V-tip

markers between the SO and SD+ males.

The extreme debilitation of the hyperploid (chromosome 2 tip)

males suggests that not only is the duplication itself a burden,

but perhaps the specific piece of DNA included in the duplication

may be a factor in the degree of affectedness. The three R-3

derived lines selected for the population cages involved

translocations of the 2R tip and carried bw+. In none of these

lines, in any of the populations, was this duplication lost. This

was even though the hyperploidy was extremely debilitating (table

14). There is no reason to suspect that the translocated 2-tip in

the OA-3 derived lines would be any less prone to remain with the

V-chromosome once translocated. Unfortunately, because of the

multiple rearrangements of the DA-3 chromosome, both marker loci

were located in the interior of the SO chromosome, and therefore,

no visible marker available for tracking the presence or absence of

the translocated 2-tip in those lines. Loss of the hyperploid

chromosome 2 tip might restore the hyperploid male line to control

levels. This was observed in many of the lost marker populations

where the hyperploids were able to displace SO and restore the sex

ratio to near the optimum value, .5 (low line figures 53 - 57 and
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high line figures 61 - 64). The variability of viability, depending

on the type and degree of hyperploidy as well as the background

effects might explain the various outcomes observed in the

population cages. Hyperploidy could hasten or retard SO gain or

loss depending on the background. Hyperploidy resulting from the

induced translocation and compounded by the marked V chromsome was

a major factor in the fate of the observed populations.

XXV;SO+ aneuploid female viability reduction is at least

partially explained by the fact that they, too, are hyperploid for

the Op(2;V) tip. The detrimental effects of duplications observed

in the males probably had similar effects on the aneuploid females.

Both classes of aneuploid females have some degree of hyperploidy

owing to the marked V, and one class had the translocated tip of

the second chromosome as well. In addition, these females have an

additional genomic imbalance--a whole extra V chromosome. Judging

by the lack of success in propagating aneuploid females when they

did appear in culture, it appears that the presence of the extra V

chromosome is fairly deleterious.

It is possible that in all of these cases of hyperploidy and

post-irradiation trauma that given sufficient time, these stocks

might eventually overcome some of these problems of viability and

fertility as did the y;Rsp+cnbw males. If this should occur, then

repeating these experiments should provide more definite

information regarding the potential for the neutralization of sex

ratio distortion by aneuploids.
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F. Evolutionary Perspectives

The study of Segregation Distorter in Drosophila melanogaster

has provided a large body of information not only specific to the

SO phenomenon itself, but also with regard to meiotic drive systems

in general. Theoretical analyses developed with SO in mind have

been generalized and thereby improved our understanding of how

evolutionary processes such as linkage relationships and genetic

load interact with drive to determine the fate of populations.

Meiosis is a fundamentally conservative biological process

which has evolved as one solution for ensuring the equivalent

distribution of genetic material to gametes. It ensures that

succeeding generations receive complete sets of genetic

instructions, while allowing the content of the information to be

altered. The genetic fate of populations, then is necessarily tied

to this mechanism. Perturbations of the meictic process such as are

represented by meiotic drive mutants have populational

consequences. Meiotic drive perturbs populations away from

evolutionarily derived optimums. Although constantly under the

normalizing processes of evolution which eventually assimilate or

otherwise neutralize the effects of drive, while it operates

meiotic drive can provide unusual genetic opportunities. Meiotic

drive, although nearly always detrimental to the organism and the
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populations in which it occurs, can drive linked genes to high

frequencies and can maintain unusual gene combinations resulting

from linkage which would otherwise be quickly eliminated from

populations. Moreover, drive systems such as SO, can induce and

maintain linkage disequilibrium.

Drive permits exploration of genotypic combinations which

conservative, normalizing evolutionary processes generally would

not permit. Detrimental genes linked to meiotic drive mutants

would enjoy a temporary increase in frequency which would otherwise

not be available. Beneficial genes linked to meiotic drive mutants

would spread more rapidly. Because of this property to enhance the

frequency of linked genes, drive can either increase or decrease

the average fitness of a population, and allow unusual and even

normally disfavored genotypes to appear and temporarily

proliferate.

Natural selection monitors meiosis internally and externally,

then. The "internal" consequences of meiotic inbalance such as are

exemplified by aneuploidy, hyperploidy and translocational effects

are under constant selection. The loss of excess genetic material

is one way of regaining genetic balance. Reductions in fertility

and viability eventually will lead to the elimination of hyperploid

or aneuploid individuals unless there is some compensating fitness

relationship which can be established. Such appears to be the case

with aneuploid females and P-Y drive: one meiotic inbalance offset

partially by another.
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Sandler and Novitski (1957) suggested that when something goes

wrong with meiosis, then alleles which can alter meiosis may become

of some adaptive importance. They suggest that meiotic mutants may

be incorporated into species as a result of meiotic perturbations.

This is a contention which is reiterated by.Lyttle (1981a) and on

the basis of the computer simulations appears to have considerable

merit, both in terms of establishing unusual chromosome types and

in terms of supporting an evolutionary advantage for meiotic

mutants.

Suppressors are another evolutionary strategy for countering

the deleterious effects of drive. Meiotic drive affecting sex

determining loci can have severe consequences in that the

deficiency of a sex can mean the complete elimination of the

population. When drive is strong, there is little time for the

population to evolve de novo suppressors of drive, but once a

suppressor appears, even one of minor effect, it is favored. Drive

can cause the accumulation of suppressors and enhancers as well as

maintain functionally unrelated genes (due to linkage), and so it

may enhance genetic variability.

Sewell Wright (1941), in clarifying a previous statement of

his regarding the relative ease or difficulty of fixing reciprocal

translocations, could not describe a situation more appropriate to

the case of the establishment of sex chromosome aneuploidy

resulting from interaction with sex ratio distortion. He suggests

that although fixation is rare in species under exclusive sexual
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reproduction, it can occur in cases where there are numerous

isolated populations that pass through phases of extreme reduction

in numbers. He suggests that the most favorable situations are

those in which there is frequent extinction of small isolated

populations which are restored from the progeny of occasional .stray

migrants from other localities. Surely this is an apt description

of sex ratio distortion which can severely reduce population size

and certainly cause population extinction.

Meiotic drive offers a way for alleles to spread through

populations more rapidly than that afforded by Mendelian ratios.

Evolutionarily, meiotic drive may be important because of the

unusual gene combinations and fitness regimes which it propagates

as a by-product. In a sense, drive permits exploration of gene·

combinations (and therefore new phenotypes) upon which natural

selection can act. In and of itself, meiotic drive is not an

evolutionary alternative. It has been described as an evolutionary

trap, but it does have the ability, when unbridled, to permit the

exploration of evolutionary novelties and may help in understanding

unusual genetic systems and variants which may not be explained by

normal Mendelian processes.
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Chapter 6: Summary

Sex chromosome meiotic drive was mimicked by linking the

second chromosome meiotic drive complex Segregation distorter to

the V-chromosome by radiation induced reciprocal translocations.

Two SO chromosomes were selected for this study which were

considered to be recombinationally closed to prevent disjoining Sd

from Rsp. A Y chromosome with tip markers, Bs and y+, was utilized

to track the translocated V-tip. The R-3 chromosome produces cn

males and aneuploid females when the 2R tip is translocated to the

V-chromosome in cnbw background. The OA-3 chromosome, owing to

multiple rearrangements, produced only cnbw offspring. However

aneuploid XXV females could be distinguished by untranslocated

V-tip markers.

Recovery rate of T(Y;2)SO translocation males was judged to be

low by the standards of previous studies, and there was a

significant difference in recovery rates both between the two SO

chromosomes and between lines with and without the marked Y

_~hromosome. There was random suppression of k value according to

breakpoint location, however there was a statistically significant

positive correlation between k value and mean number of progeny per

male.

The DA-3 and R-3 SO chromosomes used to generate translocation
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SO lines to mimick V-chromosome drive were not capable of

maintaining aneuploidy. Consequently, the cages did not show the

neutralization of sex ratio distortion as expected. Residual

radiation trauma may have contributed to the apparently severe

genomic imbalance which the induced-hyperploid males exhibited in

terms of reduced viability. Additional factors may have been the

hyperploidy contributed by the marked Y chromosome and the genetic

backgrounds into which the Y;2,SO complexes were introduced as

treatments. The genomic imbalance could be quantified in the

comparisons of hyperploid males to euploid sisters in the SO and

hyperploid stocks. In all hyperploid lines, without exception, the

males had severely depressed relative viabilities when compared to

euploid sisters. Control lines, in contrast showed no sex bias, or

in the case of lines carrying thebw+ duplication a statistically

significant bias toward males was observed, further emphasizing the

differential in viabilities between males with and without the

radiation induced hyperploidy.

In addition to the severe reduction in viability of hyperploid

males, which altered the predictions of many of the populations in

which hyperploid males were anticipated to displace the SO males

(insensitive responders, high fitness target background), aneuploid

females also appeared to have considerably reduced viability and

fertility. Aneuploid females were not able to become established in

any of the cage populations. The combination of these two factors,

particularly the latter, resulted in the inability to fairly assess
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the capabil ity of sex chromosome aneuploids to "rescue SOli in

situations where SO would normally be expected to be lost, or to

"save" populations which \'JOuld otherwise be fated for extinction.

In some cases the viability reduction for the hyperploids was so

severe that SO could not be lost. These results were repeatable,

and cage replication was good.

Further inferential evidence regarding the reduced viability

of the hyperploid males was provided in those populations which

"lost" or ejected genetic markers. This was observed with dramatic

results in many of the populations in which loss of one or more

V-tip markers resulted in an immediate and significant augmentation

of the hyperploid male population as the unmarked chromosome swept

through the hyperploid population. The loss of a marker among the

hyperploid males resulted in the rapid displacement of SO males by

the "lost marker" hyperploids.

In addition to a number of populations which demonstrated this

alteration in the hyperploid male fitness, were those populations

which appeared to accumulate drive modifiers and suppressors.

These populations can be more or less divided into two groups,

those which demonstrated a rapid decrease in drive strength-

exhibited as displacement of SO by non-SO males (properly

marked)--and those populations which demonstrated a very slow and

gradual decrease in drive strength. The former type characterized

populations which accumulated insensitive responder alleles, or

possibly had evolved drive suppressors of relatively large effect.
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The latter type characterized populations accumulating many

modifiers each of small effect.

Although the population studies were unable to make definite

statements regarding neutralization of sex ratio distortion by

aneuploidy, computer simulation studies provided additional

predictions regarding the interrelationship of genotype

frequencies, drive strength, relative fitnesses and segregation

parameters in order to more effectively address this issue in

studies to come.

Computer simulations included re-exploration of the conditions

which were the basis for this study--incorporating no fitness

differences for the SO males and the aneuploid females, and .67

relative fitness for aneuploid males. Unequivocal frequency

independence of sex and genotype ratios was demonstrated. The

hypothetical threshold for "no fitness differences" was found to

lie closer to z=.937 rather than the previous value of z

approximately .92; the sex ratio equlibrium value ranged from .605

to .627 depending on drive strength, with FA (SO male fitness)

fixed at 1.0. Simulated populations mimicking boundary populations

were generated, contrasting situations of varying drive strength,

fitness and initial genotype frequencies in whi ch SO is

alternatively "rescued" by aneuploids, or is lost. A similar

approach was· taken for the upper boundary where aneuploidy can

"save" the population from P-Y drive extinction. According to the

simulation studies, the conditions for aneuploidy establishment and
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the neutralization of sex ratio distortion are extremely robust.

The severely reduced fitness of aneuploid females constitutes one

of the few situations in which aneuploidy cannot become established

when drive and SO male relative fitness is sufficiently high. This

unfortunately was the case with the stocks in this study.

The computer simulations suggest that when neutralization of

sex ratio distortion does occur, that apparent sex ratio

equilibrium precedes genotype equilibrium--sometimes by many

hundreds of generations.

The use of the meiotic mutant mei-269 was disappointing in

that the mutant did not produce the anticipated high rate of

non-disjunction which it had reportedly done in the past.

Therefore it was not possible to mimick the continuous, elevated

introduction of aneuploid females in the population and therefore

make any statement regarding the possible interaction between

meiotic mutants (other than drive mutants) and the SO complex.

The irradiation procedure appeared to have differential

effects on chromosolnal stocks and lines carrying genetic markers.

The use of marked chromosomes and visible markers was found to have

a substantial effect on the outcome of the population cages. The

use of such stocks should be taken into consideration when studies

involving fitness and segregation are being undertaken since they

may confound the experimental findings.
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FIGURE 1

Segregation in a T(Y;2}SO Male

Alternate and adjacent I segregation are shown for a

translocation SO male. Alternate segregation results in the

production of balanced gametes, while adjacent I (and adjacent II, not

shown) produce gametes carrying duplications and deficiencies.

If the duplication is small, three classes are expected to

survive, SO+ females, T(Y;2}SO males, and males that are SO+ and'

hyperploid for the translocated tip of the second chromosome to the Y.

Hypoploid SO females are zygotic lethals due to the deficiency.
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FIGURE 1

SEGREGATION IN AT(Y:2)SO HALE
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FIGURE 2

Change in Male Frequencies in T(Y;2)SD Cage with P-Y Drive

The theoretical change in T(Y;2)SD cage male frequencies in one

generation for P-Y drive is given in figure 2 (after Lyttle, 1981a).

For the current study, the hyperploid high and low fitness males are

substituted for the cnbw males as the target males. As drive strength

(z) approaches 1.0, the contribution of the T(Y;2)SD male to the

hyperploid pool approaches zero, and the first term in the hyperploid

gametes in generation g+1 disappears.
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

Scheme for Generating T(Y;2)SO Translocation Lines

R-3 or DA-3 (SO) males were irradiated and mass mated to Rsp+cnbw

females. Fl SO males were recovered and individually back- crossed to

screen for induced T(Y;2)SO translocations. T(Y;2)SO translocation

lines were identifiable by the absence of SO females among the

progeny. Lines were kept as hack-cross stocks to maintain drive

strength.
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FIGURE 3

SCHEME FOR GENERATING TCY:2)SD TRANSLOCATION LINES
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FIGURE 4

Scheme for Synthesizing y Marked Target Stocks

The y marked X-chromosome was selected as a marker for the four

target background stocks. y/y;pr ord/CyO females were crossed to

T(Y;2)SD males, and fl F1 sibs (males will all be~, females will

all be heterozygous for their X chromosomes) were mated. y non- CyO

progeny were selected and sib mated to establish the stock.
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FIGURE 4
SCHEME FOR SYNTHESIZING y MARKED T~RGET STOCKS
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FIGURE 5

Figure 5 show the segregation of sex chromosomes in aneuploid

males (XYY, top) and aneuploid females (XXY, bottom) when mated to

euploid Rsp+cnbw and hyperploid ~+/Ybw+;Rsp+cnbw ,respectively,

individuals. The estimates of the segregation parameters 1 and m for

males and females, respectively, are somewhat higher than for

aneuploids in other studies. One possible contributing factor is the

hyperploidy which is transmitted with the Y chromosome, and which

appears to cause preferential recovery of gametes with which it is

associated.
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FIGURE 5
PUNNETT SQUARE: ANEUPLOID SEGREGATION
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FIGURE 6

The legend for figures 7 - 40 are given on the upper part of·

figure 6. The lines used indicate initial frequencies of Sd males, and

whether aneuploid females were added or not. Legends are not repeated

on each graph as the observed differences between the treatments were

small, and therefore of little interest.

Graphs are organized as follows unless otherwise indicated:

Figures labeled "High Lines"

upper graphs HI High Drive Line 1 - AS

middle graphs H2 High Drive Line 2 - C20

lower graphs H3 High Drive Line 3 - CS7

Figures labeled "Low Lines"

upper graphs LI Low Drive Line I - A3

middle graphs L2 Low Drive Line 2 - A8

lower graphs L3 Low Drive Line 3 - C8

The legend for figures 41 - 64 are on the lower portion of the next

page. Solid lines indicate populations in which modifiers are

suspected of accumulating, or in which markers were observed to be

lost. The broken lines are the within high or within low line

comparisons in which the marker was not lost.
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FIGURE 5

LEGEND FOR CAGE POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 7

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in Low Drive

Challenged-High Fitness, Sensitive Responder

Target Populations

These graphs represent the high drive lines in the y;Rsp+cnbw

background. The sex ratio attained high levels very rapidly in H2 and

H3 populations, somewhat less so for Hl. Note the apparent decrease in

sex ratio with time for Hl populations. H2 and H3 populations became

extinct. Hl populations did not.
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FIGURE 8

Percent SO in Males in High Drive Challenged-Low

Fitness, Sensitive Responder

Target Populations

These graphs represent the high drive lines in the y;Rsp+cnbw

background. The males in the population were almost entirely

constituted of drive males, as is plainly reflected in all three sets

of graphs. This implies that the difference between lines as

reflected in the sex ratios (see previous figure), is probably owing

to differences in the productivity of females by the SO males, i.e.

decreasing drive strength. Since the number of hyperploid males

remained at a very low level (on the order of a few percent,

maximally), their relative contribution to the population was very

small (see also sections in text regarding relative fitness of

genotypes).
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FIGURE 9

Frequency of SO in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the high drive lines in the y;Rsp+cnbw

background. The frequency of SO is very close to its maximum, 50%,

with the notable exception of the Hi cages. Again the differences in

drive strength over time is seen in the comparison of the graphs

between lines. Since SO (aneuploid) females are very rare, the

frequency of SD tracks the percent males very closely (see Figure 8).
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FIGURE 10

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the high drive lines in the y;Rsp+cnbw

background. There is reasonable consistency within lines, but

variation between the three lines. HI, the upper graphs show a

relatively stable population size, while H2 experienced considerable

fluctuation. H3 exhibited the classical P-Y drive challenged

population going to extinction. Comparison of this figure with figure

7, sex ratio, demonstrates the correspondence of females to population

size.
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FIGURE 11

Computer Generated Simulated Populations of High Drive in

Low Target Fitness, Sensitive Responder Backgrounds:

Sex Ratio, Percent SO and Frequency .SO

The simulation graphs are as follows:

upper graph - Sex Ratio, expressed as percent males

middle graph - Percent SO in males

bottom graph - Frequency of SO in the population.

Note: the scale ranges from 0-100% on this graph.

This figure is typical of the many hypothetical populations which

simulated the extinction process. Comparison to High Line 3 gives a

particularly good approximation to what was observed in the cages.

The fit is less good for HI and H2. The SO fitness parameter FA was

set at 3.0 for this simulation, and no fitness differences (with the

exception of .67 for XYY males) were incorporated.
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FIGURE 11
SIMULATED POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 12

Computer Generated Simulated Populations of High Drive

Low Target Fitness, Sensitive Responder Backgrounds:

Sex Ratio, Percent SO and Frequency SO

The simulation plots are as follows:

upper graph - Sex Ratio, expressed as percent males

middle graph - Percent SO in males

bottom graph - Frequency of SO in the population.

This figure represents a family of populations which were generated to

simulate high drive in a low fitness, sensitive responder background.

In many regards, these simulations are similar to the previous figure,

however these simulations incorporate small differences in fitness and

drive strength to show that the effect is gradual, and that there is a

continuum in population response to parameter changes.
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FIGURE 12
SIMULATED POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 13

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Drive

Challenged-Low Fitness, Sensitive Responder

Target Populations

This set of graphs represents the progress of the three high

drive lines competing in a y+ background. The trends which were

apparent in table Al for the three lines are repeated here. H3, the

bottom graph, shows the population rapidly fixing the SO males with

the concomitant extinction of the cage. The tendency of H2 to lower

the sex ratio is much more pronounced in this graph, but this may be a

function of the age of the cage which is one year or approximately 30

generations older than the comparisons. In any event, it is apparent

that something unusual is occurring. Although the uppermost graph

does show some fluctuation in the sex ratio (as was also apparent in

the y background), the drive was sufficiently strong to maintain a

high sex ratio and drive the population to extinction. It should be

noted that this cage did not go extinct rapidly, but lingered for a

year.
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FIGURE 14

Percent SO Among Males in High Drive Challenged-Low

Fitness, Sensitive Responder Target Populations

This set of graphs represents the progress of the three high

drive lines competing in a ~+ background. A uniformly high proportion

of SO is seen among the males: all three cages are almost entirely

T(Y;2)SO.
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FIGURE 15

Frequency of SD in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Sensitive Responder Target Populations

This set of graphs represents the progress of the three high

drive lines competing in a z+ background. The frequency of SO is again

seen to track the frequency of SD among males (figure 14).
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FIGURE 16

Population Size of High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness

Target, Sensitive Responder Target Populations

This set of graphs represents the progress of the three high

drive lines competing in a ~+ background. The size of the population

again seems to be affected by the sex ratio. This is clear in the

cases of H1 and H3 (top and bottom), less clear for H2.
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FIGURE 17

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Drive Challenged

High Fitness, Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs show the high drive lines in Canton-S background.

Comparison of this figure with figure 7 demonstrates genetic

background effects on the fate of drive in populations. The sex ratio

is very low in the HI cages. The low frequency of males is a result

of the low but steady level of hyperploid males which this population

was able to maintain. Depression of the sex ratio in this situation

is probably due to the reduced production or viability of the

hyperploid males. The middle graph shows the progress of three H2

populations. The variance in the sex ratio suggests that this line

was more susceptible to environmental effects. Nevertheless, these

cages nearly concurrently lost SO after approximately 28 generations.

The final set of plots demonstrates the tendency of H3 to drive a

population to extinction. A comparison of this figure with figure 7

indicates that the extinction process is retarded somewhat. However

the close replication of all of the populations is evidence that the

increased fitness of the Canton stock over the cnbw. stock is not

sufficient to prevent H3 from driving the population to extinction.
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FIGURE 18

Percent SO Males Among Males in High Drive Challenged-High

Fitness, Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

Canton-S background. Comparison of this figure with figure 2 provides

substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of drive in

populations.

The three high lines once again demonstrate their individual

characters in the various background treatments. HI (top) shows that

the SO males are rapidly eliminated from the population, their drop

being much more precipitous than the sex ratio. The middle plots show

the extremely high frequency of SO despite the moderate to high sex

ratio (figure 17, middle).

The rate of approach to fixation of SO in males in H3 (bottom)

appears to be rapid when compared to HI and H3. When this figure is

compared to figure 2, however, a considerable difference can be seen:

the rate of fixation is much reduced when compared to the y;cnbw

target background.
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FIGURE 19

Frequency of SD Among Males in High Drive Challenged

High Fitness, Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

Canton-S background. Comparison of this figure with figure 9 provides

substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of drive in

populations. The frequencies of SO in the cage populations again shows

close correspondence with the frequency of SO males as reflected in

the sex ratio and the percent of SO among males (figures 17 and 18).
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FIGURE 20

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-High Fitness,

Sensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

Canton-S background. Comparison of this figure with figure 9 provides

substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of drive in

populations. HI shows considerable population fluctuation. H2,

although somewhat variable, seems to have a pattern of alternating

bursts and contractions of population size. H3 is somewhat more

homogeneous than H2. However, once again by comparing this figure to

Figure 9, it can be seen that each of these population features is

affected to a variable extent by genetic background.
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FIGURE 21

Sex Ratio in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Insensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

y;Rspcnbw background. Comparison of this figure with figure 7

provides substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of

drive in populations. The sex ratios in all three high lines indicate

that drive was effectively inactivated to restore a nearly 1:1 ratio.
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FIGURE 22

Percent SO Among Males in High Drive Challenged-Low

Fitness, Insensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

y;Rspcnbw background. Comparison of this figure with figure 8

provides substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of

drive in populations. In spite of the marked effect on sex ratio, the

distribution of males in the population is still heavily biased in

favor of the SO males, as reflected in this figure. H2 and H3 (middle

and bottom) demonstrate uniformly high proportions of SO among males,

while Hl is once again somewhat more variable, with a trend towards

increased frequency of SO males as the cage progressed.
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FIGURE 23

Frequency of SO in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Insensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

y;Rspcnbw background. The effective neutralization of SO in the

presence of an insensitive responder, combined with the low fitness

target results in the population reaching sex ratio equilibrium. The

equilibrium value, however, is some function of the relative average

fitness between the sexes as demonstrated in the computer simulations.
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FIGURE 24

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness,

Insensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in

y;Rspcnbw background. Comparison of this figure with figure 3

provides substantiation for genetic background effects on the fate of

drive in populations. Population size among the high drive,

insensitive, low- fitness background appears to be at a moderate

level. Note that all of the populations described by the graphs to

this point .have reached population levels of only one half of the

estimated carrying capacity of the cages. H3 (bottom) is one of the

notable exceptions. The populations of this line were between 700 and

1000 for several generations, but the population census has since

dropped to levels closer to the other two high lines.
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FIGURE 25

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Drive

Challenged-High Fitness, Insensitive Responder

Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in y

Oregon-R background. By comparing this figure with figure 21, it can

be seen that the suppression of sex ratio that was evident in the

y;Rspcnbw background is surpassed in the l Oregon-R background. The

most extreme example is the middle graph of the H2 population, which

is composed largely of females. The other two lines also demonstrate

this low sex ratio, although to a lesser and somewhat more variable

extent.
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FIGURE 26

Percent SO Among Males in High Drive Challenged-High

Fitness, Insensitive Responder Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in y

Oregon-R background. The response within high lines was relatively

homogeneous, while the between line trends were heterogeneous. SO was

lost very rapidly by HI (top) in this background, while H2 and H3

appear to be self-sustaining in spite of the drive suppression.
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FIGURE 27

Frequency of SO in High Drive Challenged-High

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in y

Oregon-R background. The frequency of SO is low corresponding to the

sex ratio suppression (figure 25) and the frequency of SO among males

(figure 26).
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FIGURE 28

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-High

Fitness Target Populations.

These graphs represent the progress of high drive lines in ~

Oregon-R background. The explosive fluctuations present in the high

drive, insensitive responder populations (figures 24 and this figure)

are probably indicative of the inability of the hyperploid males to

sustain even a stable, low level subpopulation of males.
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FIGURE 29

Sex Ratio expressed as Percer.~ Males in High Drive

Challenged-Low Fitness Target Populations

with Meiotic Mutant Introduction

The meiotic mutant cages are a y;Rsp+cnbw background populations

with the ymei-269 chromosome added in the form of heterozygous y;cnbw

females. The action of mei-269 is to cause primary non-disjunction in

males. Notice the slight, but relatively uniform reduction in sex

ratio within lines, and to a lesser extent, across lines. This

decline in sex ratio (with accompanying decline in percent SO among

males and in the population at at large, and a rise in the population

size) is suggestive of modifier accumulation or responder

insensitivity to SO.
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FIGURE 30

Percent SO Among Males in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness Target

Populations with Meiotic Mutant Introduction

The meiotic mutant cages are a y;Rsp+cnbw background populations

with the ymei-269 chromosome added in the form of heterozygous y;cnbw

females. The action of mei-269 is to cause primary non-disjunction in

males. The reduction in the sex ratio (figure 29) is paralleled by an

even more dramatic reduction of SO males in HI (top). The other two

high lines, H2 and H3 (middle and bottom, respectively), do not

demonstrate this reduction in SO males (also interpretable as an

increase in SD+ males).
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FIGURE 31

Frequency of SO in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness Target

Populations with Meiotic Mutant Introduction

The meiotic mutant cages are a YiRsp+cnbw background populations

with the ymei-269 chromosome added in the form of heterozygous Yicnbw

females. The action of mei-269 is to cause primary non-disjunction in

males. The meiotic mutant cages are technically low target fitness,

sensitive responder populations, and were anticipated to behave like

them (see figures 7 - 10). The nearly perfect concordance of the

graphs in figures 31 and 29 (Sex Ratio) demonstrate that the aneuploid

females which were expected to be produced by the meiotic mutant

either did not appear at a significant frequency, or were unable to be

maintained when they did.
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FIGURE 32

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-Low Fitness Target

Populations with Meiotic Mutant Introduction

The meiotic mutant cages are a y;Rsp+cnbw background populations

with the ymei-269 chromosome added in the form of heterozygous y;cnbw

females. The action of mei-269 is to cause primary non-disjunction in

males. The meiotic mutant cages are technically low target fitness,

sensitive responder populations, and were anticipated to behave like

them (see figures 7 - 10). They did not. The anomalous behavior of the

meiotic mutant cages can be seen most clearly in the graphs of

population size. The unusual increases in the population sizes

especially in HI populations (top) was an unanticipated result and is

discussed in the text. Corresponding, but more moderate rates of

population increase are also evident in a majority of the other cages.
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FIGURE 33

Sex Ratio expressed as Percent Males in Low Drive

Challenged-Low Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent low drive in y;Rsp+cnbw target background

populations. Low drive, low fitness populations were not expected to

be driven to extinction, nor to have SO lost from the population. In

this regard, they behaved as expected. The sex ratio was held at a

moderately high level by drive. One low line (L3) has the appearance

of accumulating drive suppressors (bottom). There is a slow, steady

drop in percentage of males (see also figure 34).
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FIGURE 34

Frequency of SD Among Males in Low Drive Challenged

Low Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent low drive in y;Rsp+cnbw target background

populations. As can be seen from these graphs, SD males were

predominant in these cages. The proportion of SD males among males is

much higher than anticipated as a result of the reduced fitness of the

hyperploid males.
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FIGURE 35

Frequency of SD in Low Drive Challenged-Low

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent low drive in y;Rsp+cnbw target background

populations. The frequency of SD in this treatment across lines

uniformly follows the sex ratio distribution, again reflecting the

preponderance of SO males (see figure 33).
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FIGURE 36

Population Size in Low Drive Challenged-Low

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent low drive in y;Rsp+cnbw target

populations. All three low lines exhibited considerable fluctuation in

population size. In general, however, the low lines did not suffer

from the depression in population size which the high drive lines in a

sensitive background did.
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FIGURE 37

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in Low Drive

Challenged-High Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent low drive in the Canton-S target

background. Note that only two of the lines are represented in this

low line treatment. This is owing to the inability to distinguish the

hyperploid males in the cn+bw+ background. The low lines did not

exhibit the between drive line variation in sex ratio which the high

drive lines did (cf. figure 17) when placed in a "high fitness" target

background. Moreover, the low drive lines between the two (high and

low) target backgrounds, behaved very similarly (cf. figure 33).
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FIGURE 38

Percent SO Among Males in Low Drive Challenged-High

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent the low drive lines the Canton-S target

background. Like the high lines, the low lines also continued to

maintain predominantly an SO male-population, there were very .few

hyperploid males in the population reflecting depressed fitness

relative to the SO males.
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FIGURE 39

Frequency of SO in Low Drive Challenged-High

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent the low drive lines in the Canton-S target

background. The frequency of SO reflected the sex ratio in these

populations, again owing to the inability of the hyperploid males to

compete with the SO males.
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FIGURE 40

Population Size in Low Drive Challenged-High

Fitness Target Populations

These graphs represent the low drive lines in the Canton-S target

background. Population levels in the low K populations were moderate,

and exhibited considerable fluctuation.
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FIGURE 41

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Lines

with Possible Modifier Accumulation

These graphs repr-esent the high drive lines in y;Rsp+cnbw target

background with the mei-269 chromosome added. The suspect populations

are drawn in solid lines, the comparative, II normal II populations are

drawn in broken lines. Notice the differences in the rate of decline

in the sex ratio between the different populations, both within and

between the different drive treatments. The rate of decline in sex

ratio is a measure of the neutralization of the sex ratio distortion.

The sharp drops are suggestive of responder insensitivity which would

have an advantage over its sensitive counterpart in proportion to the

effective strength of drive. The accumulation of modifiers each of

small cumulative effect was suggested by those populations which
o

demonstrated the more gradual, long term decline in sex ratio

reduction. Differences can be more clearly seen in the next figure.

This figure should be compared to figure 21 which consists of graphs

of these same drive lines set in y;Rspcnbw insensitive backgrounds.

Notice that two of the HI populations (top) reached sex ratio levels

even lower than those maintained in figure 21.
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FIGURE 42

Percent SO Males Among Males in High Lines

with Possible Modifier Accumulation

These graphs represent the high drive lines in y;Rsp+cnbw

background populations with the meiotic mutant mei-269 added. The

suspect populations are drawn in solid lines. The comparative

"normalll populations are drawn in broken lines. The difference between

populations that may have an insensitive responder and those in which

modifiers of lesser effect may have accumulated, can be more easily

seen in this set of graphs. In a population in which drive is strong,

the insensitivity of the responder would be expected to have a greater

impact. These graphs should be compared to the high drive populations

which were set up in y;Rspcnbw insensitive background. There are some

pronounced differences in the behavior of several populations in all

three drive lines. While there were populations in each of the drive

lines which appeared to mimic the low fitness, insensitive background

treatment, there was at least one population in each drive line in

which there was rapid displacement of the SO complex. This reflects a

major reorganization of fitness relationships in the population.
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FIGURE 43

Frequency of SO in High Lines with

Possible Modifier Accumulation

These graphs represent the high drive lines in y;Rsp+cnbw target

background with the mei-269 chromosome added. The suspect populations

are drawn in solid lines~ the comparative, "normal II populations are

drawn in broken lines. This figure shows two clear classes of deviant

populations for HI and H2 drive lines. Although it is not entirely

clear, it also appears that there may have been two classes of H3

deviants. By comparing this figure with figure 34, the low fitness

insensitive responder populations, it can be seen that the populations

whose frequency of SO had dropped to intermediate levels were similar

to the insensitive responder populations. This is not true for the

other populations. Clearly another reason must be invoked for the

radical differences in behavior.
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FIGURE 44

Population Size in High Lines with

Possible Modifier Accumulation

These graphs represent the high drive lines in y;Rsp+cnbw target

background with the mei-269 chromosome added. The suspect populations

are drawn in solid lines, the comparative, II normal II populations are

drawn in broken lines. There is considerable fluctuation in the

population size, and no apparent pattern or distinguishing features.

These fluctuations were apparent in both the sensitive and insensitive

responder populations.
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FIGURE 45

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in Low Lines-Low

Fitness Target Populations

The graphs on this figure represent the three low lines in

Rsp+cnbw target backgrounds. L2 (middle) is a fairly normal

population. A comparison population, marked with y is also given

(broken line). Ll and L3, however both lost markers (arrows). The

effect of losing a marker (in the hyperploid males) was pronounced in

L3.
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FIGURE 46

Percent SO Among Males in Low Lines-Low

Fitness Target Populations

The graphs on this figure represent the three low lines in

Rsp+cnbw target backgrounds. The effect of the lost marker on lines L1

and L3 (top and bottom, respectively) was more pronounced in the

frequency of SO among the males. Again for L2 (middle) the broken

line represents the comparative population with the ~ mutation

present.
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FIGURE 47

Frequency SO in Low Lines-Low

Fitness Target Populations

The graphs on this figure represent the three low lines in

Rsp+cnbw target backgrounds. The broken line on the middle graph is

the ~ background comparative population for L2. Ll and L3 (top and

bottom, respectively) have very different profiles for SO frequency.

The first part of the Ll graph, prior to the time that the lost marker

was first observed, resembles a population undergoing gradual modifier

accumulation. L3 lost the marker relatively early in the population

history, and SO was displaced in approximately ten generations.
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FIGURE 48

Population Size in Low Lines-Low

Fitness Target Populations

The graphs on this figure represent the three low lines in

Rsp+cnbw target backgrounds. There was a temporary increase in

population size in L3 after the marker was lost, but it is not

possible to say whether this increase had anything to do with the lost

marker since the population size was highly variable.
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FIGURE 49

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Drive Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The upper graph is HI in the y;Rsp+cnbw background; the lower

graph is H2 in the Canton-S background. Broken lines are plots of

comparison populations in which the marker was not lost. The plot of

HI is interesting because of all of the populations which lost

markers, this was the only one which lost the translocated V-tip

marker (to the SO chromosome). This was the only case where a lost

marker affected the SO males and not the hyperp10ids. This explains

the reason that while the loss of the tip marker in H2 (middle) caused

a decline in the sex ratio (due to the improved status of the

hyperploid males), the sex ratio did not show any noticeable change in

the case of HI.
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FIGURE 50

Percent Males Among Males in High Drive Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

HI (top) graph shows that loss of marker affecting the SO, and

not the hyperploid males, had little affect on the relative proportion

of SO to hyperploid males in the population. The SO males already

possessed a considerable fitness advantage relative to the hyperploid

males. No additional increase is noticeable. This is in sharp

contrast to the case shown in the middle of the page (H2). Here the

marker was lost and benefitted the hyperploid males to the extent that

SO males were displaced.
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FIGURE 51

Frequence of SO in High Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The frequency of SO in HI (top) is unchanged with the loss of the

translocated V-tip marker. In H2, however, the rapid displacement of

SO by the hyperploid males was indicative of the change in relative

fitness between the two male genotypes. The broken line is a

comparison H2 population in which the marker was not lost, and the

male population ultimately became entirely so.
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FIGURE 52

Population Size in High Drive Challenged-Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The loss of the translocated marker from the SO chromosme in HI

(top) did not have any noticeable effect on the population size. The

two H2 populations which lo~t Ytip markers had contrasting responses.

One population increased in size while the other remained

approximately the same.
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FIGURE 53

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in Low Drive Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The top and bottom graphs show populations of Ll in high fitness

and low fitness backgrounds, respectively. Both Ll lost marker

populations shown here behaved in a similar fashion. The net effect

was a decrease in the distortion of sex ratio. The population in the

high fitness background demonstrated considerable oscillation. The

comparison Ll populations both showed a decline in sex ratio over the

25 generation span shown here. This is probably due to the slow

accumulation of drive modifiers. Note that the comparison population

for Ll, bottom, also eventually lost a marker.

The middle graph shows an L2 population that lost a marker

fairly early but did not demonstrate any appreciable change in sex

ratio. Comparison to the two L2 populations which did not lose

markers, however indicates that perhaps the L2 population did not have

an opportunity to attain the distorted sex ratio prior to having lost

the marker. The population which lost the marker was a Canton-S

background population •. The comparison population with the punctuated

broken line is a y;Rsp+cnbw population while the long dashes indicate

a Canton-S population. They are not noticeably different.
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FIGURE 54

Percent SO Among Males in Low Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

Graphs of Ll populations (top and bottom) show the low drive

complex in high fitness and low fitness target backgrounds.

respectively. The effect of losing the marker appeared to have the

same effect regardless of the sensitive background in which it

occurred. The result is the decline in SO among males. The comparison

populations are shown in broken lines. The bottom comparison

population eventually lost a marker and consequently also showed the

same decline in SO among males as its counterpart.

The middle set of plots is L2. The marker was lost in a Canton-S

background. There are two comparison populations shown. The long

dashes are the comparison Canton-S population and the punctuated

broken line is L2 in the y;Rsp+cnbw low fitness background. There

does not appear to be any difference between the behavior of these two

populations.
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all four

The Ll

FIGURE 55

Frequency of SO in Low Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The Ll populations (top and bottom) in the Canton-S and

y;Rsp+cnbw backgrounds, both demonstrated the same profile in terms of

loss of SO in the population. The rate of loss did not appear to be

very different. The L2 lost marker popu1ation-- solid line,

middle--appeared to be different, but this was probably only because

the frequency of the SO did not have an opportunity to attain the same

high frequencies as in the Ll cases. The marker was lost very early

and so the loss did not appear to be as dramatic.

The comparison populations are interesting because

populations appeared to be undergoing a gradual loss of SO.

comparison population in the bottom graph did, in fact, also lose a

marker.
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FIGURE 56

Population Size in Low Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers·

The graphs of population size show that there was a tendency for

the population size to increase with the loss of a marker. This was a

reasonable outcome since the primary contributors to the female

population (who in turn, basically controlled population size) were

the hyperploid males. L1 is shown in the top and bottom graphs in

high fitness (Canton-S) and low fitness (ysens) backgrounds,

respectively.
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FIGURE 57

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Males in High Drive Insensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The graphs of HI-H3 (top to bottom, respectively) in Oregon-R

target background populations show that loss of a marker in the

insensitive background did not make an appreciable difference in the

sex ratio. This was primarily because the sex ratio was negatively

distorted in these lines in the insensitive high fitness treatment.
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FIGURE 57
HIGH LINES-LOST MARKER COMPARISONS
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FIGURE 58

Percent SO in Males in High Drive Insensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The graphs of HI-H3 (top to bottom, respectively) in Oregon-R

target background populations show that the percentage of males that

were SO did decline compared with non-lost marker populations. The HI

comparison indicates that although SO was eliminated from the males

fairly rapidly anyway, that loss of the marker hastened this process.

In the cases of H2 and H3, SO was maintained at a somewhat reduced

level in the comparison populations; however with the loss of a

marker, the target males were able to displace the SO males.
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FIGURE 58
HIGH LINES-LOST MARKER COMPARISONS
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FIGURE 59

Frequency of SO in High Drive Insensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

Graphs of HI - H3 (top to bottom, respectively) in Oregon- R high

fitness, insensitive responder backgrounds show that the frequency of

SO in this background was very low. In fact, HI target males were able

to completely eliminate SO, even without the marker being lost. The

loss of the marker did appear to accelerate the process, however.

In the H2 lost marker populations, two of the three populations

had lost SO.
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FIGURE 60

Population Size in High Drive Insensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The loss of a marker caused a dramatic increase in the population

size in HI (top), and a dramatic (though apparently temporary)

increase in the H3 lost marker populations (bottom). The H2

populations experienced so much background fluctuation in population

size that change attributable to the loss of a marker is not

detectable.
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HIGH LINES-LOST MARKER COMPARISONS
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FIGURE 61

Sex Ratio Expressed as Percent Male in High Drive Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The loss of a marker in HI (upper) and H2 (lower) caused the sex

ratio to be arrested in the vicinity of 50% male. The HI lost marker

population was a y;Rsp+cnbw target population. The H2 lost marker

population was Canton-S.
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FIGURE 51
HIGH LINES-LOST MARKER COMPARISONS
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FIGURE 62

Percent SO in Males in High Drive Sensitive

Responder Populations with Lost Markers

The percent SO among males for the HI lost marker population

(upper) and the H2 (lower) population shown with solid lines, both

reflect that SO was lost. The HI population was in the "low fitness"

target background while the H2 population was in the Canton-S

background. There appeared to be a difference in the rate of loss

between the two lines and this may reflect the relative gain in

fitness advantage of the hyperploids to their corresponding SO

competitors. The comparison populations for both lines show that if

the marker is not lost, SO males predominate.
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FIGURE 63

Frequency of SO in High Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The frequency of SO in the HI lost marker population (solid line,

upper plot) and in the H2 lost marker population (solid line, lower

plot) demonstrates the loss of SO from each population. Although HI

was set in a "low fitness" target background and H2 was set in the

"high fitne5s" target background, H2 hyperp10ids were able to displace

the SO males much more rapidly. This gives a relative measurement of

the HI and H2 hyperploid male fitness.
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FIGURE 64

Population Size in High Drive Sensitive Responder

Populations with Lost Markers

The HI lost marker "low fitness" population (upper) and the H2

lost marker "high fitness" population (lower) both exhibited

population size increases after losing a marker. This increase is

attributable to the change in hyperploid fitness and the concomittant

increase in female production.
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FIGURE 65

Boundaries for Rescue of SO by Aneuploid Females

This figure summarizes the results of a number of simulations

which probed the frequencies of SO and the drive strength (z) which

could maintain aneuploidy for the following parameter values held

constant: c=.500, 1=.200, m=.086, FA=1.0, FY=O.67, FF=1.0, and

FFF=1.0. The assumptions which" these values represent are

1. Both types of aneuploid females (XXY;SO and XXY;SO+) have

fitness comparable to XY;SO male.

2. XYY males have fitness

of .67 (assuming random segregation of sex chromosomes and

triplo-X females genetic lethals).

3. c = 0.5.

There are three pairs of lines, one pair representing initial XXV

frequency at 5%, 1% and 0%, from left to right, respectively. Solid

lines represents populations in which SO is saved in the presence of

aneuploids, while broken lines indicate those in which SO is lost.

The program permitted specifying values to .001. Each paired set of

lines represents differences of .001 either in z or in P3 (SO initial

frequency). For each pair of lines, values to the left result in SO

and aneuploids being lost and values to the right in drive and

aneuploids being saved.
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FIGURE 66

Simulated Populations at Boundary: Sex Ratio, Percent

SO Males Among Males and Frequency SO

This figure depicts one of the paired sets of populations shown

in figure 65. The SO-saved population is shown in solid lines, from

top to bottom: sex ratio, percent SO among males and frequency of SO

in the population. For these graphs, no XXV females were added

initially. The values of z were .996 (saved) and .995 (lost).

Initial SO males frequency was 50%. Frequency of SO (bottom) is

scaled from 0 to 100% in these simulation graphs.

Notice particularly that the sex ratio shows very little" change,

while the relative frequency of males (middle) and the frequency of SO

in the population changes substantially. Sex ratio was shown to

consistently be reached in advance of genotype equilibrium in the

populations examined. Early termination of observations when sex ratio

was suspected of being reached may result in missing equilibrium

genotype values.
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FIGURE 67

Simulated Populations at Boundary: Sex Ratio, Percent

SO Males Among Males and Frequency SO

This set of graphs depicts one of the paired sets of populations

shown in figure 65. The "SO-saved" population is shown in solid

lines, from top to bottom: sex ratio, percent SO among males and the

frequency of SO in the population. For these graphs, initial

frequency of XXV females = 1%; z= .937 (saved), .936 (lost); and SO

males = 95%. The sex ratio, after 20 generations of no detectable

change in genotype frequencies at a stringency of 1 in 10,000 was

0.606 for z=.937. Note that for these simulations that frequency of

of SO is scaled from 0 to 100%.
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FIGURE 57
SIMULATED POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 68

Simulated Populations at Boundary: Sex Ratio, Percent

SO Males Among Males and Frequency SD

This figure depicts one of the paired sets of populations shown

in figure 65. The SO-saved population is shown in solid lines, from

top to bottom: sex ratio, percent SO among males and frequency of SO

in the population. For these graphs, initial XXV female frequency was

5% and initial SO male frequency was 50%. Z values were .964 (saved)

and .963 (lost).

Notice the slow and practically undetectable change in sex ratio

over the 250 generations presented in the graph compared to the

dramatic changes observable in the frequency of SO. The graph of

frequency of SO (bottom) is scaled from 0 to 100% for these

simulations.
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FIGURE 69

Simulated Populations at Boundary: Sex Ratio, Percent

SO Males Among Males and Frequency SO

This figure depicts one of tne paired sets of populations shown

in figure 65. The SO-saved population is shown in solid lines, from

top to bottom: sex ratio, percent SO among males and frequency of SO

in the population. For these graphs, initial XXV female frequency was

5% and initial SO male frequencies were .175 (saved) and .174 (lost).

Z was .999 in both cases. Frequencyof SO (bottom) is scaled from

0-100% in these simulation graphs.

Notice the small difference in sex ratio (top) compared to SO

male and SO frequency (middle and bottom, respectively) between the

two populations. The rate of change at the inflection point in

populations rescued by XXV aneuploids is apparently a function of z,

drive strength.
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FIGURE 70

Simulated Populations at Boundary: Sex Ratio,

Genotype Frequencies within Males and Females

This figure depicts the paired set of populations shown in figure

69. The SO-saved population is shown in this figure, and the portion

of figure 69 shown here is the period between 250 and 400 generations,

the period of most rapid transition for the population. The top graph

is the sex ratio, again showing the very gradual change during the

transition period. The middle graphs show the change in the

composition of the male subpopulation, and the bottom graph shows the

female subpopulation breakdown.
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FIGURE 70
SIMULATED POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 71

Simulated Populations: Sex Ratio

FA=FF=FFF=l.O; FY=.67

This is a graph showing the relationship between drive strength

and sex ratio at equilibrium for populations in which no fitness

differences, excepting for aneuploid males (.67) are incorporated.

The range of sex ratio is from .605 to .627 for drive strengths

ranging from .937 to .999 (Plotted values are on table 17). Below

drive of .937, SO is lost from the populations.
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FIGURE 72

Simulated Populations: Sex Ratio

z = .999; FF = .50; FFF = .10

The following graph shows sex ratio equilibrium points for

simulated populations as a function of the relative fitness of SO

males (FA) when drive strength and aneuploid females is fixed.

Aneuploid male fitness is also fixed at .67 (Plotted values are on

table 18).
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FIGURE 73

Simulations: Estimated Time to Sex Ratio Equilibrium

z = .999; varying FF and FFF = .01, .001

The length of time to first attain sex ratio equilibrium values

for the simulated populations is shown to drop rapidly with FA (the

relative fitness of SO males). The most rapid drop is in the vicinity

of a 1-5% fitness advantage (Plotted values are on table 18).
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TABLE 1

MALE PHENOTYPES AFTER INDUCED TRANSLOCATIONS

--------------------------------------------------------
V-Chromosome Chromosome 2
(hyperploid) (hypoploid)

-------------------- --------------- --------
untrans- Dp(2;Y) translocated

located tip V-tip marker K
---------- ----------- -------- --------------- --------
High Lines

HI - AS y+ 2L tip Bs .979
H2 - C20 y+ 2L tip Bs .992
H3 - C57 Bs 2L tip y+ .965

Low Lines
Ll - A3 Bs 2R, bw+ y+ .SOO
L2 - AS Bs 2R, bw+ y+ .S10
L3 - CS Bs,y+ 2R, bw+ insertion* .S59

Hyperploid Male Phenotypes
--------------------------------------------

background
-----------------------------

in y;cnbw y;cn+bw+
----------- -------------- --------------
High Lines

HI - AS y+Bs+ cnbw y+Bs+
H2 - C20 y+Bs+ cnbw y+Bs+
H3 - C57 y Bs cnbw y Bs

Low Lines
Ll - A3 Y Bs cn y Bs
L2 - AS Y Bs cn y Bs
L3 - CS y+Bs cn - *

*Dp(2;Y) in Low Drive line CS· was an
insertion of 2 material into the Ychromo
some. Both V-tip markers were still on the
the Y chromosome, and as such, in the cn+bw+
background, the hyperploids were phenotyp
ically indistinguishable from the euploid SO
males.
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TABLE 2

P-Y DRIVE and ANEUPLOIDY MATING TABLE

T(Y;2)SD male

Frequency

Type

C

Alternate

l-C

Adjacent I

Segregat ion .5 .5 .5 .5

Gametic Type X;SD+ Y;SD X;SD Y;SD+

frequency (C/2)(1-Z) (C/2)(1) [(l-C)/2](l) [(l-C)/2](1-Z)

mated to an
XX;SD+ female

X;SD+ XX;SD+ T(Y;2)SD 1etha1
hypoploid

XY;SD+
hyperploid

mated to an
XXY;SD/SD+ female
I-m segregants:

XY from X

XY;SD+ XXY;SD+ XYY;SD XXY;SD XYY;SD+
X;SD+ XX;SD+ XY;SD 1ethal XY;SD+
XY;SD XXY;SD 1ethal 1ethal XYY;SD
X;SD 1ethal 1etha1 lethal XY;SD

m segregants:
XX from Y

XX;SD+ 1etha1 XXY;SD 1ethal XXY;SD+
Y;SD+ XY;SD+ 1ethal XY;SD 1etha 1
XX;SD 1etha1 1ethal 1etha1 XXY;SD
Y;SD XY;SD 1ethal 1ethal 1etha 1
------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 3

Summary of Populations:
Treatments and Predictions

SD Male Initial Frequency (P3)

HIGH (50%)

with XXV without XXV

LOW (5%)

with XXV without XXV

HIGH FITNESS TARGET

Sensitive: ycant
---------------
High Drive

HI-H3 saved SO lost both lost SD lost
Low Drive

Ll-L3 both lost both lost both lost both lost

Insensitive: yore
----------------
Low Drive

HI-H3 both lost SO lost both lost SO lost

LOW FITNESS TARGET
Sensitive: y;sens/y+sens
----------------
High Drive

extinctHI-H2 saved extinct both 1est
Low Drive

LI-L3 equil i- equil i- equil i- equili-
brium brium brium brium

Insensitive
y;Rspcnbw

------------
Low Drive

HI-H2 equil i- equili- equil i- equil i-
brium brium brium brium

------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 4

T(Y;2)SO TRANSLOCATION RECOVERY
SUMMARY BY RADIATION DOSE

Total Radiation Dose

Dose 4000 rads 4500 rads
--------------- ------------------- --------------------
chromo- line n males recovery n males recovery
some tested rate tested rate

-------- --- ------ -------- --- ------ --------
R-3,BsYy+ A&D 54 3762 .0144 10 303 .0330

R-3 B&E 13 2039 .0064 38 2600 .0146

DA-3,.as Yy+ C 90 5947 .0151
---------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 5

T(Y;2)SD TRANSLOCATION RECOVERY
INDIVIDUAL LINE INFORMATION

----------------------------------------------------------
T(Y;2) n Total n Progeny/ K Determination Break
LINE Males Progeny male K Value S.D. -point
----------------------------------------------------------
A 2 30 721 24.033 .716 .045 40.0
A 3 30 1040 34.667 .800 .049 40.0
A 4 60 668 11.133 .562 .098 55.0
A 5 is a Cline. See end of table.
A 6 30 374 12.467 .530 .123 48.0
A 7 45 429 9.533 .639 .194 40.0
A 8 30 900 30.000 .810 .034 40.0
A 9 30 368 12.267 .702 .073 41.0
All 30 527 17.567 .544 .171 53.0
A12 30 722 24.067 .649 .069 54.0
A13 30 1105 36.833 .651 .057 40.5
A14 30 663 22.100 .685 .048 41.0
A15 30 681 22.700 .858 .104 35.0
A16 30 474 15.800 .432 .150 44.0
A17 81 906 11.185 .464 .155 unknown
A18 30 794 26.467 .945 .066 36.0
A20 30 586 19.533 .628 .• 139 41.0
A21 30 530 17.667 .990 .017 36.0
A22 123 1103 8.967 .485 .136 40.0
A23 30 625 20.833 .686 .105 55.0
A25 30 638 21.267 .597 .065 24.0
A26 30 643 21.433 .717 .084 53.0
A27 30 1031 34.367 .807 .066 41.0
A28 69 546 7.913 .599 .125 41.0
A29 30 885 29.500 .708 .050 23.0
A30 30 519 17.300 .400 .106 unknown
A31 69 384 5.565 .493 .242 41.0
A33 114 494 4.333 .569 .151 unknown
A35 30 918 30.600 .937 .021 35.0
A36 30 779 25.967 .756 .050 44.0
A37 96 452 4.708 .608 .205 47.0
A38 30 675 22.500 .632 .039 36.0
A39 30 729 24.300 .679 .035 unknown
A40 96 314 3.271 .372 .154 49.0
A41 30 519 17.300 .566 .129 53.0
A42 60 408 6.800 .422 .160 40.5
A43 99 864 8.727 .573 .147 unknown
A44 30 572 19.067 .709 .071 41.0
A45 60 438 7.300 .506 .150 31.0
A46 30 465 15.500 .567 .130 48.0
A47 30 416 13.867 .667 .108 36.0
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TABLE 5 continued : T(Y;2)SO TRANSLOCATION RECOVERY
Individual Line Information

----------------------------------------------------------
A48 48 521 10.854 .632 .105 38.0
A49 30 532 17.733 .703 .084 27.0
A50 60 652 10.867 .447 .171 unknown
A52 40 401 10.025 .532 .075 40.0
A53 45 466 10.356 .775 .100 43.0
A54 57 639 11.211 .636 .113 48.0
A55 30 594 19.800 .668 .209 21.0o 1 30 406 13.533 .629 .088 41.0o 2 90 424 4.711 .682 .122 46.0o 3 30 436 14.533 .434 .103 41.0
o 4 60 1623 27.050 .921 .048 37.0o 5 45 488 10.844 .643 .158 41.0o 6 30 657 21.900 .839 .070 unknowno 7 57 852 14.947 .619 .135 40.0o 9 60 1372 22.867 .982 .022 60.0
010 120 419 3.492 .828 .121 unknown
B 1 30 624 20.800 .682 .105 40.0
B 2 30 497 16.567 .854 .052 41.0
B 4 30 526 17.533 .797 .068 41.0
B 6 30 439 14.633 .633 .110 35.0
B 7 30 735 24.500 .807 .055 40.5
B 8 30 782 26.067 .778 .042 36.0
B 9 30 656 21.867 .716 .069 25.0
B10 30 539 17.967 .618 .064 37.0
B11 30 516 17.200 .697 .106 24.0
B12 54 618 11.444 .685 .102 40.0
B13 30 634 21.133 .674 .082 23.0
E 1 30 848 28.267 .727 .057 40.5
E 2 30 742 24.733 .757 .077 35.0
E 3 57 783 13.737 .688 .092 41.0

I E 4 30 755 25.167 .756 .101 21.0
E 5 30 883 29.433 .886 .049 41.0
E 6 30 793 26.433 .753 .041 41.0
E 8 126 517 4.103 .957 .043 unknown
E 9 30 507 16.900 .726 .091 40.5
E10 60 971 16.183 .781 .050 40.5
Ell 30 641 21.367 .848 .063 40.5
E12 30 604 20.133 .709 .074 28.0
E13 30 515 17.167 .736 .052 44.0
E14 30 813 27.100 .740 .051 40.0
E15 60 947 15.783 .636 .099 40.0
E16 30 603 20.100 .961 .013 41.0
E17 30 724 24.133 .736 .085 41.0
E18 30 593 19.767 .781 .078 40.5
E19 30 783 26.100 .744 .071 54.0
E20 57 891 15.632 .783 .115 58.0
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TABLE 5 continued : T(Y;2)SD TRANSLOCATION RECOVERY
Individual Line Information

----------------------------------------------------------
E22 90 1057 11. 744 .578 .083 47.0
E24 30 804 26.800 .958 .025 36.0
E26 30 429 14.300 .743 .049 40.0
E27 30 450 15.000 .885 .026 58.0
E29 30 694 23.133 .890 .032 41.0
E30 30 533 17.767 .693 .104 32.0
E31 30 622 20.733 .798 .049 41.0
E32 30 420 14.000 .738 .093 42.0
E33 30 559 18.633 .758 .120 48.0
E34 96 300 3.125 .874 .084 45.0
E35 30 423 14.100 .631 .134 41.0
E36 30 534 17.800 .725 .107 50.0
E37 30 628 20.933 .861 .056 41.0
E39 30 795 26.500 .890 .034 49.0
C 1 30 616 20.533 .927 .061 40.5
C 2 69 404 5.855 .674 .124 unknown
C 3 30 463 15.433 .839 .091 28.0
C 4 30 475 15.833 .948 .018 41.0
C 5 30 662 22.067 .908 .036 38.0
C 6 54 367 6.796 .554 .073 48.0
C 7 39 935 23.974 .652 .173 40.0
C 8 30 671 22.367 .859 .080 57.0
C 9 54 355 6.574 .918 .058 28.0
C10 30 338 11. 267 .904 .059 unknown
Cll 81 648 8.000 .533 .146 40.0
C12 111 2625 23.649 .957 .039 23.0
C14 87 515 5.920 .841 .096 unknown
CIS 30 361 12.033 .982 .015 30.0
C16 123 337 2.740 .643 .194 unknown
C18 30 719 23.967 .785 .105 54.0
C19 60 1052 17.533 .919 .053 25.0
C20 30 666 22.200 .992 .007 28.0
C21 30 648 21.600 .949 .040 40.5
C22 42 483 11.500 .900 .079 40.5
C23 30 333 11.100 .846 .096 47.0
C24 54 491 9.093 .915 .063 40.5
C25 30 561 18.700 .914 .089 40.5
C26 72 682 9.472 .898 .085 36.0
C27 45 490 10.889 .856 .126 33.0
C28 30 408 13.600 .936 .080 40.5
C29 171 473 2.766 .887 .052 unknown
C30 36 937 26.028 .733 .124 24.0
C31 75 416 5.547 .623 .220 40.5
C32 30 697 23.233 .943 .052 30.0
C33 30 538 17.933 .977 .043 31.0
C34 48 460 9.583 .660 .178 23.0
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TABLE 5 continued: T(Y;2)SD TRANSLOCATION RECOVERY
Individual Line Information

------------------------------------------------------------
C35 225 2072 9.209 .725 .104 44.0
C36 56 433 7.732 .637 .186 33.0
C38 81 590 7.284 .617 .193 48.0
C40 30 854 28.467 .987 .013 40.0
C41 30 601 20.033 .984 .009 41.0
C42 60 771 12.850 .880 .059 32.0
C43 30 609 20.300 .943 .024 41.0
C44 30 626 20.867 .884 .043 41.0
C45 30 454 15.133 .877 .062 28.0
C46 75 403 5.373 .904 .055 41.0
C47 30 642 21.400 .847 .090 41.0
C48 30 436 14.533 .919 .049 unknown
C50 30 592 19.733 .927 .046 36.0
C51 63 577 9.159 .546 .128 49.0
C52 30 927 30.900 .935 .057 29.0
C53 30 314 10.467 .607 .179 28.0
C54 50 663 13.260 .901 .065 21.0
C55 72 383 5.319 .446 .213 unknown
C57 60 340 5.667 .965 .046 27.0
C58 36 464 12.889 .917 .073 38.0
C59 45 356 7.911 .929 .057 unknown
C60 158 469 2.968 .905 .077 34.0
C61 30 754 25.133 .966 .023 40.5
C62 60 582 9.700 .929 .020 40.5
C63 60 392 6.533 .900 .070 41.0
C65 87 316 3.632 .885 .076 41.0
C66 60 471 7.850 .844 .104 33.0
C67 69 376 5.449 .509 .168 58.0
C68 60 705 11. 750 .903 .050 40.5
C70 60 874 14.567 .893 .146 40.5cn 60 519 8.650 .984 .016 36.0
cn 45 375 8.333 .924 .040 40.5
C73 30 340 11. 333 .945 .033 41.0
C74 30 490 16.333 .905 .071 54.0
C75 75 345 4.600 .899 .076 41.0
C76 66 941 14.258 .859 .068 30.0
C78 60 812 13.533 .911 .028 24.0
C79 30 541 18.033 .460 .083 35.0
C80 63 439 6.968 .350 .220 47.0
C81 45 347 7.711 .987 .018 23.0
C82 99 333 3.364 .793 .168 40.5
C83 120 423 3.525 .830 .079 unknown
C86 89 314 3.528 .388 .198 unknown
C88 75 317 4.227 .470 .103 unknown
C89 30 15 .500 .259 .449 unknown
A 5 75 1056 14.080 .979 .020 53.0
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TABLE 6
T(Y;2)SD TRANSLOCATIONS

SUMMARY OF KDETERMINATIONS
------------------------------------------------------

n n total Progeny K value
lines males progeny Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
----- ----- ------- ----- ------ ------- -----

4000 rads
-----------
R-3,BsYy+

A 47 2122 29710 17.2 8.6 .6394 .1413
variance (K) ( .020)
pooled 14.0

R-3
0 11 354 6566 19.1 4.3 .7219 .0792
variance (K) (.006)
pooled 18.5

4500 rads
.----------
R-3,BsYy+

B 9 522 6677 14.9 8.0 .7308 .1737
variance (K) ( .030)
pooled 12.8

R-3
E 33 1326 22161 19.3 6.4 .7796 .0949
variance (K) ( .009)
pooled 16.7

DA-3,BsYy+
C 78 4430 45479 12.6 7.2 .8196 .1741
variance (K) (.030)
pooled 10.3

TOTAL 178 8754 110593 12.6

Original Stocks
.----------
R-3 36 565 15.7 .834 .103

(.011)

DA-3 48 778 16.2 .998 .007
( .000)

---------------------
*Note: The untranslocated lines produce 4 classes
of progeny in contrast to the T(Y;2)SD lines, that
produce only three classes.
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TABLE 7

Summary of Translocation Breakpoint Analysis

K by Break- Mean Progeny
Point Location by Location

Mean Progeny
by K Value

Pearson1s
n r p

R-3 Chromosome

Pearson's
n r p

Pearson's
n r p

Marked Y
A 41 -.264 .048 41 -.199 .107 47 .631 <.001

0 7 .511 .120 7 .199 .400 9 .455 .110
A+D 48 -.125 .200 48 -.175 .117 56 .556 <.001

No Marked Y
B 11 .378 .126 11 -.165 .314 11 .324 .166
E 32 .116 .263 32 -.246 .088 33 .094 .302
B+E 43 .259 .051 43 -.188 .144 44 .127 .206

A11 R-3, poo1ed
A+B+

D+E 91 -.026 .404 91 -.186 .039 100 .468 <.001

DA-3 Chromosome

Harked Y
C 66 -.259 .018 66 -.089 .238 78 .409 <.001

All Marked Y, pooled
A+D+
C 114 -.285 <.01 114 -.070 .231 134 .283 <.001

------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 8

Effects of Genetic Background on K
Determinations in T(Y;2)SD Males

T(Y;2)SO Male Genetic Background
Sensitive Responders Insensitive Responders

prog. prog.
K mean K mean

s.d. sum s.d. sum

y+;cnbw y;cnbw

prog. prog.
mean K mean K
sum s.d. sum s.d.

Female ---- ---- ---- ----
Li ne:H1

y;cant

prog.
mean
sum

y;cnbw y;oregon

K
s.d.

Sensitive Responders
y+;cnbw

11.3 .959 12.0 .934 14.7 .927 16.1 .436 15.9 .494
304 .025 287 .050 440 .025 484 .079 476 .159

y;cnbw

y;cant

18.8 .906 22.3 .969 21.9 .987 26.4 .519 17.3 .472
564 .128 670 .014 656 .013 792 .058 518 .166

28.3 .983
850 .020

Insensitive Responders
y;cnbw

y;ore

Line:H2
Sensitive Responders

y+;cnbw
15.3 .803

229 .253
y;cnbw

18.5 .979
555 .014

Line: H3
Sensitive Responders

y+;cnbw
17.6 .967
475 .042

30.3 .622
910 .ou

27.4 .619
821 .153

y;cnb\'/ 23.4 .976
703 .020

-----------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 9

Summary of Cage Samples:
Progeny Tests to Detect Non-Disjunction

---------------------------------------
Cage n SO exceptions

males or
tested Hyperploid noted

---------------------------------------
B29 25 H 0
B30 23 H 1
B31 27 H 0
B32 12 H O~

A18 31 H 0
C27 31 H 1
A39 25 H 1
B23 25 SO 0
B24 4 SO 0
B25 22 SO 0
B26 28 SO 0
B27 21 SO 0
B28 29 SO 0
C29 17 SO 0
C30 20 SO 0
C31 26 SO 0
B29 22 SO 0
B30 26 SO .» 0
B31 24 SO 0
B32 17 SO 0

Total 455 3

Non-disjunction Rate :0066
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TABLE 10

Genetic Components of T(Y;2)SD Line Genotypes
--------------------------------------------------------

(i n cnbw
background)

line genotype sex SO Dp(2;Y) Y Bs cn bw
------ --------- ------ -------
Ll-L3,

HI-H3 XY;SD * i~ + +

Ll-L2 XY;SD+ M + + + +

L3 XY;SD+ r~ + +

Hl,H2 XY;SO+ M + + +

H3 XY;SD+ ~~ + + + + +

Ll-L3,
HI-H3 XX;SD+ F + + +

Control XY;SD+ ~~ + + +

Control XX;SO+ F + + +

--------------------------------------------------------
* T(Y;2)SD
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TABLE 11

Estimation of c, Frequency of Alternate Segregation:
Hyperploid Male Data

-----------------------------------------------------------
background [(l-c}/c](Vhyp)* Vhyp**
------------- ------------------ ----------------- est.

line M F M/F M F M/F c***
----- ------ ----- ------ -------

y;Rsp+cnbw
HI 31 76 .408 509 993 .513 .557
H2 62 139 .446 Not Availabl e
H3 12 37 .324 65 234 .278 .463
Ll 102 314 .325 294 1019 .289 .472
L2 150 399 .376 385 1129 .341 .476
L3 113 273 .414 290 966 .300 .420

Canton-S
HI 83 158 .525 498 700 .711 .575
H2 136 223 .610 608 1118 .544 .472
H3 10 49 .204 524 1216 .431 .679
Ll 108 196 .551 535 1070 .500 .476
L2 98 263 .373 229 489 .468 .562

y;Rspcnbw(RspIns-16}
HI 211 345 .612 622 1159 .537 .469
H2 206 915 .225 182 1225 .149 .398
H3 241 719 .335 396 1643 .241 .418

Oregon-R
HI 304 494 .615 1352 2012 .672 .541
H2 640 1348 .475 318 822 .387 .452
H3 449 836 .537 1864 3118 .598 .526

-----------------------------------------------------------
* from eclosion and grow-out data-SO crosses, Vhyp relative

to XX;SD+ female
** from growout data-hyperploid crosses, Vhyp relative to

XX;SD+ females.
***[(I-c) (Vhyp}/c]/Vhyp=(I-c}/c=Y; I+Y=l/c; c= 1/1+Y.

Line Means:
HI = .536; H2 = .441; H3 = .522; Ll = .476; L2 = .491
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TABLE 12

Viability Estimate of SO Male Relative to Hyperploid*

SO-Insensitive Lines Hyperploid Male Lines ratio

A= B=
line T(Y;2)SO XX;SO+ V(SO) Op(2;Y) XX;SO+ V(Hyp) A/B
---- -------- ------ ------ ------ ------ -------
y;Rsp+cnbw**
HI 509 993 .513
H2 Not Available
H3 65 234 .278

Y Canton-S**
HI 498 700 .711
H2 608 1118 .544
H3 524 1216 .431

y;Rspcnbw (RspIns-16)
HI 291 312 .933 622 1159 .537
H2 379 326 1.163 182 1225 .149
H3 216 240 .900 396 1643 .241

Y Oregon-R
HI 461 494 .933 1352 2012 .672
H2 460 609 .755 318 822 .387
H3 344 352 .977 1864 3118 .598

1.819

3.237

1.312
1.388
2.267

1. 737
7.805
3.734

1.388
1.951
1.634

* using XX;SD+ females within cross as standard
** V(SO) based on crosses with insensitive responders to

neutralize drive.
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TABLE 13
Estimation of c, Frequency of Alternate Segregation:

Corrected SO/Hyperploid Male Ratios

background SO Insensitive Responder

1i ne SO Hyp Hyp/SO (s.d) V(SO)/V(Hyp)
est.
c*

y;Rsp+cnbw**
HI
H2
H3

1.189 .535
Not Available
3.237 .397

y Canton-S**
HI 1.312 .501
H2 1.388 .567
H3 2.267 .420

y;Rspcnbw (RspIns-16)
HI 291 198 .73 (.27) 1. 737 .650
H2 379 118 .31 (.17) 7.805 .292
H3 216 105 .47 (.05 ) 3.734 .363

Y Oregon-R
HI 461 304 .76 (.22) 1.388 .487
H2 218 111 .55 (.06) 1.951 .482
H3 344 211 .61 (.08) 1.634 .501

* from Table 12
** frequencies from corresponding insensitive backgrounds

to neutralize drive.

Line Means: HI = .543;
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TABLE 14

Sex Ratio and Male/Female Ratios
in Control and Hyperploid Male Lines

------------------------------------------------------------
background total total male/female Sex Chi Sex

1i ne males females ratio Ratio Square bias
---------- ------ ------- ----------- ------ -------- -----
y;Rsp+cnbw
control
eggs 1 102 81 1.26 .557 2.41 NS
eggs 2 519 417 1.24 .554 11.09*** M
1arvae 52 41 1.26 .559 1.30 NS
grow-out 2144 1700 1.26 .557 51.28*** M

HI 509 993 .513 .339 155.96*** F
H2 Not available
H3 65 234 .278 .217 95.52*** F
L1 294 1019 .289 .224 400.32*** F
L2 385 1129 .341 .254 365.61*** F
L3 290 966 .300 .231 363.83*** F

Y Canton-S
controls
eggs 1 1938 2029 .955 .489 2.09 NS
eggs 2 352 379 .929 .482 1.00 NS
larvae 74 82 .902 .474 0.41 NS
grow-out 3196 3357 .952 .488 3.96* F

HI 498 700 .711 .416 34.06*** F
H2 608 1118 .544 .352 184.86*** F
H3 524 1216 .431 .301 275.21*** F
L1 535 1070 .500 .333 178.33*** F
L2 229 489 .468 .319 94.15*** F

y;Rspcnbw (Rsplns-16)
controls
eggs 1 448 461 .972 .493 0.19 NS
eggs 2 203 185 1.102 .523 0.84 NS
1arvae 38 35 1.086 .521 0.12 NS
grow-out 2919 3172 .920 .479 10.51** F

HI 622 1159 .537 .349 161.91*** F
H2 182 1225 .149 .129 773.17*** F
H3 396 1643 .241 .194 503.02*** F
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TABLE 14 continued: Sex and Male/Female Ratios
-----------------------------------------------------------
y Oregon-R
controls
eggs 1 1186 1245 .953 .522 1.43 NS
eggs2 282 276 1.014 .505 0.07 NS
1arvae 201 184 1.092 .504 0.75 NS
grow-out 2916 2993 .974 .488 1.00 NS

HI 1352 2012 .672 .402 129.49*** F
H2 318 822 .387 .279 222.82*** F
H3 1864 3118 .598 .374 315.64*** F

y+;Rsp+cnbw
controls
eggs 1 156 124 1.244 .557 3.66 NS
1arvae 124 66 1.879 .653 17.71*** M
grow-out 2816 1978 1.424 .587 146.48*** M

------------------------------------------------------------
* p<.05; ***p<.01 ; ****p<.OOl
Note: H1-H3, LI-L3 from Hyperploid grow-out data.
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TABLE 15

Egg Hatchability for Control and SO Male Stocks

line/source total fertilized led* eed** hatch
----- ----------- --------- ---------- -----------

background'
line

source
n

mean
n %

(s.d.)

mean
n %

(s.d.)

mean
n %

(s.d.)
n

mean
%

(s.d.)

y;Rsp+cnbw
eggs 1 4760 4735 99.5 217 4.7 3666 77.3 852 18.0

(0.5) (1.3 ) (3.0) (2.1)
eggs 2 3157 3139 99.6 25 0.6 499 14.4 2615 85.0

(0.9) (1. 0) (14.7) (15.0)
HI eggs 1 19938 19661 98.5 2175 11.4 8150 45.5 9336 43.2

(0.4) (2.4) (18.2) (18.0)
H2 eggs 1 13479 13322 98.8 2046 16.0 6210 47.8 5066 36.3

(0.6) (3.9) (15.2) (16.6)
H3 eggs 1 15212 15025 98.8 3295 22.8 7536 49.9 4194 27.2

(0.5) (4.4 ) (12.3) (10.8 )

Y Canton-S
eggs 1 11520 11474 99.5 421 3.7 2218 19.5 8835 76.8

(0.3) (0.9) (2.6) (3.3)
eggs 2 1579 1575 99.9 18 1.2 136 8.3 1421 90.5

(0.4) (2.4 ) (10.3) (11.9)

HI eggs1 16300 16300 100.0 1482 9.3 3320 20.5 11498 70.2
(2.2) (3.4 ) (4.6 )

H2 eggs 2 17227 17227 100.0 2855 16.4 3470 20.3 10902 63.3
(2.2) (2.7) (3.2)

H3 eggs 1 17105 17105 100.0 4205 24.5 4808 28.4 8092 47.1
(2.5) (3.7) (4.7)

y;Rspcnbw (Rsplns-16)
control

eggs 1 4489 4463 99.5 205 -4.6 2189 52.8 2069 42.6
(0.4) (0.5) (10.8) (10.9)

eggs 2 1375 1374 99.7 10 0.8 305 22.9 1059 76.3
(1. 6) (2.2) (28.1) (28.5)

HI eggs 1 8001 8001 100.0 515 7.6 1917 23.8 5569 68.7
(2.6 ) (1. 5) (2.8)

H2 eggs 1 6399 6399 100.0 942 14.8 1966 30.6 3451 54.5
(1.2) (0.2) (1.0)

H3 eggs 1 6353 6353 100.0 1789 28.8 1507 27.4 3057 43.8
(1.2) (7.6) (8.8 )
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TABLE 15 continued: Egg Hatchability

y Oregon-R
control

eggs 1 7866 7856 99.9 307 3.9 3038 38.8 4511 57.3
(0.1 ) (0.7) (2.8) (3.4)

eggs 2 1112 1106 99.6 19 1.6 224 19.3 863 79.2
(1.1 ) (2.2) (22.0) (22.7)

HI Not Avail able
H2 eggs 1 8961 8961 100.0 587 7.5 1850 22.3 6524 70.1

(3.1) (7.3) (8.9)
H3 eggs 1 8867 8867 100.0 1558 17.5 2283 25.3 5026 57.2

(1.6) (4.5 ) (6.0)

y+;Rsp+cnbw
control

eggs 2 1633 1632 99.9 19 0.9 387 23.3 1226 75.8
(0.4) (l.l) (9.7) (9.9)
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TABLE 16

PROGENY DISTRIBUTION FROM K DETERMINATIONS
UNTRANSLOCATED CHROMOSOMES

SO = Sd Rsp SO+ = Sd+ Rsp+

line males females total males females total TOTAL

R-3, no marked Y

n
%
m/f
SR

194 282 476
.343 .499 .842

.688

.408

35 54 89 565
.062 .096 •158 1. 000

.648 .682

.393 .405

DA-3, BsYy+

n
0{

'"m/f
SR

474 301 775
.609 .3137 '.996

1.575
.612

1 2 3 778
.001 .003 .004 1. 000

.500 1.568

.333 .611

m/f =males/females
SR = percent males
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TABLE 17

LOWER BOUNDARY FOR FF=FFF=FA=I.0;FY=.67
SO IISAVED II AS FUNCTION OF Z*, P3**, AND R1***
---------------------------------------------

Z MALES FEMALES SEX RATIO
------ ------- --------- -----------

.979 .950 .0 .50

.990 .649 .0 .50

.995 .500 .0 .50

.999 .376 .0 .50

.980 .950 .0 .625

.990 .650 .0 .627

.996 .500 .0 .605

.999 .377 .0 .627

.936 .950 .01 .500

.940 .858 .01 .500

.950 .754 .01 .500

.999 .237 .01 .500

.937 .950 .01 .605

.940 .859 .01 .609

.950 .755 .01 .616

.999 .238 .01 .• 572

.999 .239 .01 .627

.936 .999 .05 .500

.940 .740 .05 .500

.950 .624 .05 .500

.963 .500 .05 .500

.980 .351 .05 .500

.999 .174 .05 .500

.937 .999 .05 .605

.940 .741 .05 .595

.940 .742 .05 .609

.950 .625 .05 .616

.964 .500 .05 .621

.980 .352 .05 .625

.999 .175 .05 .627
---------------------------------------------
* Z = DRIVE STRENGTH, PROBABILITY OF DRIVE

INDUCED DYSFUNCTION OF SD+ BY SO.
** P3 = INITIAL FREQUENCY OF SO MALES
*** RA = INITIAL FREQUENCY OF XXY;SD FEMALE
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TABLE 18

Sex Ratio as a Function of Relative Fitness and/or
Drive Strength, and Estimated Time to Sex Ratio Equilibrium

as a Function of Relative Fitness (see note*)

Generations

z FA
FF=I.0 FF=.5 FF=.Ol FF=.Ol FF=.OOl FF=.OOl

SR FFF= FFF= FFF=.Ol FFF=.OOI FFF=.Ol FFF=.OOI
1.0 0.1

0.937 1.000 0.605 X
0.940 1.000 0.609 X
0.950 1.000 0.616 X
0.980 1.000 0.625 X
0.990 1.000 0.627 X
0.999 1.000 0.627 X

0.999 1.001 0.627
0.999 1.001 0.712
0.999 1.010 0.711
0.999 1.050 0.712
0.999 1.100 0.716
0.999 2.000 0.771
0.999 3.000 0.805
0.999 1.001 0.712
0.999 5.000 0.842
0.999 11.000 0.887
0.999 15.000 0.902
0.999 20.000 0.914
0.999 25.000 0.922
0.999 30.000 0.929
0.999 35.000 0.934
0.999 40.000 0.938
0.999 45.000 0.941

X
X

x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

948
255
151
22
16

992
259
153
22
16

1097
283
166
24
17

1206
302
176
25
18

* for c=.5; z=.999; M=.086; L=.200; FY=.67; P3=.937-.999
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM

written by T.W. Lyttle, with modifications by G. Kitaji

CC THIS VERSION GIVES ADULT FREQUENCIES
CC DEFAULTS:GEN=10000,FAC=10000
CC EQUILIBRIUM LOOP PERMISSIBLE 20 TIMES

DIMENSION GF(5,8),GM(5,8),TT(8,8),P(4),R(3),PT(4),
XRT(3),PZ(4),RZ(3),PA(4),RA(3)

CC INITIALIZE POPULATION ID ASSIGNMENT
IDS =0

CC READ INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES
1 READ(S,SOO)ZC,ZZ,ZMM,ZM,ZL,P(3),R(I),R(3),F,FY,FF,FFF

CC IF -1, GO TO END
IF(ZC)200,201,201

CC SET GENERATION COUNTER TO ZERO , ICOUNT
201 ICOUNT=O

CC INCREMENT ID NUMBER
IDS=IDS +1

CC WRITE INITIAL PARAMETERS
WRITE(6,501)ZC,ZZ,ZMM,ZM,ZL,P(3),R(I),R(3),F,FY,FF,

XFFF, IDS
CC ADJUST FITNESS VALUES RELATIVE TO STANDARD

F=F+l.O
FF=l.O+FF
FFF=l.O+FFF

CC CALCULATE COMPLEMENTARY SEGREGATION RATES, GENOTYPE
CC FREQUENCIES, ETC.

32 ZZA=l. O-ZZ
ZZB=2.0-ZZ
ZCA=I.0-ZC
ZMA=l.O-ZM
ZLA=I.0-ZL
P(4)=1.0-P(3)
R(2)=1.0-R(I)-R(3)
P(l)= 0
P(2)= 0

CC BUILD AND ASSIGN GAMETIC MATRIX FOR MALES AND
CC FEMALES

DO 111 1=1,5
DO 111 J=I,8
GF (I,J)= 0
GM(I,J)= 0

111 CONTINUE
GM(I,I)= ZLA*ZZA*ZCAjZZB
GM(I,2)= ZL*ZZA*ZCjZZB
GM(I,3)= ZLA*ZZA*ZCjZZB
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GM(l,4)= ZL*ZZA*ZCA/ZZB
GM(l,5)= ZLA*ZC/ZZB
GM(l,6)= ZL*ZCA/ZZB
GM(l,7)= ZLA*ZCA/ZZB
GM(l,8)= ZL*ZC/ZZB
GM(2,1)= ZLA/2.0
GM(2,2)= ZL/2.0
GM(2,3)= ZLA/2.0
GM(2,4)= ZL/2.0
GM(3,1)= ZZA*ZCA/ZZB
GM(3,2)= ZZA*ZC/ZZB
GM(3,5)= ZC/ZZB
GM(3,6)= ZCA/ZZB
GM(4,1)= 0.5
GM(4,2)= 0.5
GF(l,l)= ZMA/4.0
GF(l,2)= ZM/4.0
GF(l,3)= ZMA/4.0
GF(l,4)= ZM/4.0
GF(l,5)= ZMA/4.0
GF(l,6)= ZM/4.0
GF(l,7)= ZMA/4.0
GF(l,8)= ZM/4.0
GF(2,1)= ZMA/2.0
GF(2,2)= ZM/2.0
GF(2,3)= ZMA/2.0
GF(2,4)= ZM/2.0
GF (3, 1)= 1.0
DO 16 11=1,4

16 CONTINUE
DO 17 II=l, 3

17 CONTINUE
PTT=1.0
RTT=1.0

CC BEGIN INDIVIDUAL POPULATION ITERATION: INTERNAL LOOP.
CC K = NUMBER OF GENERATIONS TO ITERATE AS DEFAULT

DO 300 K=l, 10000
CC SELECTION

PT(l)= P(l)*SQRT(F*FY)*PTT
PT(2)= P(2)*SQRT(FY)*PTT
PT(3)= P(3)*SQRT(F)*PTT
PT(4)= P(4)*PTT
RT(l)= R(l)*SQRT(FF)*RTT
RT(2)= R(2)*SQRT(FFF)*RTT
RT(3)= R(3)*RTT

CC ELIMINATE NEGATIVE FREQUENCIES, RECALCULATE
CC GENOTYPE PROPORTIONS

DO 405 1=1,4
IF(PT(I)-0.0)400,405,405
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400 PT(I)=O.O
405 CONTINUE

DO 406 J=1,3
IF(RT(J)-0.O)401,406,406

401 RT(J)=O.O
406 CONTINUE

PTT= PT(l)+PT(2)+PT(3)+PT(4)
RTT= RT(I)+RT(2)+RT(3)
PZ(l)= PT(I)/PTT
PZ(2)= PT(2)/PTT
PZ(3)= PT(3)/PTT
PZ(4)= PT(4)/PTT
RZ(I)= RT(I)/RTT
RZ(2)= RT(2)/RTT
RZ(3)= RT(3)/RTT
SR=PTT/(PTT+RTT)

CC FAC IS CRITRERION FOR DETERMINING WHETHER A
CC THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE STEPS THROUGH GENOTYPES
CC TESTING FOR THE GIVEN FAC (LEVEL) OF STRINGENCY
CC TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE POPULATION HAS REACHED
CC AN lIEQUILIBRIUW
CC GENOTYPE FREQUENCY CHANGES OR NOT--EFFECTIVELY,
CC A POPULATION SIZE.

89 FAC=10000.0
IPT=INT(FAC*PZ(3»
IP = INT(FAC*PA(3»
IF(IP-IPT)99,11,99

11 IPT=INT(FAC*PZ(4»
IP = INT(FAC*PA(4»
IF(IP-IPT)99,12,99

12 IPT=INT(FAC*PZ(I»
IP = INT(FAC*PA(I»
IF(IP-IPT)99,13,99

13 IPT=INT(FAC*RZ(I»
IP = INT(FAC*RA(I»
IF(IP-IPT)99,14,99

14 IPT=INT(FAC*RZ(3»
IP = INT(FAC*RA(3»
IF(IP-IPT)99,70,99

CC Q IS A COUNTER TO CONTROL THE SECOND LEVEL OF
CC STRINGENCY CONCERNING WHETHER AN EQUILIBRIUM
CC HAS BEEN REACHED: EFFECTIVELY, THE NUMBER OF
CC GENERATIONS WHICH A POPULATION MUST MAINTAIN
CC THE SAME GENOTYPE FREQUENCIES FOR ALL GENOTYPES
CC AT THE FAC LEVEL INDICATED.
CC THIS COUNTER IS RESET AT THIS POINT IF THE
CC REQUIREMENT IS NOT MET FOR ALL GENOTYPES IN
CC THIS ITERATION LOOP.

70 Q=Q+l.
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IF(Q-20.0)302,15,15
99 Q=O

CC PA AND RA MATRIX STORE INITIAL VALUES FOR
CC POPULATION COMPARISONS OF INITIAL AND FINAL
CC FREQUENCIES

302 PA(l )=PZ(l)
PA(3)= PZ(3)
PA(4)= PZ(4)
PA(2)=1.0-PA(1)-PA(4)-PA(3)
RA (l )= RZ (1 )
RA(3)= RZ(3)
RA(2)= 1.0-RA(1)-RA(3)

CC THIS (OPTIONAL) WRITE SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT
CC INTERMEDIATE GENERATION GENOTYPE FREUQUENCIES AND
CC SEX RATIO, IF DESIRED

123 IF«INT(ICOUNT/2.0)*2.0)-ICOUNT)301,600,301
600 WRITE(6,503)ICOUNT,PZ(3),PZ(4),PZ(1),PZ(2),RZ(1),

*RZ(3),RZ(2),SR,IDS
CC SELECTION PRIOR TO RANDOM UNION OF GAMETES

301 PT(1)=PT(1)*SQRT(F*FY)
PT(2)=PT(2)*SQRT(FY)
PT(3)=PT(3)*SQRT(F)
RT(1)=RT(1)*SQRT(FF)
RT(2)=RT(2)*SQRT(FFF)

CC COMPLETE GAMETIC MATRIX WITH VALUES FOR UNSUCCESSFUL
CC GENOTYPES

DO 9 J=1,8
GM(5,J)= 0
GF(4,J)= 0

CC CALCULATE PROPORTION OF GAMETES BASED ON GENOTYPE
CC FREQUENCIES AFTER SELECTION

IF(J-2) 49,49,51
51 IF(J-4) 52,52,53
53 IF(J-6) 54,54,55
55 GM(5,J)= PT(1)*GM(1,J)

GF(4,J)= RT(1)*GF(1,J)
GO TO 9

54 GM(5,J)= PT(1)*GM(1,J)+PT(3)*GM(3,J)
GF(4,J)= RT(1)*GF(1,J)
GO TO 9

52 GM(5,J)= PT(1)*GM(1,J)+PT(2)*GM(2,J)
GF(4,J)= RT(1)*GF(1,J)+RT(2)*GF(2,J)
GO TO 9

49 DO 8 1=1,3
GM(5,J)= GM(5,J)+PT(I)*GM(I,J)
GF(4,J)= GF(4,J)+RT(I)*GF(I,J)

8 CONTINUE
GM(5,J)= GM(5,J)+PT(4)*GM(4,J)

9 CONTINUE
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CC INITIALIZE TOTAL GAMETES WITHIN SEX
CC BASED ON POST-SELECTION FREQUENCIES

TOTM= 0
TOTF= 0

CC SUM
DO 21 JLL=l,8
TOTM= GM(5,JLL) + TOTM
TOTF= GF(4,JLL) + TOTF

21 CONTINUE .
CC CALCULATE RELATIVE PROPORTIONS WITHIN SEX

DO 22 JJL= 1,8
GM(5,JJL)= GM(5,JJL)/TOTM
GF(4,JJL)= GF(4,JJL)/TOTF

22 CONTINUE
CC RANDOM UNION OF GAMETES

DO 19 LL=l,8
L = 9-LL
DO 19 I=l,L
TT(LL,I)= GM(5,I)*GF(4,LL)

19 CONTINUE
CC CALCULATE NEW GENOTYPE TOTALS (ZYGOTES)

PT(l)= TT(l,8)+TT(2,7)+TT(3,5)+TT(S,4)+TT(6,3)+TT(7,1)
PT(2)= TT(l,4) + TT (2,3) + TT (3,1)
PT(3)= TT(l,S)+TT(2,6)+TT(5,l)+TT(6,2)
PT(4)= TT(1,l)+TT(2,2)
RT(l)= TT(l,7)+TT(3,6)+TT(4,S)+TT(S,3)+TT(7,2)+TT(8,1)
RT(2)= TT(l,3)+TT(3,2)+TT(4,l)
RT(3)=TT(l,2)
PTT= PT(l)+PT(2)+PT(3)+PT(4)
RTT=RT(l) +RT(2) +RT(3)
PT(l)= PT(l)/PTT
PT(2)= PT(2)/PTT
PT(3)= PT(3)/PTT
PT(4)= PT(4)/PTT
RT(l)= RT(l)/RTT
RT(2)= RT(2)/RTT
RT(3)= RT(3)/RTT

CC INCREMENT GENERATION
CC CALCULATE NEW SEX RATIO AFTER FERTILIZATION

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1
SRG=PTT/(PTT+RTT)

CC INSERT "FAC =" PROCEDURE HERE FOR ZYGOTIC FREQUENCIES
CC INSERT INTERVENING GENERATION'S
CC CONDITIONAL AND WRITE STATMENTS HERE FOR
CC PRINT OUT OF ZYGOTIC FREQUENCIES AND SE
CC RATIO
CC RESET GENOTYPE FREQUENCIES TO BEGIN NEXT ROUND
CC OF ITERATION

10 P(l)=PT(I)
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P(3)= PT(3)
P(4)= PT(4)
P(2)=1.0-P(1)-P(4)-P(3)
R(l)= RT(l)
R(3)= RT(3)
R(2)= 1.0-R(1)-R(3)

300 CONTINUE
CC WRITE STATEMENT AT END OF ITERATION FOR A GIVEN
CC POPULATION. WRITE Q STATEMENT GIVES CRITERION
CC FOR NUMBER OF GENERATIONS THAT NO CHANGES ARE
CC PERMITTED FOR EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

15 WRITE(6,503)ICOUNT,PZ(3),PZ(4),PZ(1),PZ(2),RZ(1),
*RZ(3),RZ(2),SR,IDS

WRITE (6,550)Q
550 FORMAT(lX,63X,F3.0)

CC GO TO STATEMENT REINITIATES PROCESS FOR NEXT
CC POPULATION BY READING IN NEW INITIAL PARAMETER
CC VALUES

GO TO 1
200 STOP
501 FORMAT(lX,12F6.3,I4)
503 FORMAT( I4,8(F6.3),I4)

END
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